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Another retail concept by Mister B 
with worldwide exposure is the 

shop-in-shop. Earlier this year Mister 
B partnered up with German retailer 
Brunos. A shop-in-shop was realized in 
Hamburg, and smaller assortments are 
being sold at stores in Berlin, Munich 
and Cologne as well. 
CloneZone, another famous industry 
name, recently incorporated a Mister B 
shop-in-shop 
in their heavily 
expanded 
Manchester 
store. At this 
moment, over 
twenty Mister 
B shop-in-
shops can be 
found across 
the globe, 
from the USA 
to Australia and from South Africa to 
Norway. According to Jeroen Janssen, 
commercial manager of the wholesale 
department, these retail concepts are a 
vital part of Mister B’s strategy: “Mister 
B wants to cater to the needs and 
desires of gay and fetish customers 
around the globe. 
We want to offer a unique shopping 
experience in an open-minded and 
welcoming atmosphere. We work 
together with our partners to deliver 
just that. We offer training, marketing 
materials and market insights 
alongside exclusive items and 

tailor-made clothing.” The benefi t for 
the retailer is clear, says Janssen: 
“Mister B is a strong brand, 
manufacturing high quality toys and 
gear for lovers of fetish. 
A partnership for us is a two-way 
street; we work closely with our 
partners to add value for both parties, 
all the while retaining strong margins. A 
physical presence in the middle of local 

gay scenes 
is part of the 
success of 
Mister B.” The 
products of 
Mister B can 
raise some 
eyebrows here 
and there but 
openness and 
accessibility 
have always 

been a core value for Mister B. 
Janssen: “Our fi rst shop in Amsterdam 
had enormous see-through shopping 
windows. Up until then, fetish and 
leather stores were hidden behind 
black blinds and double doors. It has 
always been important to us to be open 
to the outside world about who we are 
and about our sexuality. 
We are a company that takes a stand 
and really wants to play an active, 
visible and supporting role in local gay 
and fetish scenes. Our partners enable 
us to leave a mark, sometimes 
literally even.” 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands - 25 years ago the very fi rst Mister B store opened its 

doors in the center of Amsterdam. Fast-forward to 2019 and Mister B products are 

available all over the world. Alongside three fl agship stores in Amsterdam, Berlin and 

Antwerp, the third Mister B concept store just opened its doors this year in Zürich, after 

Frankfurt and Copenhagen.

Mister B’s retail concept 
celebrates 25th anniversary

N E W S

L et the bottles pop and the 

glasses clink, t here is reason 

to celebrate! Th is October 

marks the ten-year anniver-

sary of eroF ame! W ithin a 

decade from its debut, t his 

trade show has become one 

of the biggest showcases for 

the erotic industry, n ot ju st 

in E urope but worldwide as 

eroF ame has come to attract 

a large, glob al audience. 

Th e event has grown and 

improved in all areas over the 

course of these past ten ye-

ars. F or instance, t he very fi rst 

eroF ame, wh ich took place 

in P otsdam near B erlin, h ad 

roughly fi fty exhibitors. T oday, 

there are more than 200. Of  

course, mor e exhibitors need 

more space, an d more exhibi-

tors also attract more visitors. 

Th e popularity of eroF ame is 

proof that this is a trade show 

the market needs – an d that 

it lives up to the standards of 

the industry. Of  course, t his 

success would not have been 

possible without the hard, 

untiring work of the organisers 

and the exhibitors. S o, t he 

editorial team of E AN wou ld 

like to take this opportunity to 

thank everybody involved in 

the trade convention for their 

commitment. W e are looking 

forward to this tenth eroF a-

me, an d we hope that all the 

exhibitors and visitors have 

a pleasant time in Hanover, 

fi lled with fun and successful 

business deals!

Th at‘s  it for this month!

Ran dolph Heil 

 letter from the editor
Amsterdam, Ber l in ,  Antwerp,  Zur ich,  Frankfurt  and Copenhagen Dear readers
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C O N T E N T

'Kosher Sex‘ is an erotic store in 

Tel Aviv, Israel. Founder Chana 

Boteach tells us about her activities 

and her business concept

Sabrina Verhage explains how sex 

toys can be hacked and how this 

can create whole new possibilities 

for pleasure

Elsa Viegas explains why Bijoux 

Indiscrets named their latest collection 

SLOW SEX and how this title relates to 

the concept behind the products

25 years ago, the success story 

of the Mister B Shops began in 

Amsterdam; Commercial Manager 

Jeroen Janssen takes us on a stroll 

down memory lane

Self-reflection thanks to data 

analysis: Company founder Liz 

Klinger presents the high-tech 

Lioness vibrator

Mystim entered into a collaboration 

with German erotic model and TV 

celeb Micaela Schäfer – resulting in

a new toy: Opus Mica

Élodie Vermast is the founder 

and manager of Praline & 

Priape, an online boutique 

that has much more to offer 

than erotic products

The first thing you 

notice about 

Crackstuffers products: 

They are big and blue. 

But there is much more 

to the brand, as CEO 

Darren Knights tells us 

in an interview
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Samir Saraiya (ThatsPersonal.com) and 

Simon Smith (WOW Tech Group) analyse 

the current developments in the market in 

a two-pronged interview

Gerardo Ramos 

looks back at 20 

years of XR Brands 

and explains how 

the company 

became the power-

house it is today
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Earlier this summer Kheper Games also 
added a new game to their holiday pro-

ducts line; The 12 Pot Games of Christmas. 
Edible pasties are intended primarily as 
nipple coverings and are meant to be licked 
vs. eaten.  The printing is on rice paper and 
they peel off their backings and can then be 
placed directly on the skin.  Kheper does 
recommend though that you moisten the 

London, England - United Consortium 
and System JO are currently recruiting 
a full time Brand Ambassador / Ac-
count Manager to work throughout their 
European territories. Their global brands 
are poised for a new stage of develop-
ment on the continent, requiring a new 
position for the right person to raise brand 
awareness and increase sales through 
targeted opportunities. “We’re casting a 
wide net for this position,” says Becky 
Buffham, European Sales Manager at 
United Consortium and System JO. “It’s 
an incredible opportunity to travel across 
Europe regularly providing store trainings 
and store visits, and representing all our 
brands at events and trade shows, and 
we want to make sure we fi nd the perfect 
individual. Our ideal candidate has a dy-
namic personality and a natural commu-
nication style, and of course an interest in 
personal products.” The successful candi-
date must be able to speak German and 
English fl uently, and preferably one other 
language. A current driver’s license is re-

back of the pasties before placing them 
to ensure they solidly stick. “We were so 
amazed at how well our Candy Cane and 
Gingerbread Woman Pasties performed last 
year that we had to expand the line further.” 
Explains CEO Brian Pellham. “They’re cute, 
fun, and fl avorful. We always make certain 
that our candies and gums are as delicious 
as they are attractive.”

quired, and a passion for frequent travel is 
a must. Quarterly and annual bonus plans 
are part of the offering, and compensation 
is to be discussed with serious appli-
cants. United Consortium and System JO 
have a brand portfolio that includes many 
of the leading brands in the adult indus-
try, with cutting edge products that are 
renowned throughout the world. They are 
ready to reinforce their strong presence 
in Europe with a dedicated Ambassador 
who understands the market, the people, 
and the high caliber of product offerings. 
“It’s an unusual job to fi ll, which is why 
we’re taking an unconventional approach 
by shouting it from the rooftops. We want 
to see where the best of the best might 
come from – and it’s not necessarily the 
person glued to their job listings board.” 
Buffham adds that she’s looking forward 
to meeting potential candidates, and 
encourages people to do their homework 
before they apply. Please send your CV 
or any questions to Becky Buffham at 
rebecca@systemjo.com 

Seattle, USA - Kheper, Inc. is excited to announce that they are expanding their line of 

holiday items for Christmas and Chanukah to include two additional holiday pasty fl avors.  

Candy Swirl Pasties are Spearmint fl avored and Snowfl ake Pasties are Wintermint fl avored.

Kheper, Inc. expands holiday line 

European Brand Ambassador wanted 

N E W S

Two new edible pasty sty les
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Candy Swirl Pasties are Spearmint 

flavored and Snowflake Pasties are 

Wintermint flavored



RCC WHOLESALE - Open A Trade Account Today 

The Supplement Market Is Booming

150,000+

The Most Powerful Formula On The Market

For well over nine years, RCC Wholesale has been helping 
your customers bring their sex life back to the boil!

With over 12 million capsules sold to more than 150 

the most trusted sexual health products on the market.

We ship to all UK & Europe destinations. Worldwide shipping also available.

Prize Draw Every Day
at Erofame 2019 Booth #86

SONOS Play - Home Speaker System

Plus €500.00 Private Label Package

Plus Filled Counter Stand Valued €200.00

The PENISEX ointment for HIM can so-
metimes cause miracles for stability when 

treated sensitively ‚on the spot‘. The sexual 
anointing can promote the excitement individually 
on the highest possible level by direct stimulus 
effect. The PENISEX XXL Penis Massage Cream, 
on the other hand, is equipped with a noticeable 
XXL depth effect. Intensive massages with this 
cream can promote blood circulation and the 
result are extra strong men. The CLITORISEX 
stimulation gel with gliding effect for application 

to the clitoris is specially tailored to 
the needs of the female sex. Depen-
ding on your personality, you can 
experience a tingling, light to totally 
crazy feeling of pleasure. The gel is 
suitable for condoms, pH-optimized, 
water-soluble and fat-free. PENISEX is 

better than ever before and will continue to make 
it its business in the future to provide a fi rework 
of emotions with the highest quality products 
‚Made in Germany‘. 

Hanover, Germany - PENISEX – that is quality and experience for 45 years. PENISEX became known through all media as early 

as 1974. Men and women who were looking to increase their sexuality found PENISEX. The PENISEX line offers capsules as a 

dietary supplement for him. ThIn capsule form, the PENISEX men‘s capsules can stimulate desire. 

PENISEX celebrates 45 years of success
JOYDIVISION



The new additions to the Dream Toys 
collection are in pink colour and each 

have their own features, to please and 
excite customers that want more than the 
usual vibrations. All four new products are 
100% waterproof, have that silky touch of 
body safe silicone, and they all offer seven 
different vibration patterns. The Heating Th-
ruster vibrator has three powerful motors. 
One in the shaft, one in the top and one in 
the clitoral stimulator. These offer seven dif-
ferent patterns of vibrations. The clitoral sti-
mulator has three little fl aps that provide a 
sensation of tongue licking. Additionally the 
Heating Thruster can make rotating and th-
rusting movements, which will make clima-
xing easier and sooner. A special feature of 
this toy is the heating function, that warms 
the toy up to body temperature. Charging 
can be done with a USB cable that clicks 
to the two magnetic contact points on the 
toy. The Bendable Heating Brush Bunny 
has three powerful motors. The motor in 
the top and the one in the clitoral stimulator 
can operate individually. Both offer seven 
different patterns of vibrations. The clitoral 

stimulator has two soft and fl exible rabbit 
ears. The top has a soft brush-like structure 
for extra stimulation. Additionally the top 
of the Heating Brush Bunny has a heating 
function. Apart from the heating function, 
this toy has another special feature. It 
can be bent into the desired position that 
pleases more and stimulates better. All the 
functions are controlled with three buttons 
at the shiny base of the Bendable Heating 
Brush Bunny. The Bendable Heating Snail 
Trail has powerful motors located at the 
top and in the clitoral stimulator. These are 
operated individually and both offer seven 
different patterns of vibrations. The clitoral 
stimulator has fi ve little fl aps that provide a 
sensation of tongue licking. Like the Brush 
Bunny, this toy can be bent as well. The 
Happy Egg is smaller than the other three 
new Vibes of Love toys, but has a great 
feature that makes it a satisfying pleaser. 
The little tongue is perfect for spot-on 
clitoral or nipple stimulation. It looks cute 
and charming with its shiny pink exterior. 
Because of the size it fi ts in every hand bag 
or pocket.                                                  

Axel, The Netherlands - Tonga has released four new products under the label Dream Toys. 

The vibrators are called Heating Thruster, Bendable Heating Brush Bunny, Bendable Heating 

Snail Trail and Happy Egg.

Dream Toys 
launched four new vibrators

N E W S

Tonga
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Tonga has released four new 

products under the label Dream Toys

Flensburg, Germany - From now on, the 
37th edition of the free, neutral erotic 
magazine ‚Modern Emotion‘ with new, 
erotic lifestyle topics and great shop-
ping tips for end customers is available. 
The fall issue is dedicated to must-have 
lingerie for women with sexy curves and 
hot outfi ts in trendy vinyl. And to escape 
the autumn blues, the magazine presents 
innovative love toys for the darker season. 

Retailers can order ‚Modern Emotion‘ for 
free as a magazine in DIN A5 format and 
hand them out to their customers: Modern 
Emotion, Issue September / October 
2019,  Article number 0911798 0000 / 
50 bundle. The new issue of ‚Modern 
Emotion‘ is also available as a digital 
version in the download area at www.
orion-grosshandel.de – easy to download 
and integrate into your own online shop.

Fall issue of Modern Emotion now available



The iroha 
temari is an 

external-use, 
rechargeable 
item. With a 
strong but silent 
motor it features 
a structure that 

reduces vibration transmission to the holder’s 
hands. At its highest setting, the iroha temari is 
the strongest item in the iroha brand. The iroha 
temari is available in three color variations: MIZU, 
KAZÉ and HANA. The iroha temari is recharged 
by USB and has a single button to turn the item 
ON/OFF and cycle through its four vibration 
modes and two rhythm patterns. Fully waterproof 
with a dust-repellant coating and a storage cap, 
the temari is easy to keep clean. 

Mainz-Kastel, Germany - Mr. 
Cock Vibrating Cockring enclo-
ses the penis in a special way, 
thus increasing the hardness 
and length of the erection. 
The penis ring, which vibrates 
at the push of a button, will 

release completely new feelings and increase 
pleasure in the double sense. Keep the button 
pressed to start or stop the vibration. Pressing 
the button once selects one of the 10 available 
vibration levels. Simply connect the included 
charging cable to the cockring and charge it 
to a USB input. The cock ring offers up to 90 
minutes of vibration.

Tokyo, Japan - TENGA Co., Ltd, announced the 

newest addition to the iroha brand lineup: The 

iroha temari. It will be available in Europe in Octo-

ber 2019 for 90 EURO RRP. 

iroha launches new 
external vibrator temari

B Swish presents Bwild 
Delux Bunny vibrator

TENGA
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+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114            
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

7 VIBRATION MODES

SILK TOUCH SILICONE

USB RECHARGEABLE
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The iroha temari is the strongest 

item in the iroha brand
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The international expedition is part of An-
eros’ initiative to share education about 

new developments in prostate and Kegel 
health as well as sales tips and information 
about the Aneros brand and philosophy. 
In August, Aldon presented and trained 
at more than 50 stores, including New 
Zealand’s Peaches & Cream franchise and 
Australia’s Sexyland and Club X stores, in 
addition to the Aneros’ Australian distribu-
tion company, Windsor Wholesale. Staff 
members at every location were friendly 
and receptive, embracing the information 
provided with enthusiasm as evidenced in 
the resulting product orders. “Education is 
exceptionally important to us,” Aldon said. 
“Providing knowledge to our partners is 
important not only for the Aneros brand, but 
for creating a progressive discourse about 
human sexuality and all of its benefi ts. To be 
able to help someone else on their journey 
towards greater intimacy and connection 
is the most fulfi lling aspect of my career. To 
say the trip was a success is an under-
statement; everyone we worked with was 

Wadgassen, Germany - New to ST 
RUBBER‘s range are the MALESATION 
Masturbation Cups ‚Pussy Pleasure‘ 
and ‚Butt Pleasure‘. These are mas-
turbators in a modern design, which fi t 
the hand nicely because of their special 
case design. In addition, the mastur-
bators can be beefed up with a vibration 
bullet (not included in delivery) and can 
thus provide even more stimulation. 

incredibly open and excited about what 
they learned and the new tools provided to 
help end the stigmas associated with sex. 
Our business relationship grew more than 
ever before, and I’m already looking forward 
to returning to Australasia again in the near 
future.” “Brent’s enthusiasm was infectious, 
his presentation is informative and enga-
ging,” said Windsor Wholesale Australasia’s 
co-founder and head of sales David Watt. 
“The Aneros brand is well respected in 
Australia. Their range has double the value, 
fi rstly as a sexual wellness tool with its pro-
state education, and secondly as a pleasure 
product, all rolled into one. The quality of the 
materials are unsurpassed, Aneros is clearly 
the market leader in this category and 
Windsor Wholesale Australasia is proud to 
be their partner down under”. The training 
included information about the capabili-
ties and use of Aneros products. Staffers 
learned how Aneros products impact overall 
sexual health and wellness and discovered 
the advantages of their use as an alternative 
treatment modality.                                  

The sleeve is made of soft and stretchy 
TPE ( free from all harmful substances) 
in skin color. The case is made of ABS 
plastic and the sleeve is easy to clean 
because it is completely easy to remo-
ve. If you have any further questions 
about the new products, ST RUBBER’s 
customer service team will be happy 
to help you on +49 6834 4006-0 or by 
e-mail to info@st-rubber.de.

Houston, USA - Aneros is celebrating after Brent Aldon, the company’s director of sales and 

marketing, embarked on a month-long tour to train the staff of several retail stores who are 

carrying their products in New Zealand and Australia.

Aneros continues to 
expand in Australasia

ST RUBBER is expanding 
its MALESATION program again 

N E W S

Provid ing educat ion to d istr ibutor  and reta i l  partners
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ST RUBBER has added 

two new MALESATION 

masturbators 



 Because  
SCALA 

currently has out-
standing stock 
availability on the 
popular range, 

so all its sleek pleasure providers are fully ready 
to order.  SeXentials by TOYJOY caters to all 
entry-levels, from beginners to experienced play-
ers: there’s something for every type of consu-
mer in the non-intimidating collection. Choose 
between the Happiness, Euphoria and Bliss 
rabbit-style vibrators, the Delight ribbed vibrator, 
the Extravagance G-spot vibe, the Paradise love 
egg, the Satisfaction cock ring, and the best-sel-
ling Jubilation anal plug. Every SeXential pleasure 
provider is made of smooth silicone.               

Wijchen, The Netherlands - Now is the actually the 

perfect time to take advantage of SeXentials ama-

zing sales margins and big mainstream attraction. 

Profi t from SeXentials’ 
outstanding sales margins
SCALA
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Mainz-Kastel, Germany - Mr. 
Cock Vibrating Cockring 
encloses the penis in a 
special way, thus increasing 
the hardness and length of 
the erection. The penis ring, 
which vibrates at the push 

of a button, will release completely new feelings 
and increase pleasure in the double sense. Keep 
the button pressed to start or stop the vibration. 
Pressing the button once selects one of the 10 
available vibration levels. Simply connect the in-
cluded charging cable to the cockring and charge 
it to a USB input. The cock ring offers up to 90 
minutes of vibration.

MVW presents 
Mr. Cock Vibrating Cockring
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It’s hosted on the Loud Speakers Net-
work, available to listen on Apple Pod-

casts, Soundcloud, and other platforms. 
Braverman and reggae artist Noah Powa 
were this week’s guests, and they, along 
with Yee and her co-hosts Lore’l and Gigi 
Miguire, brought entirely different perspec-
tives to an open, honest discussion about 
sex and sex toys. The group started off 
talking about their backgrounds and what 
they’re comfortable with while having sex. 
As August is anal pleasure month, the 
conversation quickly turned to butt plugs, 
prostate massagers, and other anal sex ex-
periences. They also went through the box 

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Who-
lesale is shipping the interactive collection 
from SenseMax. The virtual reality collection 
from SenseMax combines High tec, inno-
vation and sexual satisfaction, making for 
a truly unique experience. The SenseMax 
SenseTube lets every man enjoy interac-
tive handjobs or blowjobs! The futuristic, 
rechargeable masturbator perfectly adapts 
to a man’s desires and lets him adjust the 
blowjob feeling to his individual preferences 
with the airlock system. The SenseTube has 
5 vibration modes, 12 vibration levels and 
an inner sleeve with numerous stimulating 
dots – combined they provide an intense 
stimulation of the penis. The stimulation 
can be increased even more thanks to the 
soft case – just apply some pressure with 
the hand. In combination with the Virtual 

of toys that Braverman brought from Doc 
Johnson HQ including the @PlaymateIry-
na Main Squeeze Stroker, an iVibe Select 
iPlease, and Braverman’s personal favorite, 
the OptiMale Vibrating Cock Ring. They 
discussed which toys are best as an intro-
duction to sex toys (the Pocket Rocket!), 
and how to bring them into a relationship. 
“Lip Service was an incredibly fun conver-
sation,” Braverman said. “Everybody was 
great and ready to discuss their sex lives, 
no matter if they like to stick to what they 
know or are completely open to any expe-
rience. The variety in viewpoints makes for 
hilarious, interesting conversation.” 

Reality headset Sense VR from SenseMax 
the SenseTube gets especially interactive 
during use. With the VR headset for the free 
SensePlayer app it is possible to dive right 
into the fun! It uses the VR compatibility and 
makes 180° and 360° experiences possib-
le. All that needs to be done is putting the 
smartphone into the headset. The Sense-
Max SenseBand is an interactive wristband 
that turns the combination of masturbating 
with the masturbator and using the VR 
headset into the ultimate experience of 
pleasure. The wristband can be connected 
to the smartphone via Bluetooth and works 
with the free SensePlayer app. The motion 
sensor inside synchronises the speed of the 
masturbator with the selected erotic video 
that is displayed on the smartphone inside 
the VR headset. 

North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson COO Chad Braverman was a guest on Angela Yee’s 

podcast, Lip Service. Lip Service is a weekly podcast where host Angela Yee invites hip-hop 

and R&B stars to talk about their relationships and sex lives. 

Chad Braverman talks sex on 
Angela Yee’s Lip Service podcast

EDC WHOLESALE ships 
interactive collection from SenseMax  

N E W S

Doc Johnson 
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Doc Johnson COO Chad Braverman 

was a guest on Angela Yee’s podcast, 

Lip Service

SenseMax products are now available 

at EDC Wholesale
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The Luxury Advent Calendar is in a ‘dis-
play case’ design that makes it a real 

eye-catcher. It has 24 removable boxes 
that contain 24 extremely erotic surprises: 
playful sex toys, sexy lingerie, stimulating 
massage oils and lubricants, condoms, 
cheeky sex games, joke items and much, 
much more! The special highlight of this 
Advent calendar is the small Womanizer 
2GO in a discreet lipstick design. A boo-
klet comes with each calendar including 
interesting sex tips and information about 
each product. Another highlight is the 
popular XXL Fetish Advent Calendar with 
24 doors right up to “Silent Night”! Bitters-
weet pleasure is hiding behind each door, 
e.g. fl oggers, gags, various restraints, 
nipple clamps, leather accessories, anal 
toys and other amazing toys that are a 
bit more extreme, but also items such as 
lingerie and condoms. However, there is 
also something else that’s new: there is 
an insert inside the calendar with pictures 
that show the customer how to use the 
products or with cheeky tips or phrases 
relating to the Advent period. Both calen-

Flensburg, Germany - It’s only a few weeks until it’s that time of the year again when we can 

say: Christmas is coming! And erotic Advent calendars with high-quality surprises are some 

of the bestsellers during the lucrative Christmas trade. 

Erotic Advent Calendars 
from ORION Wholesale

N E W S

A bestsel ler  every year
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dars are individually packaged in shipping 
cartons, labelled and stacked on pallets. 
This means that ORION Wholesale custo-
mers get a shipping carton that protects 
the calendar from getting damaged 
when it’s being handled. It’s also great for 
your customers too because the neutral 
packaging means that they can take their 
calendar home in a discreet way. The 
classic Sexy Chocolate Advent Calendars 
are just the right thing for all those who 
like it sweet and sexy: “Penthouse Cho-
colate Calendar” with a picture of bikini 
girls – small hearts made of delicious milk 
chocolate are hiding behind the 24 doors. 
“Chippendales Chocolate Calendar” 
with a sexy Chippendale picture and the 
subline ‘Get naughty!’ – there are also 
delicious milk chocolate hearts hiding be-
hind the 24 doors. And the heart-shaped 
Couple’s Advent Calendar makes sure 
that the couple have a “seductive Christ-
mas time”, thanks to the 24 tasks that get 
hotter and hotter each day. The outside of 
each door indicates whether it’s for HIM, 
for HER or for BOTH of them.                

There are different versions of the neu-

tral, erotic Advent calendars available 

from ORION Wholesale

Tokyo, Japan - After releasing the FLIP 
ORB in Spring this year, Male Pleasure Item 
brand TENGA launches an addition to its 
line, the TENGA FLIP ORB Strong. The 
entire TENGA FLIP series is reusable and 
thanks to it’s unique fl ip-open structure easy 
to wash and dry. The FLIP ORB Strong is 

made of fi rmer material with fl exible orbs for 
a completely new sensation. Coming in 2 
different colours and internal designs, the 
hour-glass shape and cap make the FLIP 
ORB Strong easy to hold, use, and clean. 
Available in Europe from October 2019. 
€70 RRP (each sold separately). 

The FLIP ORB Strong 
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New marble 
counter displays 
with tester for free.
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colored rubber inlays for better grip

marble block

rubber mat/ anti-slip foam
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colored rubber inlays for better grip
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The collection’s six different lingerie 
items have been designed exclusively 

at ORION’s headquarters and really stand 
out because of their revealing designs. 
The high-quality and seductive black and 
red fabric that has been chosen looks 
extremely sexy and at the same time is 
very comfortable to wear. The lingerie from 
Abierta Fina provides the perfect oppor-
tunity for women, who like showing off 
their bodies in a sexy and stylish way, to 
experiment with their sexy curves because 
it celebrates femininity with breathtaking 

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesa-
le’s new, neutral calendars for 2020 are 
now available – get your new versions of 
the best-selling calendars, which gua-
rantee a sale, now! The erotic specialist 
has seven different versions available this 
year. The pin-up calendars are shrink 
wrapped in packs of 10 for damage-free 
delivery. Pin-up Calendar Sexy Girls 
2020: Sweeten day-to-day life every 
month with these sweet girls, which show 
off their hot bodies to you in exciting 
poses! Pin-up calendar, colour photos 
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up 
Calendar Big Boobs 2020: Hot girls with 
sexy curves expertly putting their boobs 
in the limelight. Pin-up calendar, colour 
photos (softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. 
Pin-up Calendar Hot Ass 2020:  Enjoy 
the backsides of lovely girls in hot poses 
– a must-have for bum lovers! Pin-up 
calendar, colour photos (softcore). Size 
297 x 420 mm. Pin-up Calendar Men 

transparency and glittery rhinestone ele-
ments. These new favourite pieces fl atter 
any lady because the high-class label 
Abierta Fina is the perfect mix of sex appe-
al and femininity. It is therefore perfect for 
stylish seduction and provocative sensua-
lity without limits! Not only is it important 
for the Abierta Fina lingerie by Cottelli Col-
lection to be of the highest quality, but the 
same goes for the beautiful and elaborate 
packaging as well. The packaging therefo-
re has an additional decorative sleeve that 
is made out of fi rm cardboard. 

2020: A masculine “treat” every month: 
muscly guys that will whet your appeti-
te! Pin-up calendar, black/white photos 
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up 
Calendar Real Cocks 2020: Would you 
like anything else? These guys show off 
what they have! 
Pin-up calendar, black/white photos 
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up 
Calendar Abierta Fina exclusive Grirls 
2020: Stylish lingerie dreams: Pin-up 
calendar with 12 classy colour photos 
of breathtaking dream girls in revealing 
crotchless lingerie (pixelated) from Abierta 
Fina. Pin-up calendar, colour photos 
(softcore). Size 297 x 420 mm. Pin-up 
Porn Calendar 2020  An intense and 
in-depth look into the world of porn: there 
is an extreme position to suit everyone’s 
taste, whether it is oral, anal or vaginal! 
Pin-up calendar, colour photos (hardco-
re). Size 297 x 420 mm. Delivery possible 
only while stocks last. 

Flensburg, Germany - The new collection of the exclusive lingerie label Abierta Fina by Cot-

telli Collection is now available from ORION Wholesale. Sensual, playful and elegant – that’s 

how the now 8th collection from Abierta Fina by Cottelli Collection presents itself. 

The new collection from 
Abierta Fina by Cottelli Collection

Neutral erotic calendars 2020 

N E W S

Sensual ,  p layful ,  e legant
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The new collection of the exclusive 

lingerie label Abierta Fina by Cottelli 

Collection is now available from 

ORION Wholesale.

Seven different erotic calendars 

for 2020 are available now 
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“Get ready for your 
life to change.”

Traveler Pro 2+ Pro 3+
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39,95 59,95 59,95
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The Vibrating Strapless Strap-On ‚Triple 
Teaser‘ is a pleasure trio that is perfect 

for erotic role plays: women can enjoy 
simultaneous stimulation by the inserted 
vaginal vibrator and anal dildo, while they 
can thrust deep into their partner with the 
third vibrator – this guarantees excessive 
feelings of pleasure for both partners at 
the same time. Two powerful motors with 
seven vibration modes make sure that the 
fun stays exciting and diversifi ed – they can 
be controlled easily with the wireless remote 

Mainz-Kastel, Germany - Mr. Cock 
F*cking Deep – the naughty penis plug 
with middle fi nger look. Specially mo-
deled for the male urethral area. 
A particularly deep and exotic experien-
ce for experimental, hard men! The 
F * cking Deep was made of nickel-free 
steel and is hollow inside. Thus, urina-
tion while wearing is possible. The plug 
can be stored in the enclosed velvet 
bag. Mr. Cock F*cking Even Deeper – 
the particularly long and provocative 

Geneva, Switzerland - The Technical 
Management Board of the International 
Standardization Organisation (ISO) has 
approved the formation of a committee to 
standardize sex toys. This was preceded by 
a vote of the members last August, in which 
17 national organizations spoke in favour of 
such a standard. The standard will relate to 

control. The vibrator trio is also perfect to 
use in the bathtub or shower because it 
is waterproof. She can use the Vibrating 
Strapless Strap-On for solo fun as well – 
there are no limits to the imagination. The 
Vibrating Strapless Strap-On “Triple Teaser” 
from You2Toys is available in black and pur-
ple and also includes a USB charging cable. 
It is delivered in promotional packaging 
that can be stood up or hung up and has 
product descriptions in various languages 
on it as well.  

penis plug in the look of a middle fi nger. 
The various groove and cylinder shapes 
give the plug its unique features. 
The product is specially modeled for the 
male urethral area. “A particularly deep 
and exotic experience for experimental 
men”, states MVW in a press release. 
The plug is made of nickel-free polished 
steel and can be stored in the enclosed 
neutral velvet bag. It has an approxima-
te length of 24 cm and diameter of 
max. 0.8 cm. 

design and safety requirements for sex toys 
that come into direct contact with the geni-
tals, anus or both. It will specify safety and 
user information requirements relating to the 
materials and designs for products intended 
for sexual use.  The fi rst meeting of the new 
committee is planned for 14-15 November 
in Stockholm, Sweden.  

Flensburg, Germany - The Vibrating Strapless Strap-On ‚Triple Teaser‘ from You2Toys is 

now available from ORION Wholesale. 

Vibrating Strapless 
Strap-On ‚Triple Teaser‘

MVW releases new Mr. Cock penisplugs 

Standardization project approved by ISO

N E W S

New from You2Toys

30

The Vibrating Strapless Strap-On 

“Triple Teaser” from You2Toys is 

available in black and purple 

New Mr. Cock penisplugs 

are available at MVW 
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New Satisfyer Men Wand.n Wand

Wings of 
pleasure!
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Men Vibration Men Heat Vibration

Blows 
you away.

New Satisfyer Men Heat Vibration.
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Technology
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Double Classic

Double Plus Double Plus Remote

Double Whale



More fun
with more colors!

New!
Colorful 

vibrators for 
women, men 

& couples

19,95 19,95
Wholesale price Wholesale price

EURO EURO
MSRP incl. VAT MSRP incl. VAT

49,95 49,95
EURO EURO
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Of the three categories, which include 
Lubricant, Performance, and Groo-

ming, the RIDE ‚Grooming‘ category is 
debuting a new product called RIDE Beard 
Oil. RIDE Beard Oil is a hand-crafted blend 
of natural nut and seed oils that soften, 
smooth and shine any unruly facial hair. The 
oils also protect the hair from free radicals 
that could be damaging to the shaft and 
follicles. Infused with the seductive scent 
of Sandalwood, this proprietary formula 
contains antioxidant-rich Vitamin E to help 
hydrate and condition the delicate skin un-
derneath the beard. RIDE has long offered 
a non-foaming shave cream, called Razor, 
developed for men who like a clean- shaven 
face. With the addition of Beard oil, RIDE 
now has an option geared toward guys that 
want to keep their sexy beard. Regarding 
the decision to expand the grooming cate-
gory, RIDE Founder and CEO, Dean Elliott, 
says, “Recent years have seen a return 
to dudes rocking thick, healthy, well-sty-

Bath, England - To help retailers merchan-
dise their store and educate their custo-
mers on the benefi ts of the new Happy 
Rabbit couples toys, Lovehoney B2B has 
launched all new POS materials. As well 
as fully versatile branded acrylic shelves, 
headers and toy stands that can be used 
to display multiple products and can be 
clipped into slat walls, the new POS also 
includes a TV with pre-loaded video and 
powerpoint displays and security tethers 
in the well-known Happy Rabbit brand 

led beards. In an effort to adapt to this 
cultural grooming trend, RIDE is offering our 
beard-loving customers a natural nut and 
seed oil option to help strengthen, conditi-
on, and smooth their treasured facial locks.” 
Elliott goes on to point out that, “While 
the product is marketed as a beard oil, it 
works wonders on any and all body hair.” 
Presented in a 1oz bottle, the easy-pump 
top allows the customer to conveniently 
dispense the desired amount of oil into the 
palm of their hand. Beard Oil is packaged 
in RIDE’s amber colored bottle with matte 
black labeling and woodgrain accents. 
The company says the size of the bottle is 
“perfect for the guy on the go” because it 
can easily be tossed into any gym, toiletry, 
or carry on bag.  As with all RIDE products, 
Beard Oil is 100% vegan, non-toxic, hypo-
allergenic, and manufactured and bottled in 
the United States. RIDE Beard Oil is in stock 
and ready to ship immediately from RIDE, or 
a preferred distributor.  

colours. Kate Hodgson-Egan, International 
Sales Manager at Lovehoney, comments 
“We’re really excited to launch the new 
POS into the market next month, offering 
our customers fresh materials to use in their 
store and discuss with their consumers. It’s 
important to us that we supply our retailers 
and distributors with comprehensive POS, 
helping them to attract customer attention 
and helping products to stand out in store.” 
The new Happy Rabbit POS is available 
from October. 

Dallas, USA - Ride Bodyworx is excited to announce the addition of a natural beard oil to its 

growing product line. RIDE BodyWorx, which is made by top intimates manufacturer Sliquid, 

currently offers three product categories that are specifi cally marketed toward men.

RIDE Bodyworx expands 
its grooming category

Lovehoney B2B launches brand new Happy Rabbit POS 

N E W S

RIDE Beard Oi l
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RIDE Beard Oil is a hand-crafted blend 

of natural nut and seed oils that soften, 

smooth and shine any unruly facial hair
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This tech-
nology 

uses pulsating 
pressure waves 
that provide a 
contactless sti-
mulation of the 
clitoris – without 
getting accusto-

med to this kind of sensation or an unpleasant 
overstimulation of the intimate area. The slim, 
ergonomic shape means that the pulsator adapts 
perfectly to the female anatomy and can also be 
positioned between the partners during sex to 
add some thrilling extra stimulation. Melt can be 
controlled at the push of a button or via We-
Connect app for iOS and Android.  

Flensburg. Germany - The Melt by We-Vibe is 

now available at ORION Wholesale. The innovati-

ve pulsator pampers the clitoris with its whisper-

quiet Pleasure Air Technology in 12 intensities. 

Melt by We-Vibe 
New at  ORION Wholesale

41

ORION Wholesale is expanding its 

assortment of We-Vibe products 

Wijchen, The 
Netherlands 
- The Lollies 
collection by NS 
Novelties packs 
pleasurable 

delight in cute, non-intimidating silhouettes. 
The colorful, travel-friendly range includes 5 pe-
tite silhouettes: the Pixie, Tootsie, Taffy, Smartie, 
and Dot. Each has its distinct shape and skills, 
yet all share a premium quality standards and 
feminine aesthetics. The multispeed vibes are 
made of odorless, body-safe TPE with a chic 
pearlescent color effect. Each design is availab-
le in the shades pink, purple, and blue; allowing 
retailers to mix and match their favorite in one, 
candy-colored display. 

NS Novelties’ fun-sized 
Lollies are a pure treat



The new ‚NEK‘ collection with 13 trendy 
outfi ts that were all exclusively desi-

gned at ORION’s headquarters is now 
available. Whether it was pants, shirts, 
trousers or jumpsuits, the focus was on 
high-quality material and a fi rst-class fi nish 
with love for detail. Tight-fi tting, stretchy 
material in a matte look or with net inserts 
was used so that the outfi ts fi t like a 
second skin and are extremely comfor-
table to wear. Fashionable details such 
as eyelets, studs or lacings are further 
eye-catchers. All outfi ts are available in size 
S-XL and some of the outfi ts are also avai-

Flensburg, Germany - The Lick-it lubri-
cants are now available in handy tubes. 
Because of its cult status, the existing 
layout received only a slight moderni-
sation. The lubricants from Lick-it are 
the perfect CUMpanions for ‚fl avourful 
lovemaking‘. They turn foreplay into a 
real experience for all senses and gua-

lable up to 2XL. The retail price is between
€ 29.95 and € 69.95. The ‚NEK‘ collection 
will be delivered in classic black packaging 
that is covered in an eye-catching slipcase 
with the logo, a detailed image 
of the respective product and a description 
of the product in various languages on it. 
Not only is the packaging attention-grab-
bing and guarantees a sale, it can also be 
stood up or hung up with the hanger in the 
middle. More products will now fi t in the 
sales space because they are more com-
pact. They also take up less space when 
in storage. 

rantee passionate and slippery pleasures 
during the actual act of love. They are 
water-based and made in Germany. The 
product range consists of fi ve different 
fl avours: Champaign-Strawberry, 
Strawberry, Chocolate, Raspberry and 
Wild Cherry. All Lick-it lubricants are 
available in 50 and 100 ml tubes.

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has released a new men’s label last year for trend-

setters who love to experiment. The label is called ‚NEK‘ and it should appeal to men who 

like parties, fashion and street style, and who are confi dent, sporty and multisexual as well. 

NEK – Men’s underwear 
for trendsetters who love to experiment

Lick-it Lubricants in tubes 

N E W S

New Col lect ion
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The new ‘NEK‘ collection 

with 13 trendy outfits 

is now available

The Lick-it lubricants are 

now available in handy tubes

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The new 
improved I Rub My Duckie 2.0 has a new 
wild member: Panther. Meet this cheerful 
and friendly vibrating massage ducky that 
plays with you wherever you want. The 
powerful vibrations give a feeling of relaxa-
tion and well-being, even in the shower or 
in the bath, because this massage duck is 
completely waterproof. Use this massage 
bath duck on your body wherever you 

want. Do you have a headache and do 
you want to relax? No problem! Do you 
feel more like playing an exciting game? 
Let this vibrating bath duck fi nd its way to 
your intimate parts and be surprised by 
the different vibration patterns. The I Rub 
My Duckie 2.0 has a stronger and quieter 
motor than its predecessor, is equipped 
with 7 vibration patterns and is 
completely waterproof. 

Big Teaze Toys adds new I Rub My Duckie to the family

The I Rub My Duckie 2.0 

has a stronger and quieter 

motor than its predecessor



The dark 
grey secrets 
of passion.    
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Mardi Gras Mask 

with Feathers

STEAMY SHADES 

AInflatable Wedge

According to CalExotics, the Kroma Muse 
is a “power-packed bullet love toy with 

three vibration speeds operated with a 
single, frustration-free button.” 
The brand further explains, “The intense 
vibrations are sent throughout the compact 
vibrator for mind-blowing external stimula-
tion. Kroma is a great sex toy for couples 
to use during intercourse, due to its small 
size and extreme power. The unique di-
amond-shape tip is designed to deliver 

pinpoint stimulation. Use the side 
of the toy for more full-contact 
massaging action.”  The versatile 
Kroma Muse is not rechargeable, 
instead of using a single AAA-bat-
tery to operate. 
However, this also makes it much 

more affordable for beginners and those on 
a restricted budget looking for toys to experi-
ment with. Non-intimidating, powerful, and 
travel proof.

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Kroma Muse vibrating bullet is a petite pleasure accessory with the perfect size to slip in your 

purse or bag. Exclusively available at SCALA, the Kroma Muse now has excellent stock availability, allowing retailers to stock 

up and take advantage of its sleek attraction on consumers.

Kroma Muse fully in stock at SCALA
CalExot ics



Amsterdam, The Netherlands - The 
Mister B describes its new Leather 

Premium Jockstrap as ‚easily the sexiest 
Jockstrap we have ever produced‘. 
Ideal for underwear parties or private 
play sessions, this Mister B original is 
designed to give assets the support they 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - After 
introducing the succesfull FemmeFit, 
Feelztoys introduces now its successor 
FemmeFit Advanced. This vaginal trai-
ning set for strong pelvic fl oor muscles 
is suitable for women who can wear the 

New Mister B Leather Premium 
Jockstrap has been released

Feelztoys introduces FemmeFit Advanced

Each has two motors, one in the shaft 
for anal/prostate stimulation and 

one in the base to deliver simultaneous 
stimulation to the perineum. 
At the front of the toy, are two rings. 
One which fi ts comfortably around the 
penis to keep the wearer bigger and 
harder, and one which fi ts around the te-
sticles to keep them going longer. There 
are 6 vibration options for both motors 
which can be controlled independently, 
giving the user a massive 48 combina-
tions of pleasure to choose from!  When 
these four features are experienced 
together a truly heightened experience 
occurs. Simul8 Prostate Edition has 
modelled its shaft on the famous Revo 
prostate massager and will fi t comfortab-

ly to stimulate the prostate whilst Simul8 
Plug edition has a butt plug shaped 
shaft, based on the Nexus Ace butt 
plug. “We wanted to create an anal toy 
that could also stimulate the penis and 
testicles adding another facet to anal 
play,” says Monique Carty, Director. “By 
using the existing Nexus shapes we are 
guaranteeing a satisfying anal experience 
and by adding the double cock ring we 
are giving the wearer extra support and 
stimulation for masturbation or anal sex 
with a partner.” Simul8 is made from 
quality silicone, is rechargeable and wa-
terproof/submersible. Simul8 was named 
because Simul in Latin means ‘together’ 
and 8 represents the shape of the cock 
and ball ring. Simul8 is available now. 

London, England - Nexus has launched a range of anal, cock and ball toys called Simul8, 

designed to deliver maximum satisfaction during solo or partner play. Both toys in the range 

have four points of pleasure which when combined create explosive sensations. 

Nexus Simul8

N E W S

Maximis ing anal  p leasure
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Simul8 is a new line from Nexus 

consisting of anal, cock and ball toys

 The Leather Premium 

Jockstrap is available in 

black, with pouch stripes 

in several colours 

Eropartner is releasing 

FemmeFit Advanced

need, and the access the wearer wants. 
With a wide elastic band in the back, 
and leather band in front this jockstrap 
is sturdy and sexy at the same time. 
Available in black, with pouch stripes in 
several colours (black, red, white, blue, 
grey, yellow, white). 

FemmeFit without problems. The 
(rolling) weights are heavier and larger 
than the FemmeFit Pelvic Floor Muscle 
Training Set and therefore it requires 
even more exercise to be able to hold 
them well.              



Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk takes fashion to the cutting edge with Liquid Onyx. 

New styles have been added to this scintillating collection, designed for the seductive woman who knows no limits. 

New styles avai lable 

 Liquid Onyx creates the 
lustrous wet look in four way 
stretch comfort. It is as soft as 
it is seductive, and is further 
enhanced by a sizzling array 
of features – hook & eye 
closures, removable garter 
straps, metal underwire, swan 
hook closures and O-ring 

details. The four different styles now available 
include Cupless & Crotchless Merry Widow 
Set, Crotchless Teddy, Crop Top & Gartered 
Skirt, and Bra & Crotchless Panty. All come 
in raven black for added mystery and allure. 
Size choices include S/M, L/XL, and Queen 
(fi ts 1-3x). Liquid Onyx is now in stock and 
ships in high end, state-of-the-art Exposed 
packaging.  

Liquid Onyx  



They came from all over Germany to 
share their knowledge and fi nd out more 

about the products in training sessions. Eva 
Lerbs is an expert in pjur products, and she 
was able to capture the interest of partici-
pants with a short training session about 
pjur‘s premium products ‚Made in Germa-
ny‘. In a round table session, all questions 
about pjur products were answered, and 
participants swapped tips and tricks on 
sales tech- niques. Sharing knowledge is 
important for the Liebesengel and so they 
continued their meeting into the evening in 
a relaxed atmosphere, discussing in detail 
the best ways to showcase the brand. „We 
are delighted that we are able to inspire the 
Liebesengel consultants with our high-qua-
lity products. pjur TOY Lube is a great 
choice in combination with the selection of 
sex toys. However, our pjur WOMAN pro-

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The S8 Mas-
sage Oils are an indulgent and affordable 
choice to set the mood and explore each 
other’s bodies in a sensual, all-natural 
way. The luxurious formulas contain a 
unique blend of powerful oils: jojoba oil to 
soothe and strengthen the skin, almond 
oil to provide extra moisturization; and 
sesame oil, which is highly nourishing and 
lubricating. The rich formulas are further 
enriched with various essential vitamins 
and minerals for extra nourishment, 
leaving your skin feeling silky smooth and 
delicately scented. The S8 Massage Oils 
are available in 3 inviting, unique fragran-

ducts are also always very well received,“ 
explains Eva Lerbs. The high quality of the 
brand, which is the only personal lubricant 
offered by the company, coupled with 
the right sales techniques are key to the 
Liebesengel consultants’ success with end 
consumers, who can purchase toys and the 
most suitable personal lubricant from the 
pjur portfolio together at parties. In addition 
to the brand presence, the Liebesengel 
consultants value the many years of good 
collaboration with pjur. They are more than 
willing to share their knowledge at upco-
ming parties, always with the aim of making 
people happy.  „We really rate the quality of 
pjur products. They enrich the love lives of 
men and women. We are delighted to have 
such a competent contact partner in Eva,“ 
adds Nadine Jedlicka, owner and founder 
of the Liebesengel company.  

ces: Omani Lime & Spicy Ginger, Green 
Tea & Lilac Blossom, and French Plum & 
Egyptian Cotton. SCALA now stocks the 
S8 Massage Oils in various packaging 
sizes, allowing to mix and match favorites 
in one, eye-catching display. Consumers 
can choose between a luxurious gift-style 
packaging that contains all 3 fragrances 
in a 50ml edition. Or pick their favorite 
scent and buy it separately in a 50ml 
and 125ml size. Packaged in a modern, 
mainstream way, the S8 Massage Oils are 
perfect for on-counter presentation and 
make sensual little up-sell items with any 
naughty purchases.      

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg -  To mark the tenth anniversary of the company ‚Liebesengel‘, Eva 

Lerbs, Customer Relationship Management at pjur, met with around 40 consultants. Affectio-

nately known as ‚love angels‘, the consultants sell erotic products directly to end consumers.

pjur congratulates 
Liebesengel on its ten-year anniversary 

S8’s new Massage Oils now available in multiple sizes

N E W S

Gives you more love
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Eva Lerbs, Customer Relationship 

Management at pjur, met with 

around 40 consultants of the 

German company 'Liebesengel‘ 
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Black is the dominating colour in this fan-
cy collection that combines sexy matte 

look and delicate lace. The lingerie’s designs 
are invitingly open and also have fancy de-
tails and functions. The loops on the lingerie 
are the collection’s hot highlight – they are 
perfect for gently restraining a woman’s 
hands or arms. The exclusive outfi ts provide 
captivating moments of pleasure – in the 
usual high quality at a sensational price. 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - HighOn-
Love introduces superior grade lubricating 
oil blends made with hempseed oil. This 
product line brings heightened style and 
intimacy, for the discerning woman who 
knows what she wants in the bedroom. 
Using only the most luxurious hempseed 
oil and nutrient-rich ingredients from the 
highest quality international suppliers, 
HighOnLove is alchemy at it‘s fi nest. Infl u-

Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Man 
Squeeze William Seed, Man Squeeze Ryan 
Bones, and Man Squeeze Randy are now 
ready to order at SCALA. These male mas-
turbators feature a realistic anal orifi ce and 
textured canal, based on the actual ana-
tomy of these adult superstars.  Consumers 
can choose between the French-Canadian 

The new collection from Cottelli Collection 
Bondage comprises eight exciting styles 
and is now available at ORION Wholesale. 
The collection will be delivered in promoti-
onal packaging – a high-quality cardboard 
box that can also be used as a gift box. 
This cardboard box is protected by an 
additional slipcase that has a detailed image 
of the respective product as well as product 
descriptions in several languages on it. 

enced by the world‘s premium cosmetici-
ans, these skin- friendly formulas provide 
revolutionary intimate experiences and a 
level of stimulation only hemp seed oil can 
provide. HighOnLove products are gyne-
cologically tested, chemical-free, vegan 
and cruelty-free. Made with premium, 
100% natural ingredients, HighOnLove 
products contain no soap, parabens, 
allergens or colorants. 

William Seed, and the tattooed stud Ryan 
Bones; both popular adult movie actors on 
Men.com. And sexy Ryan, a versatile adult 
star from video site SeanCody.com. Each of 
the hard-case Man Squeeze masturbators 
is handcrafted in lifelike ULTRASKYN, whilst 
the textured interior quickly warms to the 
touch and feels just like the real thing. 

Flensburg, Germany - The new collection from Cottelli Collection Bondage is now available 

at ORION Wholesale. The lingerie has been designed exclusively at ORION’s headquarters 

and is perfect for pleasure that’s a little bit out of the ordinary.

Cottelli Collection Bondage

HighOnLove now available at Eropartner

New Man Squeeze arrivals at SCALA

N E W S

New l inger ie  for  capt ivat ing moments of  p leasure
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The new collection from Cottelli 

Collection Bondage comprises 

eight exciting styles

New at Eropartner: HighOnLove
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Rose gold 0594059 0000 - Black 0594040 0000

Strong 
vibrations

Perfect positioning 
thanks to the 
special droplet 
design

Waterproof

Long range

Whisper 
quiet mode

Stimulation of 
clitoris & vagina
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“Together with LonBrook, we are 
working toward increasing Envy’s 

visibility and demand down under,” said 
Andy Green, president of Xgen Products. 
“Michael Bassett, the owner and mana-
ging director of LonBrook, has a smart 
approach to marketing and creating 
brand recognition which makes him a 
good steward for the line. I’m looking 
forward to a long relationship.” LonBrook 
is now offering all of Envy’s top styles, 
in addition to planograms for visual 

Dallas, USA - Sliquid announce the re-
lease of two new scents to their existing 
bubble bath collection, Sliquid Soak. 
Following last year’s successful debut 
of Cherry Blossom and Limoncello 
Soak, Sliquid is adding two new scent 
experiences to the spa-quality bubble 
bath line. The fi rst new scent offers 
the essence of Green Tea, which has 
a calming aroma that provides a very 
relaxing experience. The second scent 
is the combination of Coconut Papaya, 
which offers a blast of refreshing fruit to 
awaken the senses and turn any warm 
bath into a tropical spa getaway. “We 
knew Soak was going to be a runaway 
hit from the early development stages,” 

displays, and point of purchase materi-
als. Envy’s marketing and merchandising 
collateral have been designed specifi cally 
to support retailers to move product and 
are included in the wholesale packages. 
Consisting of more than 70 style and 
color combinations, ENVY offers so-
mething for every man. Whether it‘s the 
everyday comfort of a microfi ber boxer or 
the convenience of a dancer‘s magnetic 
breakaway closure, ENVY is the obvious 
choice for today’s body-confi dent men. 

says Dean Elliott, Founder and CEO of 
Sliquid. “It’s by far the best bubble bath 
you will ever use. It’s so natural, gentle, 
and creates so many bubbles, that even 
my kids love using it at bath time.” Elliott 
also notes, “Now that Soak boasts 4 
distinctively different scents, there really 
is a Soak for every type of person out 
there.” Formulated without any of the 
harsh chemicals usually associated with 
other bath products, the ingredients in 
Soak combine to offer a moisturizing 
soak experience. As with all Sliquid 
products, Soak is free of propylene 
glycol, glycerol, glycerine, Parabens, 
and is vegan-friendly with 100% 
Recyclable packaging. 

Horsham, USA - Xgen Products has teamed up with Australian distributor LonBrook to 

grow the presence of ENVY Menswear, the popular and sexy men’s underwear brand.

 ENVY Menswear 
expands its footprint in Australia

Sliquid expands 
The Balance collection

N E W S

LonBrook is  stocking a l l  SKUs f rom the popular  Men’s  brand
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New in the Sliquid Soak collection: 

Green Tea and Coconut Papaya
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To improve sex life, strengthen pelvic 
fl oor muscles, (re)connect with feminine 

energy, relieve annoying female discomforts 
such as PMS symptoms or unwanted urine 
loss with yoni eggs, massagers, root gems 
and g-curve gems that are made from 
100% pure gemstone of the highest quality. 
Gemstones are known for their healing 
energetic properties and each stone has its 
own energy that brings people more into 
contact with themselves. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is exci-
ted to announce excellent stock availability 
on the popular Diamond Dancer Rabbit 
from The Rabbits by TOYJOY range. This 
special quilted design features bi-directional 
rotating pleasure beads and a twin-motor 
for double the intimate fun. The feminine 

All stones are 100% natural and free of 
harmful chemicals, silicones and BPA. 
They are given by mother earth and are 
handcrafted, so each stone is unique in 
shape, size and color and the little ‚imper-
fections‘ makes the stones just perfect. The 
collection of ‚La Gemmes‘ exists of dildos, 
g spot dildos, massagers (facial and body), 
yoni eggs, necklaces. They come in jade, 
amethyst, black obsidian, clear quartz and 
rose quartz.                   

vibrator comes with a naughty bunny-sha-
ped clit stimulator for intense stimulation 
and features glamorous diamond detailing 
on the control pad. The Diamond Dancer 
Rabbit is a multifunctional favorite for every 
honey, offers 5 powerful pulsation modes, 3 
vibration modes, and 3 rotation-speeds. 

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - The gemstones of ‚La Gemmes‘ are a wonderful gift for 

man and women. A unique collection of beautiful stones for meditation, massage 

and masturbation. 

New gemstone brand 
‘La Gemmes’ now available at Eropartner

A luxury bunny that 
will thrill every honey

N E W S

Di ldos ,  g  spot d i ldos ,  massagers ,  yoni  eggs & necklaces
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The gemstones of 'La Gemmes‘ 

are now available from Eropartner 

Hauppauge, USA - Magic Silk presents 
the perfect potion for a night of devilish 
delight. Bewitching, their newest line of 
seductive lingerie, is truly hot and unholy! 
Women will cast a spell over their partners 
in this deep black fl oral lace, enhanced 
with gold hues, black elastic, and cham-
pagne colored, satin ribbon accents. 
Sinfully sexy extras include ribbon laced 

details, underwire, adjustable shoul-
der straps, hook & eye closures, metal 
garter clips, and soft lace bra cups. This 
opulent, decadent collection comes in a 
selection of alluring styles: Cheeky Teddy, 
Bralette and High Waist Panty, Merry 
Widow & G-set, and Crotchless Panty. 
All are available in sizes S/M, L/XL, and 
Queen (fi ts 1-3x). 

Bewitching 

Bewitching is 

available 

since 

September
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included USB cable

Waterproof Please use water-based lubricant Various Vibration ModesModes

EUPHORIA
Silicone, ABS, PU.
PINK 0594423 0000
LILA 0594415 0000

RAVISH
Double-layered silicone.
PINK 0594440 0000
LILA 0594431 0000
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According to We-Vibe, “The Melt by 
We-Vibe Pleasure Air Clitoral Stimu-

lator is the only Pleasure Air stimulator 
designed for couples. Melt surrounds the 
clitoris with pulsating waves and gentle 
suction, while the curved design fi ts 
perfectly in any position. Turn up the heat 

and experience epic pleasure, together.” 
The premium stimulator offers 12 levels 
of intensities that feel like gentle kisses to 
stronger suction. The new We-Vibe Melt 
is also compatible with the We-Connect 
app, allowing to control it from a distan-
ce or create custom vibration patterns. 

Wijchen, The Netherlands - This clitoral stimulator uses subtle changes in air pressure to 

gently massage the clitoris. This air-pressure stimulator is designed to work as a couples 

toy, ideal for use during sexy intercourse. 

The new We-Vibe Melt 
is now ready to order at SCALA

N E W S

Air-pressure st imulator 
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Ontario, USA - CalExotics has added 
three new petite massagers to their Slay 
collection. “This stylish and fun collection 
was inspired by the idea of taking plea-
sure into your own hands and seizing 
the day,” said Susan Colvin, Founder 
and CEO of CalExotics. “We know our 
customers will love the look and the feel 
of these new items. This collection has 
been wildly popular, especially among 
millennials because of its unique spin 
on the word Slay.” These three new 
additions join #TeaseMe, #ExciteMe, 
#LoveMe, and #PleaseMe. Each new 
massager draws inspiration from popular 
hashtags and the modern design of 
discreet pleasure. #ThrillMe is a petite 
massager that provides pinpoint stimu-
lation. The unique curved shape and 
bulbous tip provide the reach to tease 

and arouse.  #TickleMe is a full covera-
ge arouser with a fun fl ickering tongue. 
Slip #TickleMe between your fi ngers 
for instant play, or in your purse to take 
pleasure on the go. #EnticeMe is a petite 
massager with a smooth, seductive de-
sign. Its unique shape gives you the co-
verage for maximizing your pleasure. This 
fun massager fi ts in the palm of a hand. 
All seven products in the collection are 
made of silky-smooth silicone and offer 
ten functions of vibration, pulsation and 
escalation at the push of a button. Take 
advantage of this collection’s memory 
chip as you start each pleasure session 
right where you left off. Each Slay mas-
sager is waterproof, USB rechargeable, 
and includes a security travel lock fea-
ture. The entire collection is also backed 
by CalExotics’ 90-day warranty.       

CalExotics has added three 
new vibrators to Slay collection

All seven products in the Slay 

collection are made of silky-smooth 

silicone 
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THE NEW
SUCK-O-MAT® 2.0:

ELEGANT DESIGN
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ALMOST SILENT*
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We are more 
than familiar with 

the erotic industry...



www. mediatainmentbiz.de
Große Kampstr. 3

D - 31319 Sehnde

phone: +49 (0)5138 - 60 220-0 
fax:      
e-mail:  info@mpgtoday.de

+49 (0)5138 - 60220-29

Special fair price

Online-Shop 
starting from

2.500,-d

highly 
functional

•••••
••••••••

•••

•••

•••••

online shop
 short loading times
 responsive to iPhone & Co.
 GDPR conform
 search engine optimized (onpage)
 easy to use shop system / 
 straightforward product management
 automatic invoice and delivery con rmation
 all valid currencies integrable
 visually tted to your very own brand
 invoices and communication 
 newsletter integration
 personal point of contact
 optional: live chat with clients
 made in Germany

online marketing
 increasing online visibility
 advertising campaigns
 content creation

  • text
  • image
  • video
  • audio

 in uencer marketing
 monthly reports
 personal point of contact

social media marketing
 pro le creation
 content coordination for each pro le
 campaign preparation
 target group de nition
 evaluation / analysis

...and will 
successfully launch 
your web presence.

wwww. mediataaaaininini mmemeeenntbiz.deee
GrGroßooßßoßeee e Kampststststrrr.rr. 333

D D D -- 3331319 SeSeSeSeehhnhndde

phonone: +49 (0)513838 -- 6600 220-0 
fafax:     
e-maailil::  ininfofo@m@mpgpgtotooddaday.y.de

+49 (0)55131388 -- 606022220-0-2929
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One the occasion of the 10-year anniversary of eroFame, I am looking forward to welcoming our 
business partners, our friends, and potential new partners at the pjur stand. It is thanks to you, and 
to the professional team of organisers, that this is now the biggest international erotic trade show. 
We have created a platform that highlights the variety within our industry and creates a unique 
atmosphere for producers and trade members. This year, the pjur stand will be all about the new 
pjur EXPERIENCE slat wall displays, and this will be the fi rst time we introduce the pjur Brand 
Space concept to a larger audience. eroFame is a classy platform for us to showcase our 
innovative new products to an international audience and discuss the current developments in 
the market in an inviting atmosphere. Thank you to the exhibitors who continue to ensure a 
professional, smooth experience at eroFame.
Alexander Giebel, pjur 

As one of the founding members of eroFame, SCALA couldn’t be 
more thrilled that this must-visit trade show is now celebrating its 
10th Anniversary! For our team, eroFame is always a highlight on 
our agenda. We love the exciting buzz, the mix of international 
retailers, brands, and industry experts, with eroFame being the 
prime occasion to network, mingle, and catch-up with old friends 
and new acquaintances. That is exactly why our team can’t wait 
to welcome you all at our beautiful booth, number #21 on the 
fl oor plan. We’re bringing a curated selection of new arrivals, exclu-
sive brands, and best-sellers, guaranteed to dazzle you with their 
profi table appeal. And of course, our expert SCALA sales team will 
be there to advise you on what’s hot and happening in the world of 

adult novelties. We hope you’ll stop by our booth to raise the glass to eroFame’s 10th Anniversary. 
Let’s toast together to mutual success, adult pleasure, and many more eroFames to come! Cheers!
Trudy Pijnacker & Walter Kroes, SCALA 

10 years of eroFame and 25 years of JOYDIVISION. Those are two big anniversaries for us, and 
they are connected due to a deep, long-standing collaboration that has been benefi cial to both 
sides. The concept of eroFame has worked from day one, and as a member of the advisory board, 
JOYDIVISION is extremely proud to have been part of this successful international b2b event – 
also from day one. eroFame was and is a highlight, and we are looking forward to presenting all our 
top-sellers such as AQUAglide, BIOglide, Soft-Tampons, WARMup, and many more!
Being a Hanover-based producer, JOYDIVISION want to thank the organisers for 10 successful 
shows, and we are looking forward to the next 10, here in our hometown!
Oliver Redschlag, JOYDIVISION 

10 years of eroFame – A few words 
of thanks from the advisory board
Ann iv e r sa r y  i n  Ha n ov e r exclusive
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10 years of eroFame: successful, connective, always exciting. This is an achievement all of us can 
be proud of – visitors, exhibitors, organisers, and advisory board members! On behalf of all the 
architects of this event, I want to thank you very much. We have become one big, wonderful family 
and as such, we are ready for any challenges that we may see in this wonderful industry of ours 
over the course of the next years. So, let’s boldly move ahead. Have a great, successful eroFame 
2019, everyone! I’m looking forward to seeing you at the show!
Wieland Hofmeister, Mediatainment ProductionsGmbH

Dear friends and business partners,
What would a trade show be without visitors and exhibitors? It is 
only because of you that eroFame has grown to be the leading 
b2b show for the erotic industry. Thank you so much for your trust 
and your continued interest! ORION is grateful and proud to be 
a part of this community, and we are looking forward to the 
anniversary show - and many more successful shows after that! 
See you at the ORION booth!
Sven Jacobsen & Hauke Christiansen, ORION Wholesale 

ST Rubber Vertriebs GmbH congratulates eroFame on its 10-year anniversary. Time truly fl ies; it has 
been ten year now since eroFame fi rst opened its doors to the trade audience. The fi rst show, which 
took place in Potsdam, met all expectations. Seeing that this was totally uncharted waters for the 
organisers, one defi nitely has to chalk up the fi rst event as a resounding success. Sure, there were small 
details here and there that didn’t quite gel at fi rst. But when eroFame moved to the world’s biggest 
fairgrounds in Hanover in 2011, that proved an impetus to go bigger and better, creating more interest 
and goodwill among the global trade audience. Step by step, the organisers began incorporating ideas 
and suggestions from exhibitors and visitors into the show concept, and today, eroFame stands as one 
of the best erotic/lifestyle events in the world. As part of the advisory board, ST Rubber would like to 
thank the entire eroFame team for this great business relationship and pleasant collaboration that has 
been going on for 10 years now. A show like this only works if the organisers do a great job. Of course, 
you also need many exhibitors who use this unique platform time and time again, turning it into an 
interesting, informative event for the b2b audience. Therefore, we also want to thank all the exhibitors 
who have been part of eroFame these past ten years. And more thanks go to all the trade visitors, 
without whom such a big, successful trade show simply wouldn’t exist. We wish eroFame all the best 
for the next 10 years – let’s make this happen!
Adrian Schneider & Werner Tiburtius, ST Rubber 
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If you start a company in the erotic market 
today, one of the very first things you’ll have to 
think about is your digital strategy. Knowing 
this, it is no wonder that many newly founded 
companies decide to try and reach their 
audience via the internet instead of relegating 
this job to the wholesalers and retailers. Direct 
sales equal bigger margins and, equally 
important, they also mean complete control 
over your product, your prices, and your brand. 
The brand element plays a very important role 
in all of this. You need a strong online presence 
with your own website and social media 
channels if you want to establish a brand 
nowadays. Mastering the technical aspects of 
such an endeavor is easier than ever before, 
and things can be even easier if you present 
your products on existing and well-known 
online marketplaces.
Also, direct distribution on the internet requires 
a much smaller investment on the part of the 
producers, which is another big advantage, 
especially in the early days of a company. 
You can produce and sell small quantities and 
still turn a profit. Of course, many young 
entrepreneurs consider direct sales via the 
internet as just a first step; once the foot is in 
the door, the plan is to work with the well-esta-
blished trade members as well. But first of all, 
that is not always the case, and second of all, 
even when it is, these producers may not care 
too much about the needs of the retailers they 
are working with. If they are making enough 
money via direct sales, having their products in 
other stores is just a small bonus, nothing that 
will really move the needle. At any rate, few of 

them will actually go ahead and fully insert 
themselves in the supply chain, going through 
wholesalers and retailers to get to the 
consumers. And why would they? After all, 
they have already been selling directly to 
them before.
One more thing: There is a vast multitude of 
products in the erotic market, and if your 
product is one of thousand in the range of a 
distributor, it may not get the attention you’d 
want or it might be eclipsed by other, flashier 
items. But it doesn’t have to share the spotlight 
with any other products on your social media 
channels and your website. Considering all this, 
it makes perfect sense that new companies 
would prefer to be independent of the 
traditional supply chain. But what about the 
trade members? Would it be a major problem 
for them if more and more brands existed in 
such bubbles? Not necessarily. Direct 
marketing is not exactly a new phenomenon, 
after all; it has only become much easier to do 
in recent years. I for one do believe that 
distributors and wholesalers will continue to be 
the most important distribution channel if you 
want to get erotic products to the consumers. 
It is just that this channel will be surrounded by 
a growing number of brands and products that 
are marketed outside the traditional structures 
of the market.

If you look back at the traditional 

erotic market, the supply chain was 

clearly defined: On one side, you 

had the producers and developers, 

on the other side, you had the 

retailers who were selling their 

products to the consumers, and in 

between them, there were the 

wholesalers who connected the two. 

But those days are over. Today, we 

have more and more distributors 

launching private labels, and more 

and more producers are selling 

straight to the consumers – a 

development that was largely made 

possible by the internet. And as a 

result, selling products through 

wholesalers or even retailers has 

become but an afterthought for 

many start-ups springing up today. 

Their focus is on direct marketing 

via their own websites and big 

online marketplaces. So, assuming 

that this trend continues, will it 

ultimately lead to a schism in the 

market, fully separating the ‚old‘ and 

the ‚new‘ erotic market?

Yes

 Randolph Heil, editor

Splitting the market 
Supply  un c h a in edexclusive
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 Matthias Poehl, 

editor in chief

No
The internet has had a disruptive effect on the 
distribution channels of many industries, and as we 
all know, the erotic industry has been one of them. 
Of course, people assess the impact of the internet 
in a different light today than they did several years 
ago because the industry has adapted to these 
changes. Still, there can be no doubt that the 
internet has turned many long-established 
channels of distribution on their head. So, it’s not 
at all surprising that up-and-coming companies 
today rely more on digital distribution. But is this 
form of distribution the best way to get your sex 
toys to the consumers? I don’t think so. The 
competition is not twiddling their thumbs, 
especially not on the internet. Meaning: While it is 
true that you can reach millions of consumers 
quickly and easily, one should never underestimate 
how many other entrepreneurs are trying the same 
thing. Consequently, a lot of time and work are 
required to reach the consumer through alternative 
digital channels of distribution. Brands don’t 
build themselves. Tremendous potential 
notwithstanding, social media are only effective if 
you put in a lot of work. And while it is true that the 
traditional distribution model has taken a hit in 
recent years, the reach of the erotic trade - in this 
case, both wholesalers/distributors and retailers - 
mustn’t be underestimated. Just take a look at the 
market right now, and you will see that the majority 
of brands and producers still rely on the classic 
supply chain to get their products to the consu-
mers. Will the scales shift at some point in the 
future? Who knows, but right now, relying on the 
know how of the trade is the best way if you really 
want to penetrate the market. Admittedly, if you 
wanted, you could find a fly in this ointment, and 

there are definitely weak points to 
this form of distribution which have 
been discussed at great length. But 
this is the distribution model that the 
majority of the market supports. 
Also, wholesalers and retailers take 
care of a lot of the work that would 
otherwise fall upon the shoulders of 
the producer or brand owners as 
well. This way, said producers are 
free to focus on the things they do 
best, i.e. inventing and developing 
new products for the trade to sell to 
the consumers.  Add all of these elements 
together, and you will have to agree that 
there won’t be any separation into an ‚old‘ 
and a ‚new‘ erotic market anytime soon. 
Direct sales are merely another option for 
producers to distribute their products, 
serving the same goal as any other form of 
distribution: getting your products out there.   
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I
f at first you don’t sexceed, try, try again? 
That seems to be the mantra at UK high 
street retailing institution Boots. Back in 
2004 the chain – which dates back to 1849 –
introduced sex toys. And now, the company 

has announced plans to sell a wider range of 
sex toys, ranging from SKUs costing a few 
Pounds, to several mid-range Lovehoney 
products, up to a £64 So Divine vibrating 
rabbit toy.

This latest initiative comes off the back of a 
commissioned study highlighting that 80% of 
people didn’t feel confident enough to talk 
about sex. Boots are presumably keen to grab 
a larger share of the sex toy market over the 
next few years. And they’re not alone: 
supermarket giant Sainsbury’s has stocked a 
small number of Rocks Off products. Budget 
retailer Poundland also gained column inches 
when they launched a range of cheap 
pleasure products. 

But how will this make erotic retailers like 
yourself feel? Threatened? Angry? Concerned? 
Is there a danger that as more people get used 
to the sight of sex toys in these retailing giants, 
there’s going to be an exodus from brick and 
mortar erotic stores and boutiques?

Let’s backtrack a little. Not long after Boots first 
started selling pleasure products in 2004 they 
reportedly withdrew them after fears about the 
potential damage to the brand. Several years 
later in 2012 they were on the receiving end of 
a barrage of criticism from outraged shoppers 

irate from seeing pleasure products in full view 
to anyone (including children) walking past 
them. And just days before the Boots 
announcement last month, Sainsbury’s 
shoppers were unhappy with seeing sex toys 
appearing on shelves along with other non-sex 
products. In one photograph shown, they 
appeared next to cod liver oil capsules. 

Both Boots and Sainsbury’s are clearly 
annoying some of their own customers in 
doing so. Just how savvy is this? Boots may 
well have identified key statistics and the 
attractiveness of the pleasure products 
market, but how well is it positioned to meet 
these needs without damaging its core 
offering to its existing customers? These 
major companies have marketing and 
customer insight departments. They can 
afford to undertake research to gauge opinion 
before making a decision. That doesn’t 
however equate to infallibility. Ask Gillette what 
a recent $8 billion hit feels like after pissing off 
their core customer base.

So, from your vantage point, you can at least 
enjoy watching these retailers run the PR 
gauntlet. We’ve not even considered a 
like-for-like comparison in key areas. 

The biggest elephant in the room is the 
retailing environment itself, and store visit 
rationale. To the vast majority of people, Boots 
is the place to go to when needing medicine, 
printing digital pictures (no, not *those* ones), 
getting eyes tested, collecting medical 

In his monthly column, Brian Gray from Glasgow-based erotic marketing agency 

Lascivious Marketing offers his thoughts on all things marketing. This month he’s 

assessing the potential impact to erotic retailers of UK healthcare retailing institution 

Boots deciding to sell a range of sex toys.

Kinky Boots?
Mar ket in g  M a t t e r s exclusive
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prescriptions, and finding a new pair of sunglasses 

and a tube of Factor 3 0  the day before the summer 

holiday to Tenerife. 

P op into Boots and who will you possibly bump 

into? There’s old U ncle Bert looking for some 

haemorrhoid cream; l ittle Timmy and his Mum 

buying some cough medicine;  G randma’s popped 

in for her winter fl u jab. And who’s that? Damn, it’s 

Mr Smith from two doors down the street!  Q uick: 

put down the sex  toys and run away!  

I feel sorry for the poor marketing staffers at Boots 

HQ  tasked with promoting this category. The inherent 

problem is that the power of association can be very 

strong indeed. Welcome to Boots: the place to come 

for your adult pleasure products. And your cold sore 

ointment. And incontinence pads. Oh, blood pressure 

monitors too. Feeling hot and tingly yet?

Boots may indeed sell Viagra over the counter, but 

even that’s not going to sort out this problem. They 

may be trying to help improve your sex ual wellbeing, 

but they’re also helping you deal with your cold, 

catarrh, constipation and chlamydia. Feeling horny 

yet? Nah, me neither.

The stores are brightly lit and sterile. C oco de Mer it 

most certainly isn’t. Furthermore, I’d wager there 

won’t be any spectacular P OS material designed to 

draw customers in, otherwise there’s a good chance 

they’ll again risk angering the people who have 

always associated Boots with healthcare rather than 

in- store blushes.

While some medical roleplay could involve a trip to 

Boots to buy some crepe bandages ( or calamine 

lotion for some ex tra realism) , actually being ill ain’t 

sex y. And the people coming into a branch of Boots 

full of the cold or fl u or whatever else aren’t the 

people I’d want to be rubbing shoulders with –  let 

alone anything else – i f considering buying a sex  toy.

As if I’ve been unable to spell it out any clearer, 

Boots and other household retailers are NOT the 

places instilling feelings or naughtiness and a desire 

for sex ual pleasure. This is quite literally where you 

come in. It’s your entire raison d’ê tre. 

So if you’re faced with a nearby local healthcare store 

or supermarket potentially trying to help themselves to 

some of your business, remember this: they’ve got an 

uphill struggle ahead, for all the reasons I’ve highlighted. 

In direct contrast, you can continue to be what the 

likes of Boots can never hope to become for adult 

consumers: an inviting, atmospheric, welcoming, 

indulgent, arousing, retailing sex perience, where 

your highly knowledgeable and empathetic staff can 

provide real value, and through actively listening, 

identify potential cross or upsell opportunities based 

on the customer’s real needs. Needs that you’ll have 

discovered from engaging with them in a comfortable 

environment in which they can talk freely without 

fear that their neighbours or relatives are likely to 

appear from nowhere. 

If Boots are helping increase overall category 

awareness and driving subsequent sales, fair play to 

them. But at the same time, you should be looking 

for any piggybacking P R  opportunities to ex ploit 

( legally of course) . Savvy and quick reacting 

marketing staff can capitalise on this. 

Highlight the huge differences between your superior 

store aesthetics, welcoming and comfortable 

customer environment and those of your healthcare 

or household retailing rivals. Shout about them in 

your social media posts, website, conversations with 

locals, and so on. Have fun with it too. The contrast 

is verging on outrageous so don’t hold back. U se 

some of the themes I’ve highlighted if you like to 

hammer your points home. P rovided that you’re 

running a good ship, you don’t have to worry about 

your own brand position: you’ll be having too much 

fun repositioning your rivals instead.

So are these big household retailing giants a direct 

threat to your own well- run, well- focused, and 

well- marketed erotic store? Don’t make me laugh!  

K eep doing all the right things you’re already doing and 

watch the mainstreamers get into even more hot water 

with their ex isting customers. There’s a far better place 

for selling sex  toys: and it’s in your stores, not theirs.

Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com 

or phoned on + 4 4 ( 0 ) 1 4 1 2 5 5 0 7 6 9 . 
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Why is training so important? 
Consumers are becoming more discerning: 
They pay more attention to product ingredients, 
expect product innovations and want the right 
presentation and advice in stores. As a premium 
provider of intimate products, pjur wants to be 
the fi rst contact point for all questions about 
personal lubricant. Having trained staff is vital, 
especially when it comes to advising new 
customers and answering the most frequently 
asked questions such as ‚Why do I need 
personal lubricant?‘ or ‚Why should I buy pjur?‘. 

How does training align with the 
pjur concept?
The dealer lounge, the gives you more 
campaign and POS displays are some of the 
main components of the pjur Brand Space 
concept. Training is the fourth pillar here. The 
dealer lounge has been available since 2017. 
In 2018, it was expanded to include the fi rst 
campaign (‚pjur gives you more‘). This year, pjur 
has intensifi ed in-store communication with the 
POS kits and new display solutions. As such, 
the next logical step is to continually expand the 
scope of its training offering. 

What training options does pjur offer? 
Personal sales training held by a pjur employee is 
the most common type. These training sessions 
can be held at the customer site or via digital 
communication technology. They are customised 
to the participants’ knowledge and vary from the 
basics of personal lubricants to more in-depth 
topics like key features of the pjur portfolio, pro-
viding suffi cient time for questions. The training 
videos in the pjur dealer lounge are an important 
step towards a more fl exible training offering. 
They can be accessed and used fl exibly at any 
time and location. Lasting around two minutes, 
the short videos outline the most important facts 
about the product range in question. They can be 
used to train new employees or refresh know-
ledge. The pjur training manuals are the perfect 
complement to this and provide a great overview 
of the pjur portfolio. They can also be used be as 
reference material.  
               

In 2019, pjur is focusing on establishing eye-catching displays in stores, underscoring its 

commitment to be the leading provider of premium intimate products ‚Made in Germany‘.

w On-site training and extended training concepts play an important role here. 

pjur training 
Gives  you  mo re  kn ow l edg e  exclusive

Retailers can find more info about the training 

documents and videos as well as the pjur Brand Space 

concept, the 'pjur gives you more‘ campaign and 

available POS material in the pjur dealer lounge: 

www.pjurlove.com/dealer-lounge
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“ET  JUSTO  DUO  DOLORES 

ET  EA  REBUM AT  VERO 

EOS  ET  ACCU!“
A U TO R

Introducing AMO

AMO is one bullet you won’t want to dodge.

Whether you’re after sweeping strokes or intense targeted stimulation, AMO’s elegant 

yet deliberate curves let you switch between pinpoint stimulation and 

all-encompassing vibrations.

Just be warned, you’ll be coming under fire in no time! 

AMO—Bite the bullet. MSRP €49

Right on target

hotoctopuss.com

orders@hotoctopuss.com

orion-wholesale.com 

wholesale@orion.de
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A
ngelina Aleksandrovich was 
among one of the innovators and 
researchers to speak about 
sex-technology. Her presentation 
revolved around her research 

project in London measuring the effects of 
sensory stimulation during orgasm, which took 
place this September. As well as presenting on 
the lack of consideration about all sensory 
stimulation within sexuality, Angelina drew focus 
to the ability for extended realities to feature in 
the future of sex-technology. According to her 
website: “All-natural events in life are usually 
multi-sensory and sex is not an exception. It is a 
combination of what one sees, hears, smells 
and feels that makes us sexually aroused. Our 
research investigates what these conditions 
may be.” Angelina’s compelling presentation 

nodded towards wider 
arguments regarding sexuality 
in society and how her work 
may have the potential to 

reach society at large, by 
allowing people to widen the 

scope of their sexuality. Essential-
ly, if there are more ways that people 

can orgasm and explore their sexuality, this 
could be beneficial for people in society. 

Her research certainly strikes a chord 
with sex positivity movements, which 

promote the ability for people to 
explore their sexuality in more 

versatile and judgement-free societies!  

The other academic to discuss sex-tech was 
Mathematician Rudolf Arnold, who also made 
sensory stimulation the co-theme of his project 
too, and eventually went on to win the best 
paper of the conference. However, Rudolf’s 
research was largely different from other 
sex-tech themed projects, in that it was 
influenced by his recent transition from physicist 

and mathematician to experimental musician in 
2014 at Ulm University in Germany. His paper, 
Interactive Sonification of Sexual Arousal 
balances the combination of music, genius, 
math’s, computer science – and madness – all 
into one exciting research project. Rudolf has 
developed and tested a device which allows for 
the sonification of orgasms and is able to 
transform sexual arousal and orgasm into 
sounds, melodies and maybe even music. 
According to Rudolf: “It’s simple but effective. It 
can be used to enhance self-perception during 
masturbation, for live performances and a new 
method for interactive musical expression of 
love and passion in long-distance relationships.” 

PHD student Leonardo Mariano from Brazil, 
discussed plans for his ‘neurodildo’ designed 
for those suffering with mental and/or physical 
disabilities. The neurodildo worked by 
responding to brainwaves which could 
essentially control the vibrations from the toy. 
According to the paper, which has also been 
published in the Robotics open access journal: 
“The system consists of the sex toy with 
Bluetooth and sensors, the brain-computer 
interface (BCI) headset, the e-stim device, and 
a computer for running the necessary software. 
The first user wears the headset and the e-stim 
device, and by focusing in trained patterns, he/
she can control the vibration of the sex toy. The 
pressure applied to the sex toy by the second 
user is measured by sensors and transmitted 
and converted to the first user, who feels 
muscle contractions.” 
Clearly, Leonardo’s engineering demonstrates 
the potential for sex-tech within the health and 
wellbeing sector, which is a view that appeared 
to be embedded within the conference. 
Despite some of the fascinating talk on 
sex-tech, there were many papers that still drew 
focus to the main theme of sex robots. 

Sex-technology was a hot 
topic at the recent Annual 
Love and Sex with Robot 
conference this year, which 
was held at the Université 
Libre de Bruxelles in Brussels.  
Despite the conference having 
its roots fi rmly grounded in 
sex-robots, several papers 
revolved around the impact 
of sex-technology and there 
were many propositions for 
newer and more abstract 
forms of sex-technology in 
this arena. 

A look back at the Love and 
Sex with Robots conference
Scien t i f i c  Co n g r es s  i n  B rus se l s exclusive
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Interestingly, one of the youngest presenters was 
Eduardo Fosch who was quick to draw light to the 
lack of empirical research about sex robots. He 
nodded towards the potential failings this attitude has 
in the public health arena, where sex robots could be 
used for therapeutic use. Marc Behrendt also spoke 
on the issue of sex robots again, after winning best 
paper at the LSR 2017 event in London. His concise 
and thought-provoking article: The Moral Case for Sex 
Robots. Marc touched on some of the anti-sex robot 
narratives that have surfaced over recent years and 
considered some of these arguments alongside the 
production of male sex-robots, which have not been 
considered as much as their female sexbot counter-
parts in some narratives. 
The godfather of sex robots David Levy also remained 
focused on his theme of choice for man years: sex 
robots. Levy for the first time, drew focus to the ways 
in which humans will shape our relationships with sex 
robots. In his speech, Levy considered the ways in 
which humans must also accept some responsibility 
for the issue of consent in sex robot-human relations-
hips. He considered the fact that sex robots would be 
able to use AI to access more information about 
consent, sexuality and relationships that some men 
may have access too now. But that would not rule out 
the chances of sex robots providing unwanted sexual 
attention or being able to define the correct boundari-
es of a sexual partner. 
Overall, LSR may have been a small, academic event. 
However, the applications for some of the technology 
discussed clearly has far-reaching effects. Who only 
knows what next year’s event may hold! 
               

This article was provided by 

Eleanor Hancock. Eleanor 

helped to organize the LSR 

conference and spent three 

years researching the social 

and ethical consequences 

derived from utilising sex-

technology in digitalised 

sex-industry contexts.
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 „ How have emerging markets fared in 

2 0 1 9  compared to the strong growth in 

2 0 1 8 ? 

Samir Saraiya: The developing markets 
continue to grow, albeit at a slower pace 
than expected. The macro-economic 
factors like smartphone penetration and 
e-commerce growth continue to support 
the industry. However, the respective 
government bodies have not been 
progressive enough and we see importers 
and retailers getting more creative to dodge 
the legal challenges in order to scale up. 
The online platform continues to be the 
prominent distribution channel and we 

There is much to talk about in the erotic 

market: the status quo, the future, and the 

current developments, both positive and 

negative. EAN recruited Simon Smith, Vice 

President Business Development of WOW Tech 

Group, and Samir Saraiya, founder and 

CEO of ThatsPersonal.com, to do some 

serious market analysis. 

The ‚mainstreaming‘ of our industry 
is happening at a faster rate than expected

Sim on  S mi th  a n d  S a mi r  S a r a i y a  t a k e  a  c l os e r  l o ok  a t  t h e  m a rk et exclusive

“THE  EROTIC  MARKET  IS 

HERE  TO  STAY  AND  IS 

LESS  AFFECTED  THAN 

OTHER  INDUSTR IES  BY  A 

GLOBAL  CR IS IS . “
S a m i r  S a r a i y a

Samir Saraiya, the 

founder and CEO of 

ThatsPersonal.com 
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expect this trend to continue in the future. In many 
emerging countries, low-end Chinese products 
have gained substantially in terms of volumes due 
to their entry level price points. Most consumers 
are first-time buyers and it will take time for 
category maturity to set in to such a degree that 
well-established western products would see 
growth opportunities from these nations. 

When it comes to growth in the western world,  

many people point to the ( untapped)  potential of 

sex toys in the mainstream market.  However,  if you 

inverse this argument,  wouldn’t that mean that the 

traditional erotic market doesn’t hold much growth 

potential anymore - that the market is saturated 

and that the pieces of the pie are divvied up? 

Simon Smith: The industry needs to continue to 
market to all segments of the population, and work 
towards driving them to visit the traditional online 
and offline shops and experience their offering. 
There has been a marked improvement in the 
knowledge base and commitment that retailers and 
brands have built together and are able to provide 
comfort to End Users and influence their decisions. 
There is still a sizeable part of the population that 
has not entered a traditional erotic novelty store as 
yet. We are sure they would very pleasantly 
surprised by the level of expertise and professio-
nalism that many of these stores have attained.  

When industry pundits discuss the impact of the 

global economy on the erotic market, s ome maintain 

that this industry is crisis-proof; ot hers argue that 

economic troubles can even be beneficial for the 

erotic market. Wh at is your opinion? 

Samir: The erotic market is here to stay and is less 
affected than other industries by a global crisis. The 
industry, like many other industries, will have its fair 
share of business cycles, which relate to different 
issues like oversupply and competition. In difficult 
times, the luxury segment would experience 
downturns due to an economic crisis, as this 
segment is always the first to get affected. However, 
many other segments are already maturing towards 
FMCG, consumer durables and hygiene products 
and the growth momentum will continue, as these 
products are already ingrained into our daily lives. In 
terms of fads, there would be some fads which may 
come and go like BDSM. There is a school of thought 
that believes the economic troubles will be beneficial 
to the industry, as consumers would move towards 
achieving happiness and deriving pleasure at lower 
costs. The low and mid-range of erotic products has 
the potential to address this opportunity and we 
believe this segment would be fairly stable during 
these periods. 

I n light of current events, d o you see any signs that 

international trade disputes – main ly the one between 

„ANY  T IME  WE  CAN 

EXPOSE  ADULT  NOVELTY 

TOYS  TO  THE 

MA INSTREAM MARKET, 

THE  BETTER  I T  IS  FOR 

THE  GROWTH OF 

OUR  INDUSTRY. “
S i m o n  S m i t h 

TY 

Simon Smith, Vice 

President Business 

Development 

WOW Tech Group 
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the US A and China – will h ave a negative impact on 

the international erotic market. Do you  fear that our 

industry might suffer if this escalation continues?

Simon: Most trade disputes result in a negative 
impact on business.  The outcome of this current 
situation is still unknown, but we hope that sound 
reasoning will prevail, and that the open global 
market will be allowed to continue to operate as it 
has. On a positive note, these disputes and their 
negative potential consequences serve to push 
manufacturing brands to look at alternative global 
regions for their abilities, and thus, makes the entire 
supply chain more dynamic.

I n the US , t he media has been all over the erotic 

brand plusOne because their products are being sold 

in brick and mortar store chains such as Walmart and 

T arget. M any experts say that this is a major  step on 

the way to opening up the mainstream market to sex 

toys. Wh at is your take on this? 

Simon: Any time we can expose adult novelty toys to 
the mainstream market, the better it is for the growth 
of our industry. It is nice to see such companies like 
Walmart, Target, and others take progressive steps in 
offering their customers products that might have 
been taboo in the past. The next step for these large 

retailers will be to 
invest resources in 

training their staff on 
the different brands, 

and the safety and 
functional advantages 

of the branded 
products. This 
exposure will also 
help the specialised 
novelty stores as 

it opens up 
possibilities for a 
whole new 
customer segment 
to shop at their 
stores, both online 

and offline, once they 
have been exposed to 

the products in the 
mainstream market.

While consumer demand for sex toys is 

increasing, t here seem to be some setbacks when it 

comes to open and free discourse about sexuality, 

sexual education, an d sex toys - especially in the 

social media sphere? Could this be the beginning of 

a regressive phase? 

Simon: There has been a lot of progress over 
the past decade in discourse about sexuality. 
Additionally, the social media landscape has also 
been rapidly changing and expanding at an extremely 
dynamic rate that we believe that this tide will 
continue to push for the expansion of discussions on 
sexual education and will undoubtedly help in further 
progressive conversations.

I n recent years, t he erosion of the traditional supply 

chain has been a major  topic in the erotic industry, 

but this year, f ewer and fewer people are talking/

complaining about it. Have we accep ted this situation 

as the new status quo? I s there no real traditional 

supply chain anymore? Or is it ju st that other issues 

in the industry have taken away the spotlight from 

this development? 

Samir: This is a natural evolution of the new 
connected world where the power of information has 
changed the landscape of the traditional supply chain 
of yesteryears. The erosion and disintegration of the 
traditional supply chain will continue as the new world 
economy revolves around maximising margins by 
going directly to consumer. The growing e-commerce 
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platforms and market-
places have disrupted the 
traditional supply chain, 
especially in this industry, as 
they also provide a solution 
for consumer privacy. The 
situation is not reversible 
and over time the industry 
has not only accepted it but 
has started to reshape their business around it. 
However, the opening up of mainstream retail will 
reignite growth from the traditional supply chain 
especially across pharmacies, supermarkets and 
large format retail stores. We believe these channels 
will be restricted to select brands and those who 
enter will gain greatly in years to come. 

Y ou were among those who welcomed mergers of 

big erotic companies and the influx of investment 

capital in the market. I n a previous interview, you  

stated that this development would bring money and 

know-how into the industry. L ooking back, wer e you 

a bit too optimistic? 

Samir: Yes, I was a bit too optimistic in terms of time 
frame as the last year has not seen the level of 
activity that was anticipated. I hear that there are a 
few large Companies that have been working on 
M&A deals and should hopefully announce them 
in the next few quarters. I believe the influx of 
investment capital will come to the Industry as the 
economic fundamentals remain strong in terms of 
growth and profitability, although financial exits 
continue to pose a challenge. Investors are still not 
comfortable with this category, but recently, we have 
seen funds like DSG Consumer Partners featuring 
sexual wellness as part of their investment charter. 
We hope more such funds will include this category 
in their future funds. On the positive side, the interest 
from high net worth individuals (HNWI) continues as 

we see crowd funding 
platforms gaining momentum, especially in the 

SexTech sector. We also expect capital to come from 
non-traditional sources like FMCG companies, retail 
chains and media companies and create strategic 
partnerships for accelerated growth. 

D oesn’t the aforementioned development change the 

equilibrium of the market? Won’t it be harder for small 

and mid-siz ed companies when a small number of big 

players hold most of the market power? 

Samir & Simon: The larger companies will continue to 
face challenges as there is a legacy geographic 
fragmentation. Additionally, the rise of Chinese 
manufactured commodity products will continue to 
pose a threat for market consolidation. Distributors 
and Retailers would continue to private label their 
products and not let the big Boys dominate their chan-
nels. Niche players will continue to grow in their 
respected segments while new start-ups will launch 
innovative products. Smaller players with limited 
competencies will continue to face the heat and see 
their market share go southwards. Strong innovation 
and discipline will continue to be fundamental building 
blocks for all companies, regardless of size.  Those 
who come up with great new ideas, protect these 
ideas, and defend their intellectual property will have 
great success in our market. This will create a cycle of 
opportunity and growth for these successful small and 
medium sized companies as they will become 
attractive investment targets for the larger companies 
who value their innovation and creativity. Similar to 
other mature Industries, the adult industry will go 
through phases of mergers and there will always be a 
space for smaller innovation-led companies as well.
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S peaking about a concentration of market power:  

Amaz on has undoubtedly proven to be a disruptive 

force for the erotic market.  Has the industry 

adapted to this situation? Has it maybe even 

learned to benefit from it? 

Samir: The growth of e-commerce has been a 
boon to the industry. Amazon, being the leader in 
this space, has substantially grown the pleasure 
product business in markets where they operate, 
by opening up the category to mainstream 
consumers who otherwise may not visit traditional 
adult shops. The sheer scale that Amazon 
operates with has been one of the massive driving 
factors for consumer adoption. On the supply side, 
there has been disruption as the entry barrier 
to sell on Amazon is low. We do see many 
manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers having 
price wars to grow sales. We see the industry 
adopting to the situation and getting stricter with 
legal agreements and brand authorisations to 
compete successfully. Over the long term, the 
industry will continue to adapt better to the 
Amazon model and those who successfully 
do so will greatly benefit from it.

Obviously, I  am 

exaggerating a bit 

but 2019 h asn’t 

really been a year of 

extraordinary product 

innovation, h as it? 

Simon: Outwardly, we 
have not seen much 
in product innovati-
on, but I’m confident 
that many companies 

are working inter-
nally on break-
through ideas that 
will result in 
innovative products 
that continue to 

revolutionise the 
industry. There are 

some Companies that 
concentrate on duplication over 

innovation and continue to stunt 
the industry’s ability to blossom. However, 

many more continue to invest in new concepts that 
will lead to great growth opportunities in the near 
future. Additionally, as larger and stronger external 
entities become interested in our industry, I foresee 
a phase of strong innovation growth in the next 
few years.

We’ve been waiting for the big breakthrough moment 

for sex tech – will we h ave to wait beyond 2019?  

Simon: Yes, we believe we will need to wait for some 
more time. However, there are several companies 
that are investing time and resources to develop new 
technologies that allow human interaction either with 
products that simulate lifelike movements or 
technologies that allow close interaction between 
people, whether they are together or far apart. We 
believe we will see improvements in these areas over 
the next growth phase of our industry. What we 
cannot lose sight of, is that people are most likely not 
interested in sex tech, simply for the sake of new 
technology.  As the core, remains the human 
interaction and intimacy, which is simply enhanced by 
the new technology.

Th e S wedish I nstitute for S tandards ( S I S )  is working 

on an international standard for sex toys - for the 

benefit of the consumers, as  the initiators explain. 

I s this step long overdue or is it unnecessary?
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Simon: Setting quality and functional standards is 
certainly welcomed in our industry.  It is critical, 
however, that the governing body understands how 
the products are used and their functionality, so that 
it can apply the right standards in a fair manner. 

L ooking at the U S ,  one of the biggest developments 

in that market seems to be that sex toys are no 

longer marketed as ‚ male toys‘ ,  ‚ toys for women‘ ,  

etc.  I nclusion seems to be the next big thing.  Will 

this trend also gain traction in E urope and the rest of 

the world?

Simon: I believe that this trend will get traction 
around the world as the inclusionary language 
breaks down barriers, and leads to acceptance not 
only in our industry, but overall. Perhaps the global 
acceptance of inclusionary marketing will be 
accepted at different phases in certain geographies, 
but I believe that is will eventually be the norm.

How would you describe the current status of the 

erotic market in 2 0 1 9 ? 

Samir & Simon: The overall industry is set to grow 
rapidly. The ‚mainstreaming‘ of our industry is 

happening at a faster rate than expected. Many 
Consumer e-commerce sites are reaching out to 
brands to add the adult product category to their 
offering. This translates to retailers getting the 
required comfort to add this category to their 
offering as consumers seem to have already got 
the comfort to browse these products. The retail 
offline stores continue to increase the level of 
professionalism to achieve a great customer 
experience that reflects well on the industry as a 
whole. More manufacturing has moved to China 
where the Chinese have moved their manufacturing 
capabilities from low end to higher end products. 
The top companies continue in their quest to bring 
strong IP protected, innovative products to the 
market, which continuously pushes the industry 
presence in several retail segments. Overall, these 
are exciting times for the industry!           
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 „ 2 5 y ears ago, M ister B  opened its fi rst 

concept store in Amsterdam.  Could you take 

us through a quick tour of the shop in 1 9 9 4 ?

Jeroen Janssen: According to employees 
that worked at the shop over twenty years 
ago, one of the most vivid memories is the 
(great) smell of leather everywhere in the 
shop coming from the vast number of leather 
jeans. Our assortment consisted of leather, 
rubber and fetish clothes, BDSM attributes 
like whips, fl ogs and bondage gear, dildo’s 
and lubricants. Next to that, when you 
entered the shop, you could fi nd magazines 
on the one side, postcards on the other. The 
further you walked in, the kinkier it got. The 
large shopping window drew in a lot of light 
and gave the shop a welcoming appearance. 
We had a piercer and a tattoo artist 
in-house and our own leather workshop. 
Mister B wasn’t the only gay and fetish-
oriented business on the street. Iconic 
bars from Amsterdam’s leather scene like 
The Stablemaster, Argos, Eagle, and the 
Cockring were our neighbours. Our 
biannual art vernissages were also famous, 

creating an exposition of the horniest 
leather outfi ts besides the 
actual reason for the gathering, 
the gay and fetish artworks on 
the brick walls. 
We opened our shop in the middle 
of the AIDS epidemic. Mister B 
was very active in promoting safe 
sex and education. Sponsoring safe 
sex tools like gloves, lubricants, and 

There are Mister B Shops in Copenhagen, Antwerp, Berlin, Zurich, Frankfurt, and Amsterdam. And if you add the various 

Mister B shop-in-shop systems, you can fi nd the fetish brand in dozens of stores in cities around the world. This success 

story began 25 years ago when Wim Bos opened the very fi rst Mister B Shop on Warmoesstraat, in the centre of the Dutch 

capital of Amsterdam. EAN had the opportunity to speak with Jeroen Janssen, Commercial Manager of Mister B, and learn 

about the importance these brick-and-mortar outlets still hold for the brand today.

Our physical locations contribute 
enormously to the success of the Mister B brand

25 yea r s  a g o ,  t h e  f i r s t  M i s te r  B  S h op  op en ed  in  Am st e r d a m exclusive

Jeroen Janssen, 

Commercial Manager 

at Mister B

condoms and just selling porn movies where 
condoms were actively used. 
Another unforgettable feature of our Mister B 
shop that came a bit later was the urinoir in 
the back of the cellar part of our store, where 
many customers had a much needed and 
sometimes slightly arousing toilet break.

Why did M ister B  decide to open this shop?

Jeroen Janssen: The original Mister B, Wim 
Bos, opened the store with the philosophy to 
create an open-minded, welcoming, community-
based business in the heart of the leather and 
fetish community. Supporting community 
initiatives and creating a place for people to just 
be themselves. The assortment of Mister B was 
pointed towards innovative products and clothing 
at an accessible price point while not compro-
mising on quality or durability. In these 25 years, 
not much has changed about this philosophy. 

How would you describe the concept behind 

your stores?

Jeroen Janssen: Our shops offer a welcoming 
and open-minded atmosphere above all. We 
cater to the needs and desires of gay and fetish 
customers around the globe. This also means 
we offer that section of the Mister B assortment 
that is most suitable for the local scene. We offer 
workshops and tons of knowledge on how to 
(safely) use our products alongside exclusive 
items and tailor-made clothing. Our shops are 
designed to show the Mister B products in the 
most optimal way. Also feeling (and smelling) 
the goods is important, therefore we offer 
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Upon entering the Mister B 

Store, the visitors were greeted 

by the smell of leather
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customers the opportunity to experience our goods 
while shopping, sometimes just by letting you feel the 
materials, other times by helping customer into 
a straightjacket. 

2 5 y ears is a long time.  How did the shops change 

throughout the years?

Jeroen Janssen: Our philosophy has not changed 
in these 25 years, but the appearance of our shops 
has. For one, the urinal is gone in our Amsterdam 
store. Also, our tattoo artist and piercer are not there 
anymore. We are focussing more on creating a fetish 
boutique feeling in our shops while retaining the 
welcoming, accessible, and open-minded atmosphere. 
Our signature photography plays a large role within 
our presentation, as do our unique leather garments. 
Our wholesale business has grown from the basis of 
our shop(s) but we are slowly making a distinction 
between the two again, with (shop-in-)shop exclusive 
items and in-store pre-launches. 
The importance of internet sales has obviously 
shuffl ed the deck in the retail landscape. We see our 
website and social media channels as an important 
marketing tool for our brick-and-mortar stores. Our 
newsletter, social channels, and store locator are 
used to draw customers to our stores. Also, a lot of 
our products benefi t from experiencing them fi rst-
hand and trying them on to fi nd the correct size, and 
you can’t do that online.

Over the years, m ore shops were added.  Where can 

M ister B  shops be found today? Are there differences 

between shops in different cities?

Jeroen Janssen: We have (shop-in-)shops all 
over the world, with main locations in Amsterdam, 
Antwerp, Berlin, Copenhagen, Zürich and Frankfurt. 
Our main shop locations offer the largest Mister B 
assortment we could possibly fi t into the retail space. 
Our shop-in-shop partners also offer a selection of 
carefully curated products to match the preferences 
of the local scene. Our secondary brands like 
W.A.D., Fucktools, URBAN or our lubricants can 
also be highlighted at these locations. In some 
locations, we sell tons of leather, in others our toys 
and BDSM equipment are more popular. 

B esides fully-fl edged M ister B  shops, t here are also 

numerous stores that have a shop-in-shop concept 

in place.  Would you tell us more about this concept 

and what kind of business is it suitable for? 

Jeroen Janssen: The aim of our shop-in-shop 
concept for retailers is to cater to an ever-growing 
clientele. They can join Mister B in catering to the 
local gay scene while benefi tting from the reputation 
of the brand Mister B. The shop-in-shop can make 
use of the Mister B name, our signature photography, 
marketing materials like posters, and our bi-annual 
glossy WINGS. Besides that, they are part of our 
B2C marketing campaigns and have fi rst access to 
exclusive products. Also, they can order made to 
measure garments and accessories. The shop-in-
shop concept is a great option for any adult retailer 
or speciality clothing store that puts a welcoming and 
open-minded atmosphere fi rst and is interested in 
taking in a large portion of the Mister B assortment. 
We have Mister B shop-in-shops in retail locations 
specifi cally focussed on the gay consumers but also 
at locations that cater to the BDSM and fetish 
community in a larger geographic area. We are 
always looking for the right spread of Mister B points 
of sale in an area and within a target audience. 
Together with the retail partners, we carefully select 
and optimise an assortment that is suited for the local 
scene. We train and educate the staff and appoint a 
key account manager for optimal support from HQ. 

Would the success of the M ister B  brand have been 

possible without the shops?

Jeroen Janssen: Our physical locations contribute 
enormously to the success of the Mister B brand. We 
want to be where our customers are while at the same 
time contributing to the local scene. We do this via our 

The original Mister B Store on 

Warmoesstraat in Amsterdam
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shops and retail partners who are in close connection 
with the local scene and support it where we can’t. 
Personal connections are hugely important to Mister B 
and a cornerstone of our success over the years. This 
is something we fi rmly believe and have been doing for 
years now, resulting in high customer loyalty and brand 
recognition. We listen to our customers, retail partners, 
and employees, and the physical locations also work 
as testing grounds for new innovative products, 
enabling us to be on the forefront of gay and fetish 
retail and distribution for many years to come.

Which role does the physical presence,  i.  e.  

brick-and-mortar shops,  play for the scene 

M ister B  caters to?

Jeroen Janssen: We support local initiatives and 
are involved with numerous events all around the 
world. Besides that, we organise our own parties 
like Playgrounds and Damage to bring fetish to live. 
Our local (shop-in-)shops are the face of Mister B all 
around the world. Therefore, we try to be as involved 
as possible and support where we can. We feature 
local retailers and employees in our WINGS magazine 
and have our exclusive items that are only available 
at these locations. Mister B is a lifestyle brand that 
hopes to play a part in people’s daily lives. Our shops 
in the middle of the scene enable us to do just that.

T he past 2 5  years have also seen the rise of 

e-commerce.  N evertheless,  you have managed to 

grow outside of the internet.  Are there synergies 

between these two parts of the business that have 

stimulated growth on both fronts?

Jeroen Janssen: A good example of the continuous 
innovation of the Mister B brand would be our iconic 
campaigns that have fuelled our brand since day one. 

These photographs have created a Mister B ‘world 
of wonder’ since day one. That has been on the 
forefront of the freedom we stand for. The rise of the 
internet and social media and the personal freedom 
that comes with that has enabled us to show this 
world to more people than ever before, creating a 
synergy between the on- and offl ine world where our 
shops create this ‘world of wonder’ in physical form. 
We also use the possibilities of online marketing to 
draw customers to our shops with exclusive items, 
special promotions or simply the option to try their 
desired gear on in real life. In sex and fetish, you are 
always looking to create a desire, fulfi lling a craving 
or a fantasy. We strive to create the best possible 
environment for this experience at our shops.

What are M r B ‘ s plans for the future of your 

retail business?

Jeroen Janssen: We strive to open more locations 
around the globe and improve and enlarge the 
assortment available in our stores today. Furthermore, 
we look to intensify the synergy between our on- 
and offl ine activities by creating a 360° customer 
experience using online marketing, social media, 
and our (online) WINGS magazine. Through these 
channels, we also seek to empower our customers 
by offering knowledge and inspiration. One of the 
ways in which we do this is focussing more on 
our secondary speciality brands like Fucktools, 
Weapons of Ass Destruction, and our high-quality 
lubricants. Brands that can be combined into a nice 
collection and look great in any store. Along the way, 
we strive to improve ourselves and always offer a 
unique perspective into this world through our retail 
channels. And together with our retailers, we will 
continue to build a strong and visible brand.

Art has always played a 
big role in the Mister B 

philosophy

A mainstay of adult 

shops in the Nineties: 

porn magazines

The interior of the 

first Mister B Shop 

was always awash 

with light, which was 

very atypical for adult 

stores at the time
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 „ CalE xotics has now been around for a 

quarter of a century –  did you expect this lasting 

success when you started the company 2 5  

years ago?

Susan Colvin: I never dreamed CalExotics would 
be the major pleasure product company that it is 
today. We’ve overcome so many obstacles to get 
here, so I’m extremely proud of this amazing 
accomplishment! Thanks to our team, we’ve built 
an award-winning brand that has made sexual 
health and wellness a priority in the lives of 
consumers. Over the years, we’ve pushed the 
envelope with our product design and quality, 
and we’ve made it a point to create products for 
everyone. I truly believe this is just one of the 
many reasons why our revolutionary company 
has evolved and thrived in such a competitive 
industry where consumers often have an 
overwhelming number of options. It’s a gift to be 
able to do what you love – and CalExotics loves 
helping consumers feel fulfilled in their lives.

B ack then,  what inspired you to try your luck in 

the sex toy market? D id you feel that this would 

turn into big business one day?

Susan Colvin: I always wanted to own my own 
business, so I was lucky to be able to incorporate 
that desire into an industry I was extremely 
passionate about. My goal was to help revitalise 
the industry in a way that was inclusive to more 
users. At the time, there weren’t products that 
targeted women or couples, and I knew that 
needed to change because both were an 
untapped market. I wanted to be the company to 
help usher our industry into a new era. I never 
predicted that CalExotics would turn into the 
business that it is today. At the time, it was just 
too big to fathom. 

L ooking back at the past 2 5  years,  what are the 

highlights - the successes that you are particularly 

proud of?

Susan Colvin: One of the biggest successes 
that I’m proud of is having a team of people 
who have been with the company from the 
very beginning, and several who’ve been here 
for ten or more years. I think that says a lot 
about our company and the value we put on 
employees. I didn’t build this company alone; I 
relied on the help of smart and talented people. 
My team is one of my greatest successes.   

I ’d be remiss if I  didn’t ask about the secret of 

your success:  What is it that turns CalE xotics 

into a market leader? F or instance,  how 

important is it to have people in your team who 

have been with the company for many years,  

some even from the very beginning?

Susan Colvin: As a CEO, I look for team 
members who are smarter than me. I want to 
build a team of people who have the knowledge 

A quarter of a century ago, 

Susan Colvin set out to 

change the sex toy industry, 

and in the process, she 

became one of the architects 

of the modern erotic market. 

In our interview about the 

25-year history of CalExotics, 

Susan emphasises the role her 

team has played in making the 

company a success. 

We want CalExotics to continue to be a 
brand that helps cultivate a happier you
25 yea r s  o f  Ca l E x o t i c s exclusive

Susan Colvin, founder 

and CEO of CalExotics

The CalExotics 25th Anniversary Party 

at the Universal Studios in Hollywood: 

Jackie White (Executive Vice President 

of CalExotics) and Susan Colvin 

(founder and CEO und of CalExotics) 
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and experience in areas I may not. I also look for team 

members who are loyal, hardworking, and determined 

to succeed. I truly believe that’s one of the biggest 

reasons behind the success of our company. I’ve been 

so fortunate to have the most incredible team by my 

side. They are devoted, diligent and they strive to push 

CalExotics to the next level every single day. 

When you started CalExotics in 1994, what did you 

want to bring to the market, or put differently, what 

was missing from the market back then?

Susan Colvin: I wanted to bring pleasure products to 

market that were more inclusive. I started making 

small changes, like offering sex toys in pink and 

purple, and then expanded from there. The toys 

available to consumers back then were boring, plain, 

and uninspiring. I wanted to create toys that were a 

higher calibre in quality and design. In addition, sex 

toys weren’t actively marketed toward women or 

couples. No one wanted to acknowledge that these 

groups might want something different. Something 

more colourful or more feminine. So, I made it my 

mission to change things.  

In those days, the erotic industry was definitely a 

boys’ club, very male-dominated. What kind of a 

welcome were you given? Were you accepted into 

the circle of producers right away?

Susan Colvin: In the beginning, many industry 

members were surprised that I wanted to start my 

own company. The idea of a woman creating sex 

toys wasn’t something people wanted to take 

seriously, so my ideas were dismissed right off the 

bat. My colleagues couldn’t see the need to change 

the look, feel, and packaging of sex toys to be more 

inclusive. They had an ‚if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it‘ 

mentality. It took some time, but they eventually came 

around, and I was able to prove that my ideas were 

valid, and my company was destined for great things. 

And how did the industry, the trade, and the 

consumers respond to your idea of offering products 

‚by women for women‘?

Susan Colvin: To be honest, I think they found it 

difficult to fathom the idea of women embracing their 

sexuality and wanting toys that were more feminine. 

Fortunately, it didn’t deter me. In fact, it did quite the 

opposite – it ignited my passion for helping bridge the 

gap in the industry and bring products to market that 

represented all customers. 

Some things, like the core values of a brand, mostly 

stay the same over the years. How would you 

describe the philosophy that has led CalExotics 

through this quarter of a century?

Susan Colvin: CalExotics has had a huge influence 

in the industry, and I need to credit that to our 

‚Something for Everyone‘ motto. It’s at the forefront 

A look back at the 1990s
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of every decision that we make. We strive to 

produce products that help enrich all lives. We want 

consumers to be able to look at our products and 

find something that creates a positive impact on 

their sex lives.

Over the course of 25 years, you have launched a 

vast number of products. Is there one among them 

that you would pick as your absolute favourite?

Susan Colvin: I have many favourite products and 

collections from throughout the years. But, my 

favorite by far is the world-famous Jack Rabbit 

collection. This collection has been with CalExotics 

since the beginning, with its roots dating back even 

further. The Jack Rabbit has grown throughout the 

years and now offers over 40 styles, including the 

Original Jack Rabbit and the Signature Jack Rabbit. 

What also makes the Jack Rabbit a favourite of mine 

is its mainstream acceptance. The Jack Rabbit is an 

iconic name, and not just in our industry. Consumers 

also know it well and ask for it by name. 

The Jack Rabbit is one of the world’s all-time 

best-selling pleasure toys, and it’s at the top of my list 

when it comes to my favourite collection of products. 

The market for sex toys has changed a lot. Which 

trends and developments have had the biggest 

impact on the industry, and how did CalExotics 

contribute to these trends?

Susan Colvin: CalExotics has always been at the 

forefront of innovation since its inception. We’ve had 

many notable famous firsts, including releasing the 

first line of waterproof toys, creating a remote-control 

egg vibrator, making products using 100% premium 

silicone, introducing rechargeable rabbit-style 

vibrators, and so many others. We were also the first 

to offer manufacturer warranties, which many 

companies still don’t provide. 

These changes helped set in motion many of the 

trends we see today. Long gone are the days of 

mediocre products with dull packaging, and I am very 

proud that CalExotics has helped push the industry 

into what we see today. 

This brings us to the current state of affairs in the 

erotic market: What are the trends and develop-

ments that are defining the industry right now, and 

how has CalExotics responded to them?

Susan Colvin: As a company, we’ve made sexual 

health and wellness a priority. Over the years, 

we’ve expanded our products to meet the needs of 

our consumers. We’ve released several lines of 

sexual wellness products including our Dr. Laura 

Berman Intimate Basics massagers and dilators, 

our Kegel training sets, Kegel exercisers, and our 

Impulse collection of massagers that offer 

electro-stimulation. 

Most recently, we released our She-ology 5-piece 

Wearable Dilator Set. This sexual wellness product 

is designed to help restore and revive vaginal 

strength and comfort while also allowing users to 

lead active lifestyles. Our dilator set can help with 

the disruptive changes in the vagina that occur with 

aging, help those who suffer from painful 

intercourse, and help users with post-op dilation 

after sex reassignment surgery. 

We want our consumers to feel fulfilled in their sex 

lives, and we feel it‘s our privilege to help make that 

a reality. Our She-ology 5-piece Wearable Dilator 

Set is a great example of the kind of inclusive 

product we aim to provide.

The early days: 

catalogues from 1994, 

1995, 1997, and 1999 
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And now, let’s take a look into the crystal ball: What 

awaits CalExotics in the next 25 years?

Susan Colvin: At CalExotics we are always looking 

to the future. Our goal is to continue to grow our 

brand by offering the best products and service. 

Currently, we are working on new products and 

collections for the next year. We have some exciting 

additions to popular collections such as California 

Dreaming and Power Gem, as well as brand-new 

collections that we are eager to bring to market.

Our goal is to continue to make a positive impact in 

the world by enriching the lives of our team mem-

bers, their families, and the community. We want 

CalExotics to continue to be a brand that helps 

cultivate a happier you.

Suppose Hollywood wants to turn the inspiring 

history of CalExotics into a movie: Which actors 

should portray the CalExotics team?

Susan Colvin: The first thing that comes to mind is 

the Netflix show Grace and Frankie. Jane Fonda and 

Lily Tomlin would play Jackie and me! Their ambitious 

go-getter attitudes are a striking reflection of us in 

real-life. In the show, their characters decide to start 

their own sex toy company to help women over 60 

have healthy and happy sex lives. They’re proactive, 

outspoken, business-minded and funny. I like to think 

Jackie, and I are very similar to these characters, and 

I would love to have them play us in our own 

Hollywood production.  

               

The CalExotics 25th Anniversary 

Party at the Universal Studios in 

Hollywood: Susan Colvin 

speaking to the guests
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 „ T his year,  eroF ame has its tenth 

anniversary.  When it all began –  in 

P otsdam at the time –  did you really 

expect this kind of lasting success?

Wieland Hofmeister: Long before 
eroFame took place for the first time, back 

in the spring of 2009, Sven Jacobson of 
Orion approached us on behalf of the newly 
founded advisory board. I still remember very 
clearly that he asked us: “Could you imagine 
creating and organising a b2b show for our 
industry and making it work?” And my 
spontaneous response was: “Yes, sure!“ To 
be honest, we weren’t really that sure, and 
maybe our hopes were bigger than our know 
how ...
Several of the biggest producers of erotic 
products had decided to move away from 
Venus Berlin because they didn’t feel that the 
hardcore image of that consumers show was 
compatible with their own image and 
products. Thanks to our trade magazines, 
EAN and eLine, we were already well-estab-
lished in the market, and on top of that, we 
were already organising the Erotix Award 
presentation in Berlin. That’s why these 
companies turned to us. Expanding our field 
of activity felt like the right step to take. 
Obviously, it was also very flattering that they 
entrusted us with this huge responsibility. 
Organising a trade show is a formidable task, 
and we approached it with great respect - as 
a matter of fact, we still do today, ten years 

in. We are very thankful to the advisory board 
for believing that we could pull it off. In the 
meantime, we have even created an 
independent company that focuses entirely 
on eroFame.
So, did we expect this kind of success? Let 
me put it this way: We saw the tremendous 
potential within the market, and when all 
these big companies from all over the world 
contacted us about participating in eroFame, 
we were confident that the show had the 
potential to be successful. The fact that it 
really ended up being a success makes us 
very proud. We are very thankful for the 
support we get from our exhibitors, many of 
whom have become eroFame regulars, 
returning year after year. Without them, there 
would be no eroFame, and we do know that.

Organising a trade show and adapting and 

improving it for such a long time is a very 

complex process.  I n your opinion,  what are 

the deciding factors for the success of 

eroF ame?

Wieland Hofmeister: When the advisory 
board approached us about organising 
eroFame, they had already decided that this 
would be a b2b show: trade members only, 
no consumers. Also, eroFame was to be a 
serious business event, with no connection 
to the porn image of other shows. If you look 
at the product ranges of our exhibitors and 
the focus on business conversations and 

10 years of eroFame - successful, 
connective, and always exciting
Wie la n d  Hof m e i s te r  o f f e r s  a  p re v i ew  o f  th e  te n t h  e r oFa m e exclusive
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The preparations for the tenth eroFame are in the final phase. And yes, you’ve read correctly, it has 

already been ten years since the big b2b trade show for the erotic industry first opened its doors to 

the trade members. In our interview with Wieland Hofmeister, the head of mediatainment 

productions GmbH, we take a look back at ten successful years, and we discuss why no 

one in the erotic industry should miss out on eroFame 2019. 
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placing orders, this decision made perfect sense. 
Also, moving to Hanover made it possible for us to 
offer the participants the best possible price-quality 
ratio, with free catering on the fairgrounds, very fair 
stand prices, and the annual Oktoberfest party. 
eroFame has become an annual meeting place for 
the global erotic industry, and everybody knows, if 
you want to be relevant in this industry, you should 
be a part of the show.

Will there be any changes to the eroF ame concept 

this year,  or will you stick to your guns?

Wieland Hofmeister: Never change a winning 
team! There is definitely a lot of truth to that 
dictum, and it has become our motto. Of course, 
this is not to say that we rest on our laurels. We are 
constantly trying to finetune the event and to 
incorporate suggestions from the visitors and 
exhibitors. Every year, we tweak and adjust small 
details about the show - but as far as the overall 
concept is concerned, yes, we are sticking to our 
guns. Consequently, there won’t be any major 
changes in our big anniversary year.

I n case some of our readers have never been to 

the show:  Why should everybody in the erotic 

industry visit eroF ame? Why would it be a mistake 

to miss out on the event?

Wieland Hofmeister: I dare say that everybody 
who wants to be somebody in the industry knows 
of eroFame, and they know that this is an event 

you need to attend. After all, this is where the who 
is who of the industry meet and where the biggest 
new products are presented - the upcoming 
top-sellers that will drive sales in retail stores for 
months to come. And all of this is embedded in a 
great, exciting event with a unique atmosphere. 
So, if you haven’t been to the show until now, visit 
us this year. Help us shape the future of eroFame. 
Be a part of this first-class event, be a part of this 
wonderful family that is the erotic industry. You are 
definitely welcome!
Based on advance registrations and hotel 
bookings, we can already gauge how many visitors 
will be at eroFame 2019. There are no big changes 
compared to previous years, which means that 
most of the big and relevant trade members of the 
erotic market will come to Hanover, and I want to 
thank them all, on my own behalf and on behalf of 
the exhibitors. However, the brick and mortar 
segment of the erotic retail trade is in decline. This 
fact that can’t be argued away, and as a result, we 
won’t be setting any new visitor records. But 
thankfully, the deciding factor isn’t quantity, it’s 
quality. And the quality couldn’t be better!

L et’s talk some numbers:  How big will this tenth 

eroF ame be? How many exhibitors will have a 

stand at the show? And are you happy with these 

numbers?

Wieland Hofmeister: As I am answering this 
question, it’s mid-August, and right now, we have 
matched the number of stand bookings from last 
year. Considering that companies can book a 
stand until mid-September, I am confident that we 
can top the previous show. Going by last year’s 

The fifth eroFame from a 

bird’s eye view

100000000000

The 2011 trade convention 

was the first eroFame to take 

place in Hanover
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numbers, we are looking at about 200 labels 
and roughly 13,000 square metres of 
exhibition space. And yes, we are very 
happy with these numbers!

L ast year,  you introduced a new concept,  “ modern 

feelings” ,  which you described as „ eroF ame goes 

public. “  T his new concept seems to have been a 

success,  and now,  you are bringing the event back 

once more.  F or those who don’t know about it yet,  

how would you describe “ modern feelings?”

Wieland Hofmeister: I think we got off to a pretty 
decent start last year. The “modern feelings” area 
was about 1,000 square meters in size, which is 
nothing to be scoffed at. Also, consider that this 
concept - namely, a “clean” b2c event for erotic 
products - was part of a gigantic consumers show 
that had given wide berth to anything smacking of 
sex up until then. So, I’d say that we have definitely 
laid a solid foundation on which to build the future 
of this concept.
We hope that more and more exhibitors will warm 
up to the “modern feelings” idea as we go on. The 
concept of a joint stand is perfect for this kind of 
presentation. We want this to be a fair within a fair: 
a b2c erotic lifestyle event for the consumers – 
most importantly, the female target audience.

When will “ modern feelings 2 0 1 9 “  take place,  and 

would it make sense for the visitors and exhibitors 

of eroF ame to participate in this b2 c event as well?

Wieland Hofmeister: The b2c event will take place 
on the weekend right after eroFame, and it will 
continue to take place in that time slot. This year, 
that means October 12 and 13. We expect the 
vast majority of the exhibitors at “modern feelings” 

to be companies that already attend eroFame, 
so the timing is perfect. You don’t have to wait for 
several days after eroFame, and one weekend at 
the consumer event will be enough for these 
exhibitors to make an impact and return home with 
some satisfying results. What the first “modern 
feelings” event has shown us is that there is 
definitely demand for a “clean” erotic event that 
lives up the modern lifestyle. Our industry has to 
cater to this demand. It is inacceptable that most 
people think of porn stars when they hear about an 
erotic consumer show taking place. There is a 
sleeping giant out there, and we need to wake it 
up! Let’s show people how beautiful and exciting 
their sex lives can be, alone or with a partner. 
Let’s give them an idea of sexual wellness and 
sexual health. Last year, we have taken the first 
step, and now, I encourage all the participants of 
eroFame to join us for “modern feelings 2019.” You 
won’t regret it. And apart from a wide and varied 
range of products, we will also put together a great 
programme for our show stage.

Another highlight of the show that is beloved 

throughout the entire industry is the annual 

eroF ame Oktoberfest.  I  assume we’ll have another 

one in 2 0 1 9 ?

Wieland Hofmeister: We’re celebrating ten years 
of eroFame ... so of course, we’ll have another 
eroFame Oktoberfest. It will take place on 
Thursday, October 10, starting at 19:00.

F inally,  let’s take a look at the road ahead:  What are 

your hopes and expectations for the next ten years 

of eroF ame?

Wieland Hofmeister: I’m not sure if I am qualified to 
play the oracle. But let me say this instead: 10 years 
of eroFame - successful, connective, and always 
exciting. These three adjectives sum up the event 
perfectly, and everybody who is involved in the 
show, including the visitors, the exhibitors, 
and the organisers plus the advisory board, are a 
part of this success and have every reason to be 
proud of it. Thank you all so much for supporting 
the show. 
The participants of eroFame have become a big, 
wonderful family, and I think we are ready for the 
next years in this exciting world that is the erotic 
industry. So let’s go ahead and keep this thing 
going! On that note, I wish the participants of 
eroFame 2019 a great, exciting, and successful 
event. I look forward to seeing you all in Hanover! 

Even in 2012, eroFame 

attracted a large 

audience
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Elsa Viegas, co-founder of Bijoux Indiscrets, 

presents a new product line, called SLOW SEX, 

and anybody who knows the Barcelona-

based brand knows that this collection 

is about much, much more than 

just the products. In our interview, 

Elsa tells us about the various 

elements that inspired 

SLOW SEX and the 

target audience 

for this new 

collection. 
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It is a collection that represents all we 
have been fi ghting for the past decade
Bi j oux  I n d i sc re t s  p r es en ts  S LO W  S EX exclusive
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Elsa Viegas, 

designer & co-founder 

of Bijoux Indiscrets 
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„S L OW S E X  - why did you pick this name for your 

new collection? I s it maybe intended as a response to 

the hectic lives we lead today?

Elsa Viegas: We strongly believe that sex is to be 
enjoyed and to have pleasure. And to give pleasure! 
And somehow, many of the most pleasurable practices 
ended up being a prelude - called foreplay, something 
that is done in anticipation of what’s next and what’s 
important. And we do not agree with that. For both, 
people with penises and people with vulvas and 
vaginas, these practices are full of pleasure and it is... 
sex! Good sex! SLOW SEX is a name inspired by the 
concept of slow food. We eat because we need the 
food but not all food is the same and sometimes fast 
food is fine but the more you know about the 
ingredients, about your body and the more you train 
your sense of taste, the more you enjoy good food! 
Better food! And Slow Sex works like that, it is not only 
about good sex, it is about better sex! 

When and how did you get the idea for this 

new collection?

Elsa: Our society has changed a lot in the past decade, 
well, in the past 5 years. We meet people through apps, 
we are more free to explore our sexuality but we still 
don’t know our bodies and how pleasure works, 
especially women, which is the result of so many years 
of repression, guilt, and shame and now, we are starting 
to claim our right to pleasure and fighting against the 
pleasure gap. There are still myths and fictional sex 
behaviours inherited that don’t let women enjoy sex. 
Real sex is not as we see it in the movies (all of types of 
cinema porn included), there is a huge difference 
between fictional sex and real sex. There are no 
standards, there is no 1, 2, 3 ready, set, go. Knowing 
our pleasure takes time, practice and above all, 
communication. This is where Slow Sex comes in. We 
realised that everyone is talking about sex and having 

“B I JOUX  IND ISCRETS  HAS 

ALWAYS  G IVEN  WOMEN 

TOOLS  TO  MAKE  THEM 

FEEL  BEAUTIFUL ,  SEXY, 

POWERFUL  AND  MOST  OF 

ALL ,  TO  EXPRESS  THE IR 

SEXUAL ITY  FREELY. “
E L S A  V I E G A S

sex, but most of the women in the survey are not happy 
with the time and quality dedicated to it. All ‚foreplay‘ 
practices, as we see in fiction, have no other goal than 
to lead to penetration and we know that only a small 
percentage of women reach orgasm that way. So, that’s 
how Slow Sex was born! Let’s fight for doing it right! 

How long did you work on S L OW S E X ? Which trends and 

developments in the market had an impact on the creation 

of these products?

Elsa: It took us almost a year to get it all done! We read 
many reports about trends on cosmetics, ingredients, 
sexual health, human behavior,sexuality, and also about 
environmental trends. We mixed it all together, dedicated 
it to the millennial, and that’s how SLOW SEX was born.

How much of B ijou x I ndiscrets is in this collection? How 

does S L OW S E X  reflect your brand values?
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The SLOW SEX collection 

is made up of eleven products

Elsa: SLOW SEX is not only a line of cosmetics 
products. It reflects our brand values. It is a ‚political‘ 
collection, focused on changing behaviours and ways 
of thinking. It even has its own manifesto. The SLOW 
SEX Manifesto is an open letter to all humans who have 
sex, who enjoy sex, and for all those wondering ‚Is there 
something wrong with me?‘ ‚How can I have 
better sex?‘ ‚How can I have more sex‘? ‚If I 
enjoy this, why am I doing that?‘ It is a 
collection that represents all we have been 
fighting for this past decade. Real pleasure! 
Your pleasure! Focusing on what we like and 
not how it is allegedly supposed to be! 

Would you mind telling us more about the 

products in the S L OW S E X  collection?

Elsa: SLOW SEX includes 11 products! There 
is a product dedicated to every pleasurable 
practice considered foreplay. SLOW SEX has 
two massage products: one with warming 
effect and a silicone-based one; an oral sex 
balm to make thing even more exciting; and we also 
have an amazing water-based gel dedicated to finger 
play (which can include oral action in the equation 
because it tastes delicious!); moreover, a water based a 
gel for anal play that has natural, soothing ingredients 
such as aloe vera and arnica, to explore (and hydrate) 
this area of our body that is so titillating and yet still 
surrounded by myths and fears; a clitoral balm with 
warming effect to rise the temperature of the game; a 
solid intimate perfume that smells delicious and whose 
formula is compatible with all intimate areas; a hair and 
skin shimmer dry oil to highlight all areas no matter if 
you are into a more natural look or if you have decided 
to go ‚bare down there‘; a nipple gel with cooling effect 
that has such a playful formula, providing a tingling 
sensation once applied, and when kissed it gets 
transferred to the lips and you may transfer it to other 
areas, for instance the intimate region; also, for to the 

clitoris, SLOW SEX has thin strips for oral sex to 
increase the sensations not only in the clitoris but 
also for the other partner because we included 
natural aphrodisiacs like macca and ginseng in th 
formula; and last but not least, a mouthwatering 
spray that increases saliva production and it is not 

only surprising and fun but also makes a 
great ally during sex.

Which qualities and features set this 

collection apart from the mass of other 

products that hit the market every day?

Elsa: We partnered with local laboratories in 
Barcelona to develop exclusive formulas, 
but this is not even the best part of it. All 
formulas are vegan and natural, with no 
sugar, no parabens, no gluten or artificial 
colours. SLOW SEX is an inclusive 
collection, dedicated to people who love sex 
and look for a way of having even more fun 
and pleasure. We made it genderless and 

each formula is designed for people with penises or 
vaginas, no matter what and how they like it; also, it 
is not focused on how we identify but more on how 
we feel, erasing the binary standards of sexual 
products. You can tell I’m very proud of this 
collection! Its packaging is eco-conscious, and it is 
made of recycled and recyclable materials like glass, 
paper, and aluminium, the latter being endlessly 
recyclable (isn’t this amazing? We are still using 
aluminium from the very first time we extracted it 
from the planet!) We reduced plastic use to 1% in all 
packaging (using it only in the caps). We also 
reduced the carbon footprint by going local and 90% 
of everything is made in Barcelona. We need to 
make these things work, not only for our bodies but 
also for our environment, for nature. After all, human 
beings are part of nature too, aren’t we? And there is 
no Planet B! 
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“WE  NEED  TO  MAKE 

THESE  TH INGS  WORK , 

NOT  ONLY  FOR  OUR 

BODIES  BUT  ALSO  FOR 

OUR  ENV IRONMENT,  FOR 

NATURE .  AFTER  ALL , 

HUMAN BE INGS  ARE  PART 

OF  NATURE  TOO ,  AREN ’T 

WE?  AND  THERE  IS  NO 

PLANET  B ! “
E L S A  V I E G A S

Who is the target audience for S L OW S E X ? 

Which groups of consumers will be drawn to this 

product line?

Elsa: No matter how much of an expert you are 
and how much you know about ‚sex, lubes, and 
rock and roll‘, this collection offers you a new and 
better way of enjoying foreplay! Specially because 
many products are a starting point for an honest 
conversation! We reinvent the word foreplay and 
turn it into the real thing, the pleasure zone, the 
good sex and not a ‚prelude to‘. And please, 
don’t get me wrong, this collection is not against 
anything; it is pro everything, all those pleasurable 
practices, dedicating time to sex, and enjoying it 
and doing it not just because you are supposed 
to but because it gives you pleasure.

T he modern consumer is well-informed and very 

demanding.  How have the expectations among 

your customer base changed over the course of 

the years? What did the consumers expect from 

your products and your brand in the past,  and 

what do they expect now?

Elsa: We began 13 years ago, focused on 
couples but developing feminine products. Now, 
couples and relationships have changed, and 
women have a different role in society. We are 
more aware of their sexuality and they are not 
afraid to enjoy it anymore. All of this has led us to 
grow as a brand and we have worked to meet 
these new consumer expectations. Women are 
decision makers in the pleasure territory. Female 
masturbation was the great taboo a decade ago 
and now, the clitoris is everywhere. Artists talk 
about it, bloggers, mainstream magazines, and 
celebrities talk about it, and from what I know, 
it is an organ exclusively dedicated to pleasure 
(it might have some other functions I’m sure but 
let‘s focus on the pleasure side) and this 

revolution enabled us to be more risqué in our 
ideas! Woman look for products to enjoy by 
themselves, but they are also concerned about 
their health, the planet, and the quality of what 
they are buying. Bijoux Indiscrets always had that 
in mind and therefore, we meet the expectations 
of this well-informed and demanding audience.

Y our company makes it a point to stay in touch 

with the consumers and the retailers.  Wh at are 

the trends that dominate the market right now? 

What role do sexual wellness and sexual 

health play? 

Elsa: We have more demanding consumers. 
Those are the ones we design for. People are 
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concerned about what kind of ingredients the 
product has, who’s behind the brand, its values, 
where the products were manufactured, and what 
impact production has on the planet. We design for a 
conscious consumer! That also puts pressure on 
retailers as they need more information and training 
than ever, i.e. more support from the brand. When we 

launch a collection, we have the 
consumer in mind but we never 
forget the retailers, having all the 
materials ready from day one 
and giving them tools to learn 
about the products, to train the 
sales force, and to support the 
products both on and offline. 
We have digital materials ready 
for use, such as banners, social 
media posts, blog entries, and 
e-commerce photos, but also 
in-store solutions like displays, 
shelf talkers, gifs on purchase, 
and window decorations! That’s 
why we partner with our 
distributors: to give the best 

service you can get and directly support their 
customers with all the tools necessary to make each 
launch a success!

F or more than 13 year s, B ijou x I ndiscret has been

 a trendsetter when it comes to erotic chic, er otic 

accessories, er otic cosmetics, an d other sensual 

products. Has  it become more difficult to keep 

up with the trends, t he zeit geist, et c. in  these 

fast-moving times? Or, p ut differently: 

Were things easier in the old days?

Elsa: Not at all! This is a challenging and exciting 
time. We are living a feminine revolution, fighting to 
close the ‚gaps‘ created by gender! How can it be 
that the 21st century, gender still determines how 
and with whom you can enjoy your sex life? How is it 
possible that your sex life may affect how others see 
you as a person or as a professional and how they 
judge you? We fight for a healthy sexuality. We fight 
for real pleasure. We fight for equal rights in and out 
of our bedrooms. It is amazing to be part of this 
change and to play an active role in women 
empowerment. I have no nostalgia. I believe the 
present is the moment!

I n a previous E AN in terview, you  said ‚W e empower 

women through pleasure.‘ Over  the course of the 

past years, t he erotic market has turned from a boys’ 

club to an industry with a strong female presence 

and perspective, an d many people feel that this was 

the biggest and most important change this market 

has ever seen. S o, is  your mission to empower 

women accomplished? Or is there still work to be 

done?

Elsa: I’m so proud of this balance! It is not a fight 
nor a competition. It is something that had to 
happen. Women were part of the game but were 
not willing to play by its rules. It is wonderful to see 
so many new faces in the industry. So many new 
brands founded and run by women. It creates 
alternatives with a feminine perspective. But there is 
always work to be done because female pleasure 
was repressed for so long that we hardly know how 
to start the change. At Bijoux, we strongly believe 
that owning our pleasure, knowing it and enjoying it 
is an empowering thing. The role of women has 
changed, and we are no longer afraid to say what 
we want and how we want it. We are still fighting 
with our bodies and with the external pressure that 
dictates the standards and how we should look and 
act, but we are on the path to reach a truce with 
ourselves and accepting our ‚flaws‘ as uniqueness; 
and most of all, we start giving zero f***s about what 
others think! Once we fully embrace our power and 
our sexuality and feel free to do it and feel good 
about ourselves, we are unstoppable. Bijoux 
Indiscrets has always given women tools to make 
them feel beautiful, sexy, powerful and most of all, 
to express their sexuality freely.

What can you tell us about your plans for the 

next year?

Elsa: We plan on the presenting the results of our 
latest study. We have more than 2.000 people who 
answered our questionnaire about sex. We also 
plan on developing more products focused on 
sexual health and pleasure but for now, it is all just 
ideas. eroFame is a closer of sorts, and a starting 
point at the same time. We will present the new 
collection for 2019/20 which will lead us to a 
strong season of Xmas through Valentine’s Day, 
but for the I+D team, it all starts again. Exciting 
times ahead!!!              
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 „ F rom a newcomer in sex tech,  M ysteryV ibe 

has evolved into one of the leading companies 

in this niche.  Where does the company 

stand today?

Soumyadip Rakshit: In the past 5 years 
since our inception, our purpose has been to 
make sexual health as commonplace as … 
health. We pride ourselves on being a sexual 
health company combining cutting-edge 
design & technology to create award-winning 
smart vibrators which bring mystery back into 
our bedrooms. Our vision is a world where 
everyone is free to elevate their sexual health 

& wellbeing, empowering relationships, 
conversations, and individuals 
through healthy pleasure. So, 
anyone from post-natal to 
post-menopause, adventurer to 
ED solver, single to long-term 
couple can all use our tools, talks & 

techniques to bring mystery back 
into their bedrooms.

Could you sum up what makes your 

products stand out? What exactly 

makes them “ sex tech” ?

Soumyadip: We apply the latest 
advances in technology, materials, 
science, medicine, and psychology 

to push forward our products, our 
thinking, the conversation, and 

the industry. We combine 
hardware and software, data 
and knowledge, content and 
community to build the 

foundations for an internet of 
smart sexual health.
All our products are anatomically designed in 
close collaboration with experts from the fields 
of design, technology, and medicine. 
What gives us great joy is seeing it being 
recommended by sex therapists and medical 

Innovations don’t happen 

overnight; instead, they are 

the result of hard work and 

continuous development 

processes. This is also the 

reason why MysteryVibe have 

only launched two products 

until now. The company’s high 

standards are the topic of our 

interview with founder and 

CEO Soumyadip Rakshit. And 

obviously, we also ask him 

when we can expect the third 

MysteryVibe product.

Soumyadip Rakshit, 

co-founder and 

CEO of MysteryVibe

professionals and benefitting users going 
through various major life events such 
as post-natal, erectile dysfunction,
and menopause.

S o far, M ysteryV ibe has only released two 

products –  Crescendo and T enuto –  over a 

period of time in which other companies 

launch doz ens of new products.  Why do you 

invest so much time in development?

Soumyadip: One of our big goals is to create 
products with a purpose. Deeply researched 
and in close collaboration with real users, 
experts, and sexual health practitioners. As a 
result, we often end up creating designs that 
push the boundaries of technology and take 
us to unchartered territories of manufacturing. 
This leads to long R&D times, sometimes 2–3 
years for each product – hardware and 
software. Having said that, we will be able to 
release our next products sooner as a lot of 
the hard work of building the foundations is 
now done and the core infrastructure will stay 
the same across all our products going 
forward. So, our target now is to release a 
new product every year going forwards! 

T he M ystery App is a central component of 

your products and your business.  How has 

the app changed since its initiate launch? 

What were the biggest challenges you had to 

overcome while working on the app?

Soumyadip: The app plays a big part in 
making our products personalised by adding a 
layer of vibration pattern customisation on top 
of the physical shape bending. To make sure 
the app’s user experience is seamless, we 
spent a long time in the initial stages running 
focus groups to design the interface in a fluid 
motion. This helped us create an interface 
where transitions between the various features 
move smoothly and naturally, whether it is from 

We focus on benefi ts over features 
and build our tech to deliver those benefi ts
A co nv e rsa t i on  a b out  te c h n o lo g y,  s ex ,  a n d  Mys te ryV ibe  w i th  S oum y a d i p  Ra k s h i t exclusive
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downloading vibes to adding them to the device or 
creating new ones and live controlling your partner.
Being a hardware app, the biggest technical 
challenge is making sure it connects 
seamlessly with a wide variety of 
smartphones on both the iOS 
and Android platforms with 
different versions of the 
operating systems on it, 
amidst a plethora of other 
Bluetooth devices in its vicinity.

S ex tech products are often more complex,  

complicated,  and also more expensive than 

traditional sex toys …  maybe too complicated 

and expensive?

Soumyadip: That is very much a consideration 
we as creators should be mindful off. Tech for the 
sake of it is never a good thing, in sex or other-
wise. Tech really should be an enabler, hidden 
underneath a beautiful user experience so the 
users can be at the centre of attention and lose 
themselves in the product. 
This is why in our design philosophy we focus on 
benefits over features and build our tech to deliver 
those benefits and cut back where the tech isn’t 
adding significant value to the customer.

Advertising and getting products known to the public 

has always been difficult for companies in the erotic 

industry.  T his problem seems to have a particular 

impact on start-ups that are dependent on rapid 

growth.  What are your experiences in this context?

Soumyadip: For start-ups, marketing is always a 
challenge since they have small or no budgets to 
spare outside product development in the early 
years. Restrictions on where sex toys can and cannot 
be advertised compounds the problem further. To get 
around this, we focused on being a conversation led 
company where our content, both on our site and 
shared via media, becomes a major catalyst for 
starting conversations about sexual health, pleasure, 
and relationships. This was a slow and long process, 
but it helped us hugely in gaining trust and traction 
and reaching new audiences every day.

Where can 

M ysteryV ibe products 

be purchased? Which 

distributors carry your toys?

Soumyadip: Currently, we work 
with Eldorado, ST Rubber, SOD, and 

LovePieceClub. We are always happy to 
work with new partners to reach customers 

in new channels and geographies. 

Where can retailers get more information about 

your products?

Soumyadip: You will find all the information 
about our products on our website at 
mysteryvibe.com

Will we see a new M ysteryV ibe product any time 

soon? Can you give us a hint about what we can 

look forward to?

Soumyadip: Yes, very much so. This year at 
eroFame, we will be launching our third product, 
Poco – a smart compact vibrator: travel friendly 
and more accessible as a price point.                 

“OUR V IS ION IS  A  WORLD 

WHERE EVERYONE IS  FREE 

TO ELEVATE THEIR  SEXUAL 

HEALTH & WELLBEING, 

EMPOWERING RELATIONSHIPS, 

CONVERSATIONS AND 

INDIV IDUALS THROUGH 

HEALTHY PLEASURE.“
S O U M YA D I P  R A K S H I T

The new MysteryVibe 

product “Poco” will 

be released this fall
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„ What is L ips,  and why is the site creating 

so much buz z a round social media and sex?

Annie Brown: Lips is an online platform 
designed for women and LGBTQ+ individuals 
seeking a space to express themselves th-
rough art without censorship or the unhealthy 
aspects of mainstream internet culture. Anyone 
can access the online platform via desktop or 
mobile, and login (anonymously or with email) 
to start sharing art. Users will be able to post 
and sell their art anonymously and without 
risk of losing right their work utilizing crypto-
graphic and blockchain technologies. Unlike 
other art platforms, art lovers will be able to 
easily and quickly purchase artwork directly 
from the community feed in a fun, easy and 
secure way. Tumblr‘s recent policy changes 

were met with outrage. Many users 
left the platform, searching for a 

better alternative. Instagram is 
increasingly shifting towards 

stricter censorship. Cre-
ator accounts are often 

censored or dele-

Annie Brown is out to destroy the social media monopoly, one fl agged 

Instagram post at a time. 

Social giants like Instagram – where even the tamest sex education posts 

are removed by prudish trolls or even AI bots – and Tumblr – a platform that 

used to welcome nudity and sex, no matter how explicit – have become the 

bane of sex toy manufacturers, sex educators and just about everyone in 

the sexual wellness sphere. A marketing guru by trade and former women‘s 

studies major, Brown is also well versed in sex-tech lingo and artistic web 

design. She‘s combined her skills and passions to create Lips, a printed‚ 

zine-turned-web platform (Lipszine.com) that won‘t censor your nudes, 

sex-ed rants or erotic poetry. Lips recently raised over $10,000 to continue 

their mission to create a truly sex-positive space for the entire sexual health 

industry, whether you‘re a vibrator manufacturer or an illustrator of naked 

babes. Brown‘s next goal? To get everyone reading this article to sign up 

for an account at Lipszine.com, and she‘s telling EAN why the sex-tech 

movement encompasses so much more than just toys.

Lips is transforming the future 
of the $64 billion dollar social & e-commerce market

Sex-tech wiz  Annie  Brown is  on a  miss ion to  make the internet  a  better  p lace for  p leasure exclusive

Annie Brown,          

CEO of Lipszine.com

ted without warning from existing platforms.
This being said, I am excited about the 
number of artists, infl uencers, organizations 
and brands who are standing up to these tech 
giants to demand change – challenging them 
to question sexist policies.

How was L ips originally born?

Annie Brown: Lips began as a project for 
my Introduction to Women’s Studies course 
at The College of William of Mary in 2007. 
From there, Lips became an offi cial campus 
publication, printed over 50,000 issues and 
expanded to 4 Campus Chapters in the 
SouthEast US.
Lips asked women in their campus community 
to send stories, poetry, and artwork expressing 
their sexuality for the publication. The zine ser-
ved as an outlet where women could express 
themselves honestly and openly. Its existence 
empowered those who contributed and even 
those who didn‘t. It created and claimed a 
space where female* voices were valid, valued, 
and, perhaps most importantly, were heard.

nie Brown,          

Lipszine.com
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What prompted you to launch L ips into a website?

Annie Brown: For many of the campus chapters, 
the cost to print and resistance from administration 
made it hard for them to maintain. After working 
with tech startups as a marketing consultant for 
over 8 years, I decided to apply my knowledge of 
technology and business to creating an internati-
onal solution to the local problems of free speech 
and sexual expression that made Lips a success 
on campuses.
Now the zine is digitizing into a new kind of social 
media platform to serve as an alternative to media 
publications and platforms that harm individual‘s self 
esteem and mental health, as well as marginalize 
honest, intelligent discourses of sexuality and the 
female* experience.
The platform will also allow Lips campus chapters to 
affordably manage their community and sell art and 
merchandise to raise funds for local causes. 

Why do you believe L ips is so important for both the 

pleasure and tech industries to support?

Annie Brown: Lips is transforming the future of 
the $64 billion dollar social & e-commerce market 
by creating a new model of cryptographic sharing 
platform that better understands the difference 
between consensual sexual expression and sexual 
exploitation.
Currently adult industry brands, sex educators and 
sex tech brands are simply not able to advertise on 
social media. All of these companies will be able to 
advertise to the targeted, sex-positive Lips users. 
Besides advertising, we provide a platform where 
brands can post, sell products and gain followers 
without having to self-censor themselves to avoid 
fear of account deletion.
The cryptographic element allows followers to 
buy products discreetly using cryptocurrencies or 
anonymous login transactions. Lips does not track 
their personal data. This saves brands development 
costs to create discreet buyer platforms on their 
own sites, and allows for easier impulse purchases 
while browsing. Lips is also a great PR move for 
adult industry leaders. We are embracing sex positi-
vity in a way that empowers sex workers, educates 
users of all genders and sexual preferences, and 
stands up against tech companies that are silencing 
marginalized groups.

Who are some of your notable current contributors? 

What are they creating,  and how is it impacting the 

space?
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Annie Brown: We have been lucky to gain the 
support of many erotic artists and sex-positive 
activists. In this post for Smile Makers I outlined 
some of our favorite artists who have submitted to 
and been featured on Lips. All of these artists have 
at some point been deleted or banned from social 
media or public advertising (https://www.adweek.
com/brand-marketing/these-subway-ads-were-
rejected-by-the-mta-for-being-too-sexual/). On the 
list is Janice Prempeh, a 3D artist who created our 
featured image for our recent crowdfunding campa-
ign. We are so proud to have her work as a defi ning 
image for Lips!

How can L ips impact the creators who post and sell 

online?

Annie Brown: Lips will be a game changer for 
creating a reliable source of promotion and income 
for artists, performers, models and brands within 
the NSFW space. It will also mean providing 
independent creators with a platform that respects 
them and values their work – which in turn, builds 
self-esteem.

How, e xactly, c an creators sign up on L ips and 

begin showing and selling their work?

Annie Brown: Right now, creators can submit to 
our website at lipszine.com/submit – they maintain 
100% ownership and will also be featured on our 

Instagram page with 12K followers. When you 
submit to the Lips website, we will also put you 
on a list to receive updates regarding testing our 
wireframe and design for the app – we want the 
community to be very involved in how our app is 
developed! 

Last but not least, you can visit ifundwomen.com/
projects/lips to purchase a discounted premium 
membership. You‘ll be signed up for 1 year of 
premium Lips features when our platform launches. 
Typically, a premium account would cost you $120 
for the year – but when you purchase through 
our crowdfunding campaign you‘ll receive a $70 
discount.
Tell us about what new users can fi nd when they 
sign up.
Annie Brown: The Lips platform will include 
the following features:
- Integrates feminist philosophy into 
algorithms, allowing for artistic 
expression, discussions of sexuality and sex 
education without censorship or trolls 
- Improves self-esteem through art by allowing 
individuals to post anonymously without sacrifi cing 
intellectual property
-Enables users to purchase directly from the main 
feed which is disrupting how art is shared and sold 
online, and will be the fi rst of its kind to allow artists 
to promote and sell work anonymously
Premium Features:
- Uncensored posting – your account will never be 
deleted or banned
- Set up your online store in the Lips marketplace 
and sell directly from the main social feed
- Exclusive, free access to promote your work in 
events and gallery shows
- DM with fans
- Network with companies that want to hire 
sex-positive artists and models 

What will L ips look like in the next year?

Annie Brown: We’ve started the design phase 
and are looking to start testing with users in 
September 2019. Then we will have our offi cial 
launch, implement cryptography and blockchain 
features and hopefully launch internationally in 
2020. There is a huge demand for this product due 
to mainstream social media’s sexist censorship 
policies, so we see big things in the future for Lips!               

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent
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LIMITED EDITION  
COSMIC PURPLE WITH BLACK ACCESSORIES
It’s We-Vibe’s bestseller – now with a fresh look. 
Sync under the stars is our new limited edition of 
the Sync by We-Vibe. The color is cosmic purple 
and the travel case is now in elegant black. The 
unique design remains the same and still fits 
perfectly to individual body shapes. Sync under 
the stars sits comfortably and securely – and 
looks amazing at the same time!

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible. 
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WOW TECH 
ACADEMY

TM

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™

Sync™ under the stars

Available soon. Order from your  
authorized We-Vibe® distributor.
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The app that brings 
couples together.™

We-Connect™

It was exactly fi ve years ago that the We-Connect app fi rst 

launched – and became the platform that revolutionized sex toys. 

Now, after listening to user feedback over the last few years, the new 

We-Connect  app is more user-friendly and faster than ever.
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Now available: the new We-Connect app can sync 

the toy’s vibrations with the beats of each user’s very 

own favorite songs.

BEAT MODE FOR EVERYONE

No distractions: the We-Connect Video Chat is now 

available in full screen mode – the buttons and icons fade 

from the display so all focus is on the task at hand.

FULL SCREEN VIDEO CALL

Every We-Vibe toy can be tailored to individual needs. 

With the We-Connect app, personalized vibrations are 

waiting to be explored.

FIND YOUR OWN VIBE

Whether creating unique patterns or adjusting the 

intensity, the We-Connect app is now even easier to 

control with just the touch of a fi nger.

EVERYTHING AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Speaking of “intuitive”, the new We-Connect app is 

now available in an even more elegant, optimized 

design – it’s the most user-friendly version ever.

OPTIMIZED FOR PLEASURE

The We-Connect app continues to facilitate connections 

at any distance – regardless of whether partners are in 

diff erent rooms, cities or even on another continent!

BREAK THROUGH BORDERS

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible. 
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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An evolution of power.

A true all-rounder that off ers pleasure in so many ways. Wand is a massager 
perfect for erogenous zones and sensitive spots. Featuring incredibly deep 
vibrations, this toy takes satisfaction to new heights.

NEW!
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Available soon. Order from your 
authorized We-Vibe® distributor.

SEAMLESS INTENSITY LEVELS 
The one-touch intensity control acts like a dimmer 
switch, keeping the passion alive without any distractions.

SMART SILENCE™

Smart Silence senses when Wand is close to the skin 
and turns the vibrations on and off . 

PLAYFUL ACCESSORIES 
Wand comes ready to enjoy with two 
attachments – one fl uttery and focused, while 
the other strokes smoothly.

LIMITLESS POSSIBILITIES 
With an ergonomic shape, fl exible head and exciting 
attachments, it’s perfect to use together or for solo playtime.

CONNECT WITH WE-CONNECT™

The We-Connect app enables long distance 
connectivity, so partners can play together, even if 

they’re physically apart. 

Learn more about the We-Vibe products and become the best salesperson possible. 
Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WOW TECH
ACADEMY

TM

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECH™
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 „ R obert,  as a retailer,  how do you assess the 

current situation in the market?

Robert Strzelecki: On one hand, considering the 
current political situation in Poland (which does 
have an impact on the erotic market), I am a bit 
scared. On the other hand, a lot has been done 
in order to fight VAT mafia in Poland, so I am 
satisfied. I can actually say, the closer to the 
customer, the better. And the farther from politics, 
the better. You see, being a retailer makes me 
happy and makes my work calmly, and I can also 
have a close look at the market and consumers. 
It helps me assess the consumers’ needs better, 
listening to what they say, evaluating the potential 
of products, and planning purchases. After all, we 
all work for the consumers; we supply products 
to them, and they make use of our goods. Our 
staff is always happy to talk to the consumers 
and advise and educate them. This makes the 
relationship stronger and gives us satisfaction 
when these consumers return.

And what is your take on the market as the head 

of a distribution company?

Robert: There is much more going on in 
distribution, which I monitor intently and curiously 
as a professional. I observe the steps taken by 
the big players in our market because they set 
the pace and directions for trends, but I also keep 
track of smaller entities as they are, in fact, much 
better at penetrating the market in their areas.

L et’s begin with the negative:  I n your opinion,  

what are the biggest problems facing the market 

right now?

Robert: I notice a certain nervous tension. It 
applies particularly to fierce competitors who sell 
the same products. In my opinion, there 
are two reasons for this: Firstly, there is a 
permanent pressure exerted on sales managers 
who are expected to sell more and more, 
including new products. I understand that, after 

all sales are the purpose of business, but if there 
is nothing but pressure, nothing that would help 
the distributor create more human connections, it 
evokes frustration. This boosts pressure and 
before you know it, there is the image of a 
heartless distributor. Secondly, it is unfortunately 
all about the human factor. 
I did a quick count, and I can say that one of the 
companies in this market (it is a large distributor 
and manufacturer in one) hired and fired 8 sales 
managers in the space of last 5 years. Today, one 
person, tomorrow another. Welcome e-mails, 
high-flown cooperation promises… and then 
pressure: buy it, buy it, buy it. As far as I am 
concerned, I think twice before I invest my funds. 
This is what I do. It is a shame, but I can’t tell 
other companies who to run their business. Lack 
of patience, constant pressure on sales targets, 
and no human relations are the biggest 
problems, I think. 

D o you see a way to solve these problems?

Robert: I am more than sure that I do. The 
question is whether management wants 
changes. In my opinion, we are now so pressed 
to obtain fast profits that management (e.g. the 
board of directors or CEOs, etc.) will not change 
it themselves. Once, 
one of our b2b customers asked me if I knew all 
the bosses of the companies (manufacturers, 
distributors) I had cooperated with. Looking for 
an answer, I could give just two names of people 
I had met personally over the course of 15 years. 
The others, although they surely still exist and 
work, remain strangers to me. Why? And how do 
you solve this problem? Perhaps getting closer 
and building bonds based on mutual trust and 
professionalism would counteract this artificial 
trend of being unavailable. It is certainly just my 
view and it only applies to building human 
relations; it won’t help you with pressure, targets, 
and index analyses. 

There is a certain nervous 

tension in the erotic market, 

Robert Strzelecki says in 

our EAN interview. And 

he should know; Robert 

is the Executive Director 

of distribution company 

PLAYROOM and also a 

retailer. The causes of these 

aforementioned tensions and 

the current developments in 

the industry are the topic of 

our EAN interview. 

An erotic toy in 2019 is like a potato 
which you can buy in bulk and at a low price

Talk in g  bus in es s  w i t h  Ro b e r t  S t rz e l ec k i  exclusive

Robert Strzelecki is the Executive 

Director of distribution company 

PLAYROOM and he is also a retailer
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I s the erotic market still growing? Or are we nearing the 

phase where growth can only be achieved at the 

expense of the competition?

Robert: Although I see a regular and considerable 
growth, I can still remember a business life cycle curve. 
To establish the cycle applicable to the erotic market 
worldwide, we would have to know the global 
indicators. And there are no indicators. At least officially. 
We can rely on average data from domestic statistical 
records, but truth is that every country is different, its 
markets are different. Taking into account the European 
market (and more precisely, 28 EU member states), it 
would not be one curve, but 28 individual curves. All of 
them would interweave and cross at various spots. 
Some would meet at the bottom, others at the top. 
There would be longer and shorter cycles. If we were to 
apply them on a grid of coordinates, we would see the 
picture of our market. Let’s close our eyes and imagine 
that. Cool, right? But what is the conclusion?  

And what about the mainstream market? When will it 

finally open up and embrace sex toys on a large scale? 

Or is that j ust wishful thinking?

Robert: We have already taken small steps. Some 
brands operating in wellness already sell sex toys, while 
larger logistics companies are about to take similar 
steps. Having experience in selling shoes, clothes, toys 
for kids, etc. worldwide, they are likely to take a part of 
our market. The question now is, can they manage and 
what can they achieve?

L ooking at this scenario from the viewpoint of a retailer,  

wouldn’t it be dangerous if your customers suddenly 

had the option of buying their sex toys at the local 

supermarket? Are you worried about that possibility?

Robert: I will start with a general view – I think all 
restrictions imposed on the trade globally or locally harm 
consumers and retailers. The former have limited 
access to the product, while the latter do not have 
access to all consumers. The market economy should 
shape demand and supply itself, without any external 
support. And for sure, the external support should not 
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my observations, I am not sure if it did. One of the 
producers who planned to distribute its products and 
sell in retail a few years ago now does not produce 
anything new. He is bogged down by trials, structural 
issues, logistical problems and… a tarnished reputation. 
And it is very difficult to rebuild an image.

We’d like you to answer the following question as a 

retailer and as a distributor:  D o you agree that we 

haven’t had that big,  ground-breaking new product 

innovation in 2 0 1 9  yet?

Robert: A few important brands emerged on the 
sex toys market, but I wouldn’t say these were 
ground-breaking products. An erotic toy in 2019 is like 
a potato which you can buy in bulk and at a low price. 
That is the situation on the global scale, sadly. 
Fortunately, we can still choose products which can be 
categorised as premium goods.

T he sex doll segment is getting a lot of attention right 

now,  not j ust in our industry but also in the media.  

F ollowing alternative stimulation technologies and

 sex tech,  is sex dolls the next big thing for the 

erotic industry? 

Robert: Sex dolls came to Europe from a specific 
region and with considerable marketing effort. And 
maybe the purpose is to fill a gap in the market. The 
market abhors a vacuum, so if this product can fill the 
gap, then that is fine. The question is whether this 
market can be saturated with products. In other words 
– how many consumers will buy a doll. If there are over 
500 million citizens of EU and every 100th buys a doll, 
that would mean 5.000.000 dolls! Would that be worth 
it? Yes. But is this crude calculation going to work? 

T he S wedish I nstitute for S tandards ( S I S )  is working on 

an international standard for sex toys - for the benefit of 

the consumers,  as the initiators emphasise.  Would you 

support such a standard?

Robert: With all my heart. Our business is filled with 
products of poor quality, mostly made of harmful or 
untested materials, of unknown properties and 
composition. Standardisation of production is the right 
thing if you want to ensure high quality. In my 
opinion, certification and evaluation by an 
international institution is a must.
               

come from governments and distributors. Is selling sex 
toys in local supermarkets a good idea? It is a bad idea. 
I could elaborate on the nature of the sex toy market, 
including privacy when doing the shopping, emotions 
during shopping, seller professionalism, etc. If the 
supermarkets employ well-trained sellers who know 
how to approach consumers, who are familiar with the 
products and their functions, and who remain tactful 
and respectful when faced with often complex sexual 
needs, perhaps then this idea might be good. 

T he general consensus is that the internet has had 

a profound impact on the erotic market and its 

traditional channels of distribution.  Can we say that,  

today,  the disruptive effects of this change are in the 

past and the erotic market as a whole is a beneficiary 

of the internet age?

Robert: Definitely. We anticipated this in an EAN 
interview a few years ago. Many industry members 
were afraid of the internet and sales there – I mean, they 
were sceptical and scared of changes. But these 
changes were inevitable. Today, we can say that our 
business has benefited from e-commerce growth. 
Access to products has improved, the offer is unlimited, 
payments are instant, delivery is completed within 24 
hours after purchase. The future is going to keep 
surprising us like that again and again, and instead of 
complaining, we should brace ourselves. The delivery 
market will be revolutionised by drones; there are 
already stores which you leave with a product in your 
hand and you don’t need to make a payment – it 
happens sort of in the background. Are we ready for 
this? We are, in terms of technology, but mentally?

I n recent years,  the general trend in the erotic industry 

seems to have been that everybody is selling,  

producing,  distributing,  etc.  to their own heart’s content.  

T he lines between producer,  distributor,  and retailer 

have been blurred . . .  

B ut now,  we hear fewer and fewer people talking or 

complaining about this development.  Why is that?

Robert: I cannot agree with the statement that fewer 
and fewer people complain about it. The fact is that 
more and more people got used to this, managed to 
adapt, and ceased to comment on it. After all, retailers 
always complain about producers and distributors 
because you can easily find a cause for complaints. At 
the time when producers became distributors and 
retailers, there was a general consensus that what they 
did was a kind of a theft of attributes and rights that 
were normally exercised by retailers. The question is 
whether this process benefited producers. Based on 
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 „ S abrina, you  work as an experience 

designer and technologist, b ut in your free 

time, you  are also a hacker of sex toys. P lease, 

tell us more!

Sabrina Verhage: Yes! So… that exactly 
:) My name is Sabrina, I work as an experi-
ence designer and technologist and in my 
free time, I explore creative technology e.g. 
hacking sex toys. 
With a Bachelor in architecture and a masters 
in Media Technology, I fi nd myself navigating 
the busy intersection between art, technology, 
and science. When I observe the world around 
me and realise reality can be improved, I tend 
to just start thinking of small ways to tackle 
that. What if I could make people look at things 
differently by showing them a different reality. 
Maybe I can open their eyes and inspire them.
I co-founded a community meetup in Amster-

dam called Creative 
Coding Amsterdam 
with that mindset, 
hoping to change 
people’s perception of 
tech. My perception 
of tech isn’t dry and 
focused on effi ciency; 
it is fun, explorative, 
and social. I hope 
the meetup lets more 
people experience that 
potential and inspires 
minorities in the fi eld. 
(The niche of coding 
languages I was 
taught to use are 
known as ‘creative 
coding’ languages. 
They are generally 
well accessible and 
highly depending on 
an active community. 

The community generates work, tutorials, 
contributes improvements and new features, 
and helps each other out. Hence the meetup is 
called Creative Coding Amsterdam.)
I like to explore technology with the aim of 
contributing in a way that allows people to look 
at it differently. One of them being sex toys :)

B efore we talk about how and why you are 

hacking sex toys, cou ld you fi rst describe what 

hacking means in this context?

Sabrina: Hacking to me means ‘using 
something differently than it was intended’. I 
think hacking has a very technical connotation, 
but the defi nition is quite broad. We also talk 
about ‘Ikea hacks’ for instance - in which case 
‘hacking’ does not involve a computer.  
I think it’s about accessing or personalising an 
object in a way so you take its functionality in 
your own hands entirely. That could vary from 
personalising your Ikea bookcase to trying 
to access a banking system illegally. You can 
do good as well as harm depending on the 
purpose of the hack. 
The power of hacking lies in the agency 
aspect. You are in control of its functionality, 
not someone else. e.g. you decide how the 
vibrator works, not someone else. 

What sparked your interest and got you started 

tinkering with and manipulating sex toys?

Sabrina: The Sex Tech Hack hosted by Kate 
Devlin at Goldmiths. Kate Devlin is a computer 
scientist and sex-robot expert and recently 
published ‘Turned On: Science, Sex and 
Robots’. 
The Sex Tech Hack was a two-day hackathon 
in which participants were encouraged to think 
of new ways of approaching sex tech. What is 
sex tech? How do we use it? Why do we use 
it that way? Should it be used that way? Why 
was it designed to be used that way?

Stolen credit card numbers, 

compromised corporate 

networks, incapacitated com-

puters. Those are probably 

the connotations most people 

associate with the term 

hacking. But what Sabrina 

Verhage does when she hacks 

sex toys couldn’t be further 

from those sinister activities. 

Her defi nition of hacking is 

simply using a programme 

or a thing differently than it 

was originally intended by the 

developers. What this means 

in the context of sex toy – and 

how you can become a sex 

toy hacker yourself – is unvei-

led in our EAN interview.

Hacking to me means “using something 
diff erently than it was intended”
Se x  Toy  h a c k i n g  w i t h  S a b r i n a  Ve r h a g e  exclusive

In her spare time, 

Sabrina Verhage 

teaches sex toy 

hacking
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As mentioned, I had been exploring technology 

creatively, but I had never really thought about 

exploring sex technology creatively. So, I decided to 

participate!

Being at an event like that really helped me with 

talking about the subject without embarrassment. 

It made me realise the taboo is real but also easier 

to break than I thought; just talk about it. I brought 

some of my own vibrators to the hackathon with 

the intention of seeing if I could hack them, but I 

remember hesitating for a long time to take them out. 

I kept thinking ‘It will be so weird to hold a sex toy 

like that while trying to squish wires inside it’. But the 

hackathon provided a very accessible and accepting 

environment that empowered me to do it anyway.  

The reason I wanted to hack my vibrator was that I 

am always super frustrated by the pre-programmed 

patterns that come with most vibrators. You can 

either just turn the vibrator on or you can do patterns 

like on - off - on - off or on - on - on - off etc. (hope 

that description makes sense). And although I’m sure 

lots of people actually enjoy those patterns, I don’t :) 

I do use the different intensities on a vibrator though 

- but more over time, like starting slow and then 

increasing the speed maybe 2-5 minutes later. 

So, I thought about a vibrator that more or less 

orchestrates the way I use a 

vibrator over time. 

Instead of just turning a vibrator 

on, the vibrator starts to play 

a sequence - one that maybe 

takes 10 minutes; starting off 

slow, increasing 2 minutes later, 

working up to higher speeds 6 

minutes in, etc. 

As far as I understand, there 

are basically two ways to 

hack a sex toy: You can either 

open it up and manipulate the controls directly 

by connecting wires or you can access the data 

a modern toy sends, for example via Bluetooth. 

Let’s start with the fi rst possibility. How can I get a 

normal vibrator to behave exactly the way I want 

it to?

Sabrina: Ha, you paid attention to my talk! Yes, that 

is correct - I distinguished those two in my talk to 

make clear that you don’t have to open up the toys 

if you don’t want to. I went and opened up my toys 

the fi rst time I considered hacking one mostly just 

to understand what’s under the hood. I have this 

device that I am grateful to for giving me orgasms 

but how does it actually work? And when I know 

how it works, I can change it and make it better. 

Know that when you open up a toy you might 

break it forever - that’s the risk I took. 

Most vibrators use a normal electric motor to 

create the vibrations. But instead of connecting the 

motor to gears to initiate movement, it carries an 

unevenly distributed weight. 

Because the weight is unevenly distributed, as 

soon as the motor starts to rotate, it rotates out of 

balance which creates a shaking motion. Quite an 

elegant solution, actually! 

Depending on the amount of power you feed to the 

motor, it turns faster or slower or not at all. 

When I found the wires that control the motor in 

my vibrator (after having to violently saw it open) I 

connected my own control system to it, one that was 

based on Arduino. Arduino is a platform consisting 

of a programmable circuit board and a programming 

language to programme that circuit board. I then 

programmed the Arduino (the circuit board) to play 

that orchestrated sequence I mentioned before and 

connected its wires to the motor. 

I’m talking about vibrators specifi cally here - but I 

want to make clear that you could also hack other 

sex toys like stroking devices or fucking machines. 

“ I  THINK SEX TOY MAKERS 

CAN LEARN A  LOT  FROM 

THE TECH INDUSTRY AND 

V ICE  VERSA.”
S A B R I N A  V E R H A G E
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Many new toys are using wireless connections, which 

can be accessed using the right tools. What tools do 

I need to hack such a toy?

Sabrina: Yes, so considering lots of sex toys are ac-

tually quite expensive, I want to make clear that you 

don’t always have to open up the toy to ‘hack’ it. 

A lot of the wireless connected toys are controlled 

through Bluetooth. Kyle Machulis runs Buttplug 

(https://buttplug.io/), an open-source software project 

to control intimate hardware. Kyle and the Buttplug 

community found out which information you need to 

send to a sex toy via Bluetooth for it to turn on, go 

faster, slower etc. They work with an application that 

is called ‘Intiface’ to run a local server. Then you just 

sent your Buttplug commands to Intiface to control 

the sex toy.

So, with Buttplug and some custom programming, 

you can control those sex toys directly from your 

computer in any way you like without having to open 

them up. 

I am working on making buttplug.io easily accessible 

to ‘creative coding’ languages, too - e.g. Processing, 

openFrameworks, and Arduino (for those who are 

familiar with programming). Hopefully, I will be able to 

host workshops for those, too. 

Alright, now I have full access to the toy … how 

could I use my new power? 

Sabrina: This is probably the most important part of 

hacking sex toys: the empowering part!

Did you ever think about why your sex toy looks 

the way it does? Why it works the way it does? Or 

maybe you got frustrated because the product’s 

vibration settings just don’t make sense for you 

personally. Now that you have control over the 

shape, size, and behaviour of your sex toy, you can 

create your own interesting experiences. 

You can connect it to other devices like sensors for 

sounds, touch, movement, etc. But you can also 

imagine entirely new uses like vibrating sensations 

for other parts of your body. 

You can have your vibrator work like a game or a 

challenge. You can create sex toys that are really big 

or really discrete. You can create sex toys that make 

whispering sounds, that are suspended from your 

shoulders or that fi t seamlessly underneath your 

clothing. Really, I would encourage you to consider 

it a playground where anything is possible. 

With sex, you often hear that people think they’re 

the only one who like ‘x’ when in actuality, a lot of 

people like ‘x’. But since it is not talked about in an 

open and regular way, we don’t really get to know 

that about each other. And then there are people 

who don’t know they like ‘x’ yet - but might fi nd out 

they do when they start exploring. 

All of this sounds rather complicated, but luckily 

there are workshops and hackathons that can 

introduce anybody who is interested to this topic. You 

participated in, and even hosted such events. What 

can participants expect?

Sabrina: Yes, I host hacking sex toys workshops and 

as mentioned, I participated in the Sex Tech Hack 

at Goldsmiths. Both of these events are meant for 

anyone who is interested in the subject and thus do 

not assume technical know-how or other educational 

prerequisites. 

What they do require though is a code of conduct; a 

set of rules outlining the norms and responsibilities of 

the participants. 

Quoted from the Sex Tech Hack Code of Conduct: 

“We want everyone to feel comfortable and included 

in our environment. We DO want to encourage 

discussion and imagination around sex; we DON’T 

want sexualised imagery.”

Consequently, you can expect an accessible and 

accepting environment in which you can openly talk 

about sex technology and its potential applications. 

Depending on your personal interest you could 

consider different kind of events. Events that are 

focussed on speculation and design thinking or 

events that are focussed on hardware and software. 

For instance, Alice Steward from http://touchyfeely.

tech/ hosts amazing workshops in which participants 

learn to build their own vibrator out of electronic 

components. 

During a recent talk you gave at the Sx Tech 

conference in Berlin, you also mentioned some other 

projects of yours, in which you sorted and mapped 

sex toys or sounds that people make in porn movies. 

Is this just a gimmick, or is there something that can 

be learned from it?

Sabrina: They are gimmicks with the goal of learning 

something from them! As I mentioned above, my aim is 

to contribute to technology in a way that allows people 

to look at it differently.

For the sorting and mapping projects, I used algorithms 

and techniques that are common for machine learning. 

Although machine learning is mostly used for effi ciency, 

it is becoming popular to use for creative applications, 

too. So why not for sex technology?

I tend to think of these projects as a sort of cross 

pollination of discourses. Like saying ‘hey, machine 
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learning experts, looks at these sex toys!’ but also 

‘hey sex toy experts, look at the possibilities of ma-

chine learning!’ 

As Alison puts it in her list of goals for SexTechSpace: 

By using technology as the catalyst, these projects 

aim to start a dialogue around commonly feared 

topic. I think sex toy makers can learn a lot from the 

tech industry and vice versa. 

Another aspect that comes to mind when we talk 

about hacking sex toys is security. How sure can a 

user be that no one else has access to their toys? 

How good are the security standards in this industry?

Sabrina: Yes, security and privacy is a very serious 

side of sex technology, and unfortunately, I don’t 

focus on that enough. I navigate a playground and 

the playground is just to explore and have fun. As 

soon as something from that playground gets out 

and used in the real world, it needs to undergo a long 

and complicated process and in which privacy should 

play a vital role. I am not involved in that process. 

Right now, however, a lot of sex toy manufacturers 

do not focus enough on privacy and security and 

release products that are vulnerable. And thus, a lot 

of these toys’ users cannot be sure that no one else 

has access to their data. I think the industry’s security 

standards are not high enough yet. 

If you want to know more about privacy in sex tech, 

I recommend checking out the work and research of 

Sarah Jamie Lewis. Sarah is an Independent Anony-

mity & Privacy Researcher.

She created a way to connect sex toys to the internet 

completely anonymously through a Tor network 

named Oniondildonics.

In your opinion, what will be the next big steps for 

sex toys? Which upcoming technology are you most 

excited about?

Sabrina: This is a hard one because I’d like to be able 

to point to some specifi c technology and say ‘that’s it’, 

but I honestly think it’s more about a necessary social 

revolution of some sort. 

A change in attitude from the consumer as well as the 

supplier of sex tech. 

Consumers should be better educated and more de-

manding. Suppliers should focus less on effi ciency and 

more on creativity and the opportunity to create unique 

experiences. My excitement isn’t focussed on adding 

some upcoming technology to our existing sex toys 

and being able to say ‘look, a new sex toy now with 

*upcoming technology*’. But it’s focussed on progress 

in behaviour, usage, design, and production.

I feel like the industry has been moving in the right direc-

tion this past decade. Moving away from phallocentric 

devices and thinking through new usage opportunities 

like the hands-free vibrator Eva by Dame Products.

Sex is a special experience and sex tech has the 

opportunity to enhance that experience for every 

unique individual.

But in reality, these products won’t get used if the 

consumer doesn’t demand them. And the consumer 

doesn’t demand them if they’re unaware of their poten-

tial. So here we are, spreading the love for sex tech and 

trying to do our part to combat alienation, stigma, and 

taboos, hoping to contribute to a growing industry and 

make the world a sexier place.

               

Sabrina Verhage 

at the SX Tech 

Conference in Berlin 

“SEX IS  A  SPECIAL  EXPERIENCE 

AND SEX TECH HAS THE 

OPPORTUNITY  TO ENHANCE THAT 

EXPERIENCE FOR EVERY UNIQUE 

INDIV IDUAL.”
S A B R I N A  V E R H A G E
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Isabelle Deslauriers is putting the ‚boutique‘ back into boutique 
brand. When most small companies are scrambling to fi nd fi ller 
products to rapidly expand their line-up, Deslauriers is keeping her 
pleasure design studio, Desirables, and her team small enough 
to do what matters: make eco-friendly products with beauty and 
soul. Desirables currently embodies a small collection of body-safe 
massage oils and beautifully sculpted porcelain dildos and massage 
stones. Opening a DALIA dildo – the brand‘s most popular design 
at the moment – is like gifting yourself a work of orgasmic art. 
Deslauriers is working to develop her designs into tools for pelvic 
fl oor health and healing while her tight-knit team of vegans, 
bohemians and artists helps create an authentic marketing 
message and excellent customer service experience. Deslauriers 
chats with EAN about her most popular toy overseas – the special 
edition of the DALIA with a dusty blue fi nish – and how 
French Canadian brands have been infl uencing the sex toy 
sphere for longer then we realize.

I see a rise in the need for 
body-safe and more sustainable toys

Desirables is  a  Canadian pleasure product brand with a  uniquely  Montreal  take on sex toys exclusive

Isabelle Deslauriers, founder and head of Désirables 
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 „ What’s the current climate of the sex toy market in 

Canada,  especially in M ontreal where you’re based? 

What are customers seeking within your market?

Isabelle Deslauriers: Actually I think the market in 
Québec has evolved a lot in the past 2–3 years, and 
is a bit different from the rest of Canada. When I 
started Désirables in 2013, there were already 
‚sex-positive‘ sex shops, which provided workshops 
and information to their customers. We can see such 
sex shops in Toronto (Come As You Are), Ottawa 
(Venus Envy) and in British Columbia. Until recently, 
the sex toy market, in the stores, was pretty much 
the same as in early 2000s, with no particular stance 
on body safe materials or in store education. 
Montreal is a very special place, fi lled with 
Eco-conscious and design-oriented young people 
that want to buy local, which is defi nitely a good 
thing for us. I see a rise in the need for body-safe 
and more sustainable toys. A lot of young women 
are contacting me to get some fi rst-hand knowledge 
on the market because they want to start their own 
body-positive or body-safe sex shop. Québec, until 
‚recently‘ (1960s) was mostly Catholic and it still 
shows a lot in the way people want to purchase their 
sex toy, most of them feel a lot more comfortable 
buying them online in the intimacy of their homes.

What‘s  the story behind your company history, an d 

why did you choose to launch Des irables?

Isabelle: The idea behind Desirables started when 
I was fi nishing my bachelor‘s degree in Industrial 
Design. I realized that when I went to sex shops or 
looked at sex toys only, none of them really 
resonated with me or with my vision of ‚intimacy with 
a partner.‘ I decided to use that feeling for my fi nal 
project and started Design & Intimacy, a project that 
aimed to reconcile sex toys and building intimacy 
with our bodies and with our partner. I discovered 
even more unsettling realities of the market such as 
the use of toxic materials for internal products and 
the performance anxiety that comes with powered 
toys. I was so disturbed by the lack of regulations 
around sex toys that I decided to start my own brand 
that would champion body safe products. If you think 
about it, no women would ever put phthalates in her 
body if she knew that they were banned from child 
and cosmetic products.

Who is on your team, an d how do these people 

contribute to the brand?

Isabelle: The way Désirables is structured means 
that we are still a small team at the core. How we 

work is I design the products that I think the market 
needs, according to informal focus groups and client 
requests. When we know what we want in the end, 
our product vision, we contact the best local 
craftsman and potters to see how we can make 
this vision happen. This means that most of our 
production is done outside the company. We take 
care of the fi nal packaging and the quality control but 
that’s pretty much all we do in terms of production. 
My right hand, Ariane, a down-to-earth boheme with 
a master in E-commerce,  is usually in charge of 
everything related to social media and resellers, while 
I take care of the deliveries, the product design and 
all the administration side of the business. Ariane is 
actually away for a whole year, she just had her fi rst 
baby, so we recruited Roxanne. Roxanne is a vegan, 
‚zero-waste‘ social media strategist who is a fi erce 
fi ghter for women and animal rights.
We work with two of the best potters in Québec, 
Louise Bousquet is making all our Dalia and is 
renowned across Canada for the quality of her 
‚Limoges Porcelain.‘ Marie-Ève Dompierre is in 
charge of our massage stones and she is the favorite 
go-to potter for some other great lifestyle businesses 
that are located in the area.
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What D esirables products 

are you really promoting at 

the moment? 

Isabelle: Even though our massage oils and 
massage candles are great products, I think what 
really represents Désirables is the DALIA, our 
porcelain dildo, and our ADORI, porcelain massage 
stones. Our ‚special editions‘ of the Dalia, with their 
marble and ‚blue dust‘ fi nish are very popular with 
our actual European retailers. 

What are some favorite products from your 

customers,  and why do they love them?

Isabelle: Our best seller is undeniably the Dalia, 
most of our customer love it because it is so much 
different from what they are used to see in a sex 
store. Its subtle and organic curves combined with 
its white matte fi nish makes it look more like a piece 
of art than a dildo. It is a favorite for both women 
and men, since a lot of our customers are men that 
are looking to purchase something that will please 
their partner. We are also selling them to cancer 
survivors and new moms since it can be used in 
perineal/pelvic fl oor therapy.

What’s so unique about porcelain pleasure 

products? Why is this your medium of choice?

Isabelle: Porcelain is, in my opinion, one of the best 
materials for sex toys. Here’s why:
It’s hypoallergenic & Bio-compatible
It will outlive its owner if cared for properly
It has the same properties as a glass toy;
Can be warmed or cooled as desired
Can be sterilized in hot water
Can be used with any kind of lubricant
It’s basically stone, so it is very, very resistant to use
It’s phthalates-free and BPA-free
It’s non-porous, since porcelain, even without the 
glaze, is vitrifi ed (particles of glass will form between 
the stone particles when fi red in the kiln).
The fi nish is simply gorgeous.
The only downside of porcelain is its sensitivity to 
sudden shock; if you drop it on a concrete or 
ceramic fl oor, it will break. That’s why we offer a‚
5 year warranty‘ that we call our ‚Oops Warranty,‘ 
just in case our customers might be clumsy.

What can the pleasure/ wholesale industry expect 

from your company in the coming year? 

Isabelle: For the coming months we’ll try to 
create more special editions, with special colors 
and even edition for a good cause for which will 
give a percentage of the sales to social causes. 
However, most of our efforts will be placed in our 
new business, KAOLII, which will provide our dildo 
to pelvic fl oor physical therapists and other pelvic 
fl oor health specialist.                

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent
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„ L et’s start at the beginning:  M ost G ermans 

are probably familiar with the name M icaela 

S chä fer,  but for the sake of our international 

readers,  would you mind telling us more 

about her?

Christoph Hofmann: It is true, most people in 
Germany know Micaela Schäfer as an erotic 
model and celebrity. The former ‚Miss Maxim‘ 
and ‚Miss Venus‘ became famous when she 
participated in the first season of ‚Germany’s 
next Topmodel‘ in 2006, followed by countless 
appearances on national television, including 
realtiy TV formats such as ‚Big Brother‘ and 
many others. She has been a prominent 
figure at Venus in Berlin for several years, 
she is a DJ, and she is well-known for her sexy 
publicity stunts that get massive 
press coverage.

How did this collaboration between M ystim and 

M icaela S chä fer come about?

Christoph Hofmann: We met Micaela a few 
years ago at the Venus show; at the time, she 
was accompanied by a camera crew, presen-
ting the latest sex trends for a German TV show. 
Among other things, they also shot a segment at 

Christoph Hofmann, 

CEO of Mystim GmbH 

our stand. Right from the get-go, we got along 
very well with Mica. She has always been very 
down to earth, very friendly, very professional, 
and very intelligent – 
qualities that seem to be in short supply among 
many other German TV personalities. We kept in 
touch sporadically, and when we started 
thinking about getting a realistic mould for our 
new Opus project, Micaela Schäfer was our 
number one choice! However, we didn’t know 
whether she would be interested in such a 
project, after all she is not a porn actress, unlike 
the signature girls other companies work with. 
So you can probably imagine how happy and 
relieved we were when Micaela agreed to work 
with us. And we are all very proud of the product 
that was born from this collaboration.

How do you make a signature masturbator? 

Could you take us through the process,  from 

the initial talks to the finished product?

Christoph Hofmann: Once we had 
approached Micaela about the project and she 
had said yes, things moved along very quickly. 
We met to make the moulds (a process that was 
filmed by a professional camera team), and we 

Masturbators based on the anatomy of American porn stars have been on the shelves 

of erotic retailers for many years. Mystim now presents a more international addition 

to this segment: the Opus Micah, a masturbator created in collaboration with an erotic 

model and TV celebrity who is very popular in Germany – Micaela Schäfer. Curious to 

learn more about this collaboration and the potential for other products in this vein, 

EAN asked Mystim CEO Christoph Hofmann for an interview. 

Micaela Schäfer was our number one choice!
My st im p res en ts  Op u s  M i c a exclusive
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did a photo shoot and also shot some video footage 
which will be presented online and in the form of POS 
materials. After that, the project entered the ‚normal‘ 
product development phase, i.e. we made a 3D scan 
of the mould, created the first 3D prints, designed an 
early prototype, which was then improved, followed by 
a refined prototype, more fine-tuning, more prototypes 
... until, at long last, we arrived at the final design from 
which we created the final product.

Was it hard to get M icaela on board? After all,  this 

process revolves around a very intimate part of 

her body?

Christoph Hofmann: Micaela is definitely not a prude 
but having someone make a cast of your intimate area 
is definitely an unusual situation. It wasn’t like we 
coaxed her, though. We had been on friendly terms for 
several years, and Micaela had a certain degree of 
trust in the Mystim team. I don’t think this collaboration 
would have happened had it not been for this existing 
relationship. As I stated before, we are very happy that 
Micaela agreed to work with us, and we are very proud 
of how Opus Mica turned out.

T here are rumours that M icaela S chä fel had already 

been approached by a well-known erotic brand before 

whose goal was to create a toy in 

collaboration with her.  However,  M icaela turned the 

offer down.  I s that correct? And doesn’t that make her 

collaboration with M ystim even more special? 

Christoph Hofmann: We have heard that rumour as 
well, but I don’t know any details. Be that as it may 
– your question was, are we happy that an extremely 
well-known German celebrity agreed to be the model 
for our Opus? The answer is a resounding yes!!! 
Happy doesn’t even begin to describe how wonderful 
this is for us. 

Apart from the anatomical cast of M icaela S chä fer,  

does the Opus M ica have other features that set it 

apart from the original Opus??

Christoph Hofmann: Several features of the Opus E 
have remained untouched, but the Opus Mica boasts 
several improvements over the original model. Also, we 
made the deliberate decision to move away from the 
electro stimulation feature for this toy. Micaela has a 
very broad fanbase, many of whom may not be 
interested in e-stim. What’s remained the same is the 
realistic sleeve material; and of course, it is still free of 
plasticisers and PAKs. We went with the matte black 
case with crystalline structure, but we worked on the 
functionality. Now, you can modify the tightness of the 

vagina by exerting pressure on the masturbator. We 
have included a regulator for the air intake, creating an 
intense suction effect that can be adjusted seamlessly 
by the users. And if you want to have fun with the 
Opus Mica without having to use your hand, you can 
combine our second-generation masturbator with our 
new wall mount, ‚Captain Hook.‘ It sticks to any 
smooth surface, making it super easy to simulate your 
favourite positions.

What are your expectations regarding Opus M ica? 

Obviously,  M icaela S chä fer has lots of fans and 

followers.  D o you think that many of them could also 

become fans of M ystim?

Christoph Hofmann: At the very least we hope that a 
larger group of people will become aware of our brand 
and our products. Will they become Mystim fans right 
away? Well, I guess we’ll see.

I n a way,  Opus M ica is not j ust a boon for your 

distributors and retail partners but for the erotic 

industry at large.  After all,  collaborations like this 

contribute to removing stigmas and taboos that have 

been surrounding the industry.  

D o you believe that M ica Opus will get a lot of 

media attention? 

Christoph Hofmann: Well, saying that our product is 
a boon for the entire industry might be overdoing it a 
bit. We are definitely not trying to be the face of the 
erotic industry. But yes, we do hope that this 
collaboration will result in lots of interest from people 
who are not that familiar with erotic products. That is 
one of the main reasons why you work with celebrities, 
to get attention outside of your target audience. We 
hope that our masturbator will become a success, and 
if it helps remove taboos about masturbation and sex 

Opus Mica will 

have its premiere 

at eroFame 
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toys, that’s all the better. Vibrators and other 
female-oriented products already seem to have 
shed the taboos of the past, but male toys are still 
considered dirty and naughty by many people, or at 
least that’s the impression that I get. Maybe the 
Opus Mica can play a role in correcting this 
misconception.

S ignature products have been successful in the 

U nited S tates for many years.  However,  there 

doesn’t seem to be nearly as much demand for 

these products in E urope.  Why is that? 

Christoph Hofmann: I remember, when we 
launched our first Opus in October of 2018, it didn’t 
take very long for customers to start asking about 
sleeves modelled after German porn stars and cam 
girls - so I have to disagree with you on that one. 
There is definitely demand here in Europe. 
The way I see it, the real problem is that no 
European company has ever gone about it the right 
way. It is only logical that an American producer 
would focus on well-known American stars. All we 
need is someone who focuses on the European 
market and European stars.

How do you intend on advertising the new product? 

Will M icaela S chä fer be part of your advertising and 

promotional campaigns? 

Christoph Hofmann: The official presentation of 
Opus Mica will take place in October, during 
eroFame and Venus. That’s when the trade
members and consumers will be able to take a 
closer look at ‚little Mica‘ in all her glory. Of course, 
we’ll have a variety of POS materials for our retail 
partners, ranging from shelf talkers to posters 
and banners. There will also be a life-sized display 
of Mica, an ad video, and the aforementioned 
POS video. As far as Micaela herself is concerned, 
she will present the Opus through her own 
channels, and we have plans for several promotions 
with her. Generally speaking, we will do our best 
to create awareness and positive PR to support 
the launch.

Could you imagine working with other G erman/

E uropean erotic stars? Are there maybe already 

plans for such collaborations?

Christoph Hofmann: Well, for now, we’ll be 
focusing entirely on the Opus Mica. But yes, we 
don’t want Opus Mica to be an only child. Further 
collaborations are not just a possibility but a goal 
that we are definitely going to pursue.

A camera team 

was present when 

the cast was 

taken

The collaboration 

between Micaela 

Schäfer and Mystim 

is bound to attract a 

lot of media interest

Micaela Schäfer is 

a very popular TV 

celebrity and erotic 

model in Germany
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 „ I n 1999, you r father wrote a world-famous 

book, ‚Kos her S ex: A  Recip e for P assion and 

I ntimacy.‘ Does  it feel like you are following in 

his footsteps now that you have opened the 

world’s fi rst kosher erotic store in T el Aviv? 

Chana Boteach: Absolutely. I was only nine 
years old when my father authored the book, 
but as I grew up, I started realising how 
signifi cant and timeless the content of the book 
is, I would say even more so today than ever. 
My father really laid down the foundation for 
me to do what I do, and I essentially based the 
company right on the book. 

What is the stance of the J ewish religion on 

topics such as sexuality,  sex,  masturbation etc. ? 
Chana: One of the factors that led to the book 
being so popular was that it was the fi rst time 
that a religious fi gure tackled the topics of sex 
with candour and respect, sans the guilt and 
shame that usually shrouds it, especially from a 
religious perspective. People found it contro-
versial and shocking, but the truth is that it was 
completely in line with Judaism. Judaism has 
never shied away from the tough questions 
about sexuality. Judaism is emphatic that sex 
should be between husband and wife, because 
in Judaism, sex is one of the most natural, 
yet sacred acts that two people can engage 
in because it involves both the mind and the 
body. Judaism believes that the role of sex is 
to bring two people together in intimacy, which 
can only really be done when there is a real 
connection, comfort, and trust between two 
people, which is defi nitely facilitated by a com-
mitment made between them. Judaism stres-
ses that sex is the deepest way of knowing so-
meone, and even in the Torah, the word for sex 
comes from the root word ‚ladaat‘ - to know. In 
Judaism, there is no prohibition against female 
masturbation, and here at Kosher Sex, while 
there is a focus on couples’ intimacy, we do 

Most people associate the 

term ‚kosher‘ with Jewish 

dietary laws, i.e. with food. 

But can sex also be kosher? 

Chana Boteach knows the 

answer to this question, after 

all her store in Tel Aviv is 

named Kosher Sex. EAN 

spoke with Chana about 

her activities, her business 

philosophy, and her father, 

who created the philosophical 

foundation on which Chana 

has built her business. Our 

interview also provides 

interesting insights into 

Jewish religion and its 

stance on sexuality, sex, 

and masturbation.

Give people the tools they need to make their 
committed relationships electrifying and passionate

C hana  B otea c h  i s  t h e  f o u n de r  o f  Ko sh e r  S ex ,  a n  e r o t i c  r e ta i l  s t o r e  i n  Te l  A v i v,  I s r ae l exclusive

Chana Boteach, 

founder of 

'Kosher Sex‘

support women’s sexual wellness and getting 
to know their bodies. Even statistically, women 
who learn about themselves and experience 
orgasms on their own are much more likely to 
have an orgasm with their spouse. Judaism is 
especially supportive of healthy female sexua-
lity. Men are commanded to ensure that their 
wives enjoy sex and anything that the woman 
desires is not only permitted but encouraged. 
When it comes to male masturbation, it gets 
a little trickier. The Torah does not explicitly 
forbid masturbation, it’s actually derived from a 
biblical passage where a man refused to fi nish 
with his wife, because he didn’t want to have 
children. But, yes, mystically, masturbation 
is problematic as it said to diminish a man’s 
inner, powerful life force. But at Kosher Sex, 
we don’t bash masturbation because it’s sinful 
or shameful. Rather, Kosher Sex believes that 
your lover should be your primary sexual outlet 
and the one you turn to for sexual satisfaction. 
In my dad’s words in Kosher Sex, ‚Every act 
of masturbation serves as a powerful sexual 
release that in turn lessens our vital need for 
carnal connectedness with someone else.‘ And 
while for single people, there may be a time 
and place for that, in the context of marriage or 
a committed relationship, this is disastrous. 

I n many countries around the world,  there is a 

discussion about the orgasm gap,  and women 

are encouraged to be more open about their 

sexuality.  What role do women and their needs 

play in the I sraeli erotic market? 

Chana: I think that women here in Israel, 
especially in Tel Aviv, struggle with the same 
issues that women in the West do. Reports 
show that Israelis are getting closer to Western 
low marriage and high divorce rates, but society 
here is still very traditional and women do look 
to eventually get married and share their life with 
one person. That being said, it’s shocking to 
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me that for all the sex people are supposedly having, 

especially in today’s hookup culture, statically women 

are still way behind men when it comes to actually 

enjoying their sexual experiences and climaxing. I think 

there is just as much a need for Israeli women to own 

their sexuality and be confi dent in how they approach 

sex as there is for women worldwide. The women in 

Israel are actually very powerful and bold, but I have 

found that they still crave a more intimate connection 

and are gravitating towards the Kosher Sex message. 

How would you describe your business philosophy? 

What is your mission statement? How do you set 

yourself apart from other erotic stores? 

Chana: My business model is pretty simple. Give 

people the tools they need to make their committed 

relationships electrifying and passionate. These 

products come in the forms of novelties, games, books, 

courses, wellness products, you name it. But they all 

have one common thread which is that they’re a tool 

that can enhance your romantic relationship. 

Because let’s face it, today they’re taking a major hit. 

The mission of Kosher Sex is to restore sex to the spiri-

tuality and sacredness it once had, to increase intimacy 

and decrease loneliness and enhance male respect for 

women. It’s a real uphill climb, but I got my hiking gear 

ready :-) I don’t consider my store a sex shop and it cer-

tainly doesn’t have a ‚sex shop‘ feel. It doesn’t feel dirty 

or intimidating, it’s for beginners and the experienced 

alike and really has something for everyone. 

Kosher is usually associated with 

food. How is the kosher philosophy refl ected in 

your store? 

Chana: The idea of Kosher is something that is in 

line with Jewish values, which my store and website, 

Kosher.sex, truly refl ect. The store and the site 

approach sex in a way that is balanced, healthy, and 

open, but not overexposed, so the there’s still a little 

mystery to it, which is the way it should be. 

Who is the target audience you are aiming for? Who 

frequents your store? 

Chana: Honestly, the range of people who have 

visited the store has been the most surprising aspect 

of all. I’ve gotten people from every religion, ethnicity, 

and age, all with different questions and needs. I’ve 

gotten lots of men too, buying gifts for the women 

in their lives, which I love. Kosher Sex is based on 

Jewish teachings, but the message is universal 

for everyone. 

How have people responded to your store thus far? 

Were there also negative reactions? Some people 

think that sex and religion don’t go together ... 

Chana: The feedback has actually been wonderful. 

I was expecting a lot of criticism, especially after 

what my father experienced when writing the book, 

but that was 20 years ago, and a lot has changed. 

I get the occasional nasty comment but I just shake 

it off because I really believe that what I’m doing is 

important. What bothers me more is when people 

make light of what I do or make it into a joke. I mean, 

I know I have it coming in this business, the jokes are 

all there, but at the end of the day, human loneliness 

and broken marriages are a serious problem. 

Let’s turn to more worldly topics: How would you 

describe your store? What is the atmosphere like? 

Chana: I designed the store to have an inviting and 

warm atmosphere, one that welcomes you to walk 

in and ask questions without feeling judged or like a 

deviant. I also share the space with my friend, 

Chana wants 

to expand her 

concept on an 

international level 

and plans to open 

stores in other 

cities and other 

countries

“ I  REALLY  JUST  WANT  TO 

CARRY  PRODUCTS  THAT 

DON ’T  SUBSTITUTE  OR 

REPLACE  A  PARTNER  BUT 

MAKE  THE  SEX  BETTER 

WITH  THEM. “
C H A N A  B OT E A C H
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Christina Dickens, who 

has a sustainable, rewor-

ked vintage denim 

company, Foreign Denim. 

I fi nd this really puts 

people at ease to walk in 

without having to wonder 

if people know they’re in 

the store to buy a vibrator. 

And what about your 

product range? Which 

products do you offer 

and how do you pick 

them? 

Chana: I personally 

curate all of the products 

we carry to offer only the 

most advanced, tasteful, body-safe 

novelties. I also have premium lubricants, 

games, accessories, oils, candles, you name it. 

I even have products for those who experience 

pain or discomfort during sex, anything that 

can make sex more enjoyable and fun. I don’t 

carry any products that I fi nd to be obscene or 

vulgar or that don’t feel in line with the Kosher 

Sex branding and message. To each their own, 

sexuality is complex and people have their 

preferences, but if people are looking for those 

items, there’s defi nitely no shortage out there, 

they can fi nd them if they want to, just not here 

:-)  Most of the products I carry are owned and 

designed by women for women; after all, who 

knows what women want better than women 

themselves?

When it comes to the vibrators, I try to stick 

to products that are good for the environment 

and rechargeable, as well as designed 

specifi cally to fi t the contours of a woman’s 

body. It needs to be understood that not every 

‚sex toy‘ needs to look like a penis. That can 

defi nitely work for some women, but the 

female anatomy is wondrous and there’s 

no ‚one size fi ts all‘ when it comes to these 

products. I try to carry many different variations 

of vibrators to include whatever best suits a 

woman’s needs. I really just want to carry 

products that don’t substitute or replace a 

partner but make the sex better with them. 

So, who wouldn’t want that?

I also have crystal intimacy devices for sex, 

for those who prefer a slower, more intimate 

process of sex. They are just beautiful, with 

different energies, and they can be used for 

massages as well.

Then of course, there’s the book, Kosher Sex, 

where it all started. 

What are the costumers looking for when they 

enter your store? Do they already have a 

specifi c product in mind? How well-informed 

are they about sex toys? 

Chana: Some customers have heard of the 

store and come in specifi cally for a vibrator, 

but most don’t have a particular product in 

mind and I’m happy to help them fi nd exactly 

what they want. I’ve had some really interesting 

experiences working here, even though we’re 

new to the market. I’ve met women who come 

in out of desperation, almost in tears telling me 

that they’ve been married for years and never 

had an orgasm. I’ve had senior couples come 

in and tell me that they’re ready to take their 

sex life to the next level and bring a novelty 

into the bedroom. I’ve even met women who 

divulge that they’ve just started taking anti-

depressants and lost their sex drive and ability 

to orgasm completely, which takes a huge toll 

on a relationship. These products can actually 

save marriages and committed relationships. 

You can’t make this stuff up. When it comes 

to being well-informed about the products, I 

would say it’s about 50/50, some have never 

even gotten close and some have been using 

them for years but want something of better 

quality, something well-made. The rest come 

in purely out of fascination, just to see what 

we are all about, and they end up seeing that 

these products are not actually that scary and 

might actually be just what they’ve 

been missing. 

Apart from a brick and mortar store, you also 

have an online shop. Is this multi-channel 

concept a necessity if you want to be 

successful in today’s erotic retail market? 

Chana: I actually started the company online, 

with https://kosher.sex offering the novelties 

and a sister site, sensualrevolution.com, 

offering educational courses, articles, pod-

casts, memberships, etc. There’s a link to go 

back and forth between the two, because for 

me, it’s not just about getting the products out 

there without our message. At Kosher Sex, 

“THE  MISS ION  OF  KOSHER 

SEX  IS  TO  RESTORE  SEX 

TO  THE  SP IR ITUAL ITY 

AND  SACREDNESS  I T 

ONCE  HAD ,  TO  INCREASE 

INTIMACY  AND  DECREASE 

LONEL INESS  AND 

ENHANCE  MALE  RESPECT 

FOR  WOMEN. “
C H A N A  B OT E A C H



ROSE QUARTZ EGG

/Lagemmes /Lagemmes@Lagemmes @Lagemmes

Crystals given by mother earth

www.lagemmes.com
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we don’t even really like the word “toy” when it 

comes to these products. Sure, sex should be fun 

and electrifying, but these are not just toys. Sex 

has a weight to it, and can either be a beautiful, 

intimate, passionate experience where you are able 

to be completely naked with someone and bare 

your soul, or it can be a degrading, lonely, shallow 

experience as we’re seeing more and more today. 

These products, when used in the right way, can 

really revive a dead relationship and reignite the fi re 

that burned when two strangers fi rst met and chose 

each other. Kosher Sex is adamant that monogamy 

does not have to be synonymous with monotony 

and inevitable boredom. I opened my fi rst store in 

Tel Aviv and I do want to make these products very 

readily available for people to see and touch and fi nd 

what’s best for them. But the online site is critical in 

getting this message and these products out there, 

to anyone who needs them. I love being in the store 

and meeting and connecting with people, it really 

brings the company to life. But the online shop was 

really the beginning of the whole concept and my 

real passion project. It allows people to have all the 

privacy and discretion they want as well as access 

from anywhere in the world. I love the way the site 

was developed and designed, I think it does a great 

job of describing the products and sharing what we 

are all about. 

What are your plans for the future of your business?

Chana: I’m already looking into opening some 

branches in the US, but I would love to eventually be 

all over the world. That will take time, of course, but 

I really think people are craving for a more intimate, 

substantive, deeper perspective on sex, which is 

why they are gravitating toward the Kosher Sex 

message. The goal is to have a Kosher Sex store in 

every city. We’ll get there.               
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 „ G ive us a snapshot of the current fetish 

market and what‘ s most popular with your 

customers.

Zoran Kostic: We are currently seeing a major 
upheaval in the fetish market. Fetish and 
bondage are becoming more and more popular 
for customers out of the mainstream and they 
get interested in starting with soft BDSM due to 
the hype around Shades of Grey. Customers are 
looking for more quality and also different, 
innovative, well-thought-out products instead of 
cheaply produced ones with low quality and one 
size fits all principle. So we started to differentia-
te ourselves from the others on the market with 
high qualitative, comfortable and elegant looking 
soft bondage products. Our customers currently 
prefer our black line with red or purple, as well 
as our cream line with red or turquoise cloths. 
And once they‘ve found a favourite combination, 

they are able to get handcuffs, ankle cuffs, 
guaranteed non-slip thigh cuffs and hogties that 
match perfectly in colour. 

What‘ s behind the concept of

B lack S wan D esignZ ?

Zoran Kostic: We ourselves were interested in 
playing bondage games with our partners and 
looked around the market. We were looking for 
bondage products that look pretty, are functional 
and of high quality. But we didn‘t find what we 
were looking for. Not even when we bought 
bondage products for roundabout 100 EUR. We 
found handcuffs in plastic bags, which were 
thick, uncomfortable, from poor quality and 
most of the time a one size fits all product. 
Nothing from our point of view that you like to 
have when you think of soft bondage and erotic 
pleasure with your partner. So we started to 
design our own products: Genuine leather, 
stable buckles, clean seams, elegant and 
modern colors and comfortable to wear. And in 
the end, everything is bundled in a beautiful 
package that makes you want to play together 
immediately. Et voila, bondage by 
Black Swan DesignZ. 

The kink community‘s 

long-known secret is fi nally 

becoming a sex toy industry 

standard: quality is king. The-

se days, consumers practical-

ly rival sex educators when it 

comes to knowledge of bo-

dy-safe materials and superior 

manufacturing. So who better 

to design the next generation 

of BDSM accessories than a 

couple of customers seeking 

the absolute best in the be-

droom? Black Swan DesignZ 

is part fashion house and part 

fetish lifestyle label. Serious 

bondage players are drawn 

to the company‘s durable, 

sophisticated restraints, while 

more vanilla consumers are 

equally intrigued by brand‘s 

tasteful, sexy aesthetic. It‘s 

not always easy to meet in the 

middle when it comes to cate-

ring to both lifestyle fetishists 

and brand new beginners, 

but Black Swan satisfi es both 

markets with beauty and 

grace. COO Patrick Weisz and 

CEO Zoran Kostic lead the 

company from their headquar-

ters in Vienna, Austria, where 

they‘re constantly working to 

lead the kink category with 

exclusive suppliers. Kostic 

gave EAN an inside look at his 

strict material buying process 

and the extensive product 

inspections that makes the 

Black Swan DesignZ label a 

guarantor of quality. 

As our motto describes, we stand for 
the diff erence that makes the diff erence

Black Swan DesignZ br ings the best  of  fashion and fet ish to d iscerning consumers of  a l l  l i festy les exclusive

Zoran Kostic, 

CEO of 

Black Swan 

DesignZ 
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What sort of consumers fall in love with your creations? 

Zoran Kostic: We are really happy about the great 
feedback that we receive from our customers every day. 
Since one of our principles is that one size can never fit 
all, we have different sizes from small to large, and we 
work with partners and testers to continuously develop 
and improve our products. Looking at our customers 
we cannot find a pattern, because different people of 
different ages, sexes, weights and preferences buy from 
us and sexuality and fetish is becoming public. What we 
can say for sure is that our customers definitely have a 
sense for high quality bondage products, which are 
good looking and comfortable. 

How do you choose what styles and colors to 

produce next?

Zoran Kostic: As our motto describes, we stand for the 
difference that makes the difference. Recently we 
developed our Triangle Hogties and put them on the 
market in the colours cream and black. The triangle 
shape offers different possibilities to connect our cuffs 

and collars. It complements our existing product 
portfolio and our customers can rely on our quality 
values and principles in each and every product we 
offer. For the colours and combinations, we are inspired 
by our own ideas and thoughts, maybe combinations 
which we would have liked to find ourselves before, as 
well as by the feedback and wishes of our customers.

What has the lifestyle fetish community had to say 

about B lack S wan D esignZ ? Are your products popular 

with serious B D S M  players?

Zoran Kostic: The BDSM community has expressed 
itself positively about our products and has found them 
appealing in its own way. At first glance, many of them 
cannot combine function, comfort and elegance in 
BDSM - until we tell them that each of our cuffs has a 
carrying capacity of around 150 kilograms. Neverthe-
less, our current cuffs are designed for fixing and 
guiding, not for hanging. After some fairs and chats with 
serious BDSM players we would say that they prefer 
our products for erotic plays or as ornaments to wear at 
parties and events.

Will you be expanding more into wholesale within the 

pleasure products industry?

Zoran Kostic: We are currently in the process of 
expanding our sales channels and establishing our 
brand and products internationally in Europe and 
beyond. For this reason, we are constantly looking for 
new distribution partners who would like to offer Black 
Swan DesignZ products to their customers. At the 
same time we are working on innovative ideas to 
improve and extend our existing product range, so 
stay tuned!

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent

I N T E R V I E W
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 „ How was Hunter &  Wild born as an idea 

and then as a business?

Giancarlo Pagani: The idea of Hunter & Wild 
came to my business partner and I while 
sitting at the dinner table. We were discussing 
all of the different types of subscription box 
ideas that were currently available in the online 
marketplace and began to brainstorm ideas 
on the type of box we would like to offer if we 
came into the space. We knew that if we star-
ted a subscription box, we wanted to provide 
more than just a box full of mixed products 
for our customer, we wanted to give them an 

Subscription boxes aren‘t just 
for wines and dog toys anymore. 
In fact, they‘re taking over the 
pleasure industry as a bevvy of 
sexy surprise boxes pop up from 
entrepreneurs of all sensual 
health backgrounds. Even with 
the prevalence of internet sex 
education and how-to articles, 
consumers are still scratching 
their heads over how to plan a 
date night that ends in nooky. 
That‘s where Los Angeles-based 
brand Hunter & Wild comes in. 
At HunterandWild.com, the babe 
or dude in charge of the next 
romantic evening can order a 
curated subscription box – 
called an Intimacy Kit – and 
leave the planning to the 
sexperts. The Hunter & Wild 
team chose Dr. Jess O‘Reilly, 
a world-traveling sex educator 
and relationship coach, to assist 
in choosing which intimate items 
to include in each kit, so buyers 
know they‘re in for a good time 
with some hot instructions to 
help move the night along.
CEO Giancarlo Pagani is 
seeking to expand the Intimacy 
Kits with new pleasure brands, 
and below he reveals the secrets 
behind using subscription boxes 
to create a newly excited and 
aroused pleasure product 
consumer.

The idea of a curated subscription box is great because 
customers can leave the decision making to the experts

H unte r  &  Wi l d  i s  a  s en sua l  subs c r i p t i o n  bo x  d es i g n e d  to  t a k e  t h e  g ue ss w o rk  out  o f  sex exclusive

Dr. Jess O‘Reilly, sex educator and 

relationship coach, is assisting 

the Hunter & Wild team regarding 

product selection 



experience. More importantly, we wanted to provide 

an experience that would take them out of their 

comfort zone. We also wanted to do something that 

was completely out of the box for us too. Something 

that would be completely new, would require us to 

leave our own comfort zones and would take us on 

a journey into the unknown. An adult intimacy box 

would do exactly that! 

We started our market research by speaking with 

people we knew. We asked questions about how 

many adult toys they had at home, how old they 

were when they purchased their fi rst toy, how they 

acquired their fi rst toy, if they had ever used toys 

with a partner, and if not, we simply asked why. We 

quickly found out that not as many people used toys 

as we had initially thought, some had never even 

owned a toy and what we found most interesting 

is how taboo it was for people even to discuss. 

When we asked why someone never owned a toy, 

a lot of people commented on how they felt it was 

„tacky“ or uncomfortable to purchase a toy and how 

it was embarrassing to go into a sex toy shop and 

begin discussing their intimate life with a complete 

stranger. We learned that not everyone was as open 

as we were in discussing adult toys, but when we 

began to explain the pleasures of owning a sex 

toy and how using a sex toy with your partner can 

immediately intensify the sexual experience, peoples 

eyes began to light up and they became engaged 

with the idea.

That was when we decided to start Hunter & Wild. 

A subscription box company that would provide an 

experience to directly enhance our customer‘s sex 

lives.

What‘s the philosophy behind the brand? What 

are you adding to the pleasure space through your 

mission?

Giancarlo: When doing market research, one area 

we really focused on was the experience of acqui-

ring sex toys. There is a lot of information on the in-

ternet that you can access, but we felt that the way 

the information was being presented felt a little too 

‚in your face‘. Taboo even. We also found that there 

is so much information and product available that 

the process can quickly become overwhelming. So 

our goal became to create a product that was sexy, 

sophisticated and subtle. Something that you can 

show your partner and they would feel excited not 

intimidated. This became the ethos of Hunter & Wild.

What‘s in your current product package line-up? 

What companies have you partnered with for the 

product selection?

Giancarlo: For our fi rst intimacy box we partnered 

with a nationally recognized sex therapist, Dr. Jess 

O‘Reilly, to curate an experience with fi rst-time sex toy 

users in mind. Whether used individually or as a cou-

ple, the fi rst box will aim to take the sexual experience 

to the next level. Although the specifi c contents of the 

fi rst H&W box will be a surprise, we did partner with 

legendary toy maker, Doc Johnson, who have been 

huge supporters of our intentions since day one.

Guide us through the experience of opening a fresh 

Hunter & Wild intimacy kit from start to fi nish. How 

can consumers make the most of their evening after 

receiving their box?

G I A N C A R L O  P A G A N I
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Giancarlo: We try to keep the formula for enhancing 

our customer‘s sex lives fairly simple. Before opening 

the intimacy box, we encourage people to make the 

most of the moment with romantic lighting and a 

passionate playlist. Then we encourage people to 

open the intimacy box with their partner and get 

acquainted with each adventurous accessory. 

Finally, each intimacy box comes with an adventure 

guide that suggests some new and exciting ways to 

experience each accessory. The rest is up to the 

user and we hope that the experience we have 

provided truly takes their intimate lives to a whole 

new level.

“OUR GOAL BECAME TO CREATE A  PRODUCT 

THAT WAS SEXY,  SOPHISTICATED AND SUBTLE. 

SOMETHING THAT YOU CAN SHOW YOUR 

PARTNER AND THEY WOULD FEEL  EXCITED NOT 

INTIMIDATED.“
G I A N C A R LO  PA G A N I
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· GENDERLESS · 100% VEGAN · NATURAL INGREDIENTS  · 90% LOCAL PRODUCTION · 
· ECO-CONSCIOUS PACKAGING · PARABEN FREE · SUGAR FREE · NO ADDED COLORS

* * * * EXCLUSIVE RETAIL TOOLS * * * *
WINDOW CAMPAIGN · GOP AND SAMPLING · STAFF TRAINING TOOLS

IN-STORE DISPLAY SOLUTIONS · WEB AND SOCIAL MEDIA READY MATERIALS

sales@bijouxindiscrets.com
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EROFAME

STAND #38
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Why do you feel intimacy kits and subscription 

boxes are so popular right now?

Giancarlo: People like variety and more importantly, 
people don‘t want to make decisions. The idea of a 
curated subscription box is great because custo-
mers can leave the decision making to the experts. 
It‘s like going to a new restaurant and the waiter 
hands you the cocktail list, more times then not, 
guests feel overwhelmed with selecting the ‚right‘ 
cocktail and when a server makes a recommendati-
on for a great cocktail it‘s like a weight gets dropped 
of your shoulders and you are comforted knowing 
that you are in good hands.

Are you open to collaborating with any new toy 

manufacturers in the coming year? How can more 

toy brands become involved with your business?

Giancarlo: We are so excited to work with new and 
exciting brands who share our desire to enhance 
peoples sex lives. The best way to reach out is via 
email gcp@hunterandwild.com. 

What exciting things do you have planned for the 

future of Hunter &  Wild?

Giancarlo: All we can say is that we are working on 
the product selection and adventure guide for our 
next rounds of intimacy kits and that we aim to take 
your intimate lives one step further …               

“PEOPLE L IKE 

VARIETY  AND MORE 

IMPORTANTLY,  PEOPLE 

DON‘T  WANT TO MAKE 

DECIS IONS.“
G I A N C A R LO  PA G A N I

This interview is 

contributed by Colleen 

Godin, EAN U.S. 

Correspondent
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 „ Crackstuffers has been manufacturing 

dildos and butt plugs for well over a decade.  

Could you give us a short introduction to your 

company for those of our readers who don‘ t 

know you yet?

Darren Knights: I started Crackstuffers as I’m a 
player myself, and I found it frustrating with the 
small range of toys available at the time. For tho-
se wanting to stretch and go bigger, there was 
either a small dildo, then a huge jump in size to 
some other dildo. So the idea came to me to 
design toys to slowly stretch at your own pace, 
without the challenge or discomfort.  I also wan-
ted toys that did certain things, so some would 
be for stretching; others would be for working 
on depth.

Apart from the fact that most of your products 

are big and blue,  what is the most important 

thing for you when it comes to design?

Darren Knights: For me when it comes to de-
sign, it’s important to know that the toy will work, 
it will tease and stimulate. It’s very easy to knock 
out a toy without much thought to how it will be 
used, getting the proportions wrong etc, but for 
me, it’s important that it works well, and that the 
customer and their hole are happy and content. 

All your dildos are handmade in-house in L on-

don.  Why did you decide against manufacturing 

in the F ar E ast?

Darren Knights: Our main market is Europe 
and the USA. For us it’s important to have 
production closer to home rather than in China, 

we can keep tight control of our products and 
their quality.

I s there an item that has proven your long-term 

bestseller? What makes this product stand out?

Darren Knights: Butt Plugs are still hugely 
popular. Everyone should have a few in their 
play chest, they’re great for stretching, plus also 
for wearing on rest periods when playing. Again, 
it’s our sizing that customers love, that they can 
come back for wanting for the next size. We get 
a lot of requests for bigger ones, which we are 
about to launch.

T he products you manufacture are aimed at a 

relatively small circle of customers.  How has this 

scene developed in recent years? D o you see 

any trends?

Darren Knights: The scene has changed so 
much. So many younger guys are getting into 
the scene, thanks to Pups & Handlers. It enables 
young guys to experiment without having to buy 
all the leather. As a result, the scene is revived 
with more and more guys getting adventurous. 
What has grown signifi cantly is our straight 
market. We have more and more couples buying 
toys for her and for him. We also have a strong 
following of Dominatrix’s, our customers vary so 
much, and we love all of them, as we are all here 
for the same thing, pure pleasure!

B esides your dildos,  you are also offering some 

products in other categories,  most notably fetish 

wear.  What can you tell us about these items? 

The journey is the reward for British brand Crackstuffers. When Darren Knights started his 

company, he did so because he was frustrated with the lack of training options that were 

available on the market at the time. As a result of these experiences, the distinctive blue 

anal dildos of Crackstuffers come in various sizes so each user can train their way up to 

their personal maximum size. In our interview, Darren tells us about the latest developments 

at Crackstuffers and in the anal scene, and we talk about new audiences discovering the 

pleasures of extreme anal play.

What has grown signifi cantly is our straight market
Darren  Kn ights ’  company  Crackstuf fers  c reates  a l l  k inds  of  d i ldos ,  f rom smal l  to  ext reme exclusive

Darren Knights, 

founder and CEO of 

Crackstuffers
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Darren Knights: We added some items to our range, 
but we didn’t want to diversify too much. The idea 
is that we offer a selection items that compliment a 
customer’s play. 

Th e Crackstuffers dildos could well be described 

as extreme. I n your opinion, ar e they suitable for an 

average erotic shop? How should they be presented 

and advertised there?

Darren Knights: Over the years we have introduced 
many new toys. These are often smaller, but bigger 
too, catering for all abilities. Yes, some are huge and 
they are for the expert players, but we do focus on 
smaller toys so that the customer is not overwhel-
med and scared off. So, they can start with small 
plug, dildo or truncheon, and over time they will be 
seasoned pros!

Who can shop owners contact if they are interested 

in your products? Do you  work with wholesalers? 

Darren Knights: Yes, we work with wholesales, but 
stores can contact us directly, we ship all over the 
world. 

What has been the business focus of Crackstuffers 

in recent years? New p roducts, n ew brands, n ew 

markets or something completely different? 
Darren Knights: A big change for us this year was 
bringing out new ranges in new colours. So alongside 
the Classic Crackstuffers Blue, we now offer fl esh & 
brown. Some customer requested toys in these new 
colours, but it’s still the Classic Blue that sells the 
most, it’s our signature look.

Can you tell us what the near future will bring for 

Crackstuffers? What are your current plans?

Darren Knights: We have some very exciting new toys 
coming out in the next few months; we will now be 
offering new ranges in high-grade platinum silicone.
                

The Crackstuffers dildos usually start size and let the 

user work their way up to a bigger size

“ IT ’S  OUR S IZ ING THAT 

CUSTOMERS LOVE,  THAT THEY CAN 

COME BACK FOR WANTING FOR 

THE NEXT S IZE . ”
D A R R E N  K N I G H T S
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INTRODUCING PRIVATE:

SETTING THE GOLDEN STANDARD 
IN MALE MASTURBATION PLEASURE



ENJOY HER IN THE FLESH!

BOOTH #19
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TOP-GRADE MATERIALS, ERGONOMIC 
DESIGNS, SOLID GRIP, MIND-BLOWING 
SUCTION, AND SUPER REALISTIC DETAILS: 
THE PERFECT MASTURBATOR TO ENJOY IN 
PRIVATE



ENJOY HER ON THE GO!

BOOTH #19
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AND THE BEST NEWS:

PRIVATE OFFERS OUTSTANDING MARGINS 
FOR RETAILERS, MAKING IT THE ULTIMATE 
CHOICE TO BOOST YOUR SALES POTENTIAL



PULSATING, HEATING AND TURBO BOOST

BOOTH #19
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 „ S HOT S  is now distributing HOT  products 

–  what are your expectations regarding this 

collaboration?

Hein Schouten: HOT is a well-known 
brand and a great addition to our 

assortment. Customers ask for it. 
So, we are happy that we started this 
collaboration.

T he consumables segment is as wide 

as it is varied.  How does HOT  stand 

out in this large pool of brands and 

products? What made you go:  Y es,  we 

need that brand in our range?

Hein: We do not carry a massive variety 
of brands in the consumables segment. 

We try to focus on the best-sellers or unique 
concepts. And HOT fi ts perfectly into that 
category. Many consumables do not work or 
have very little effect. HOT is not like that. Their 
products have a good reputation because they 
do what they promise.

And it didn’t bother you that HOT  is already 

working with many other distributors and 

wholesalers?

Hein: In the end, the customers decide. And 
we hear more and more that customers want 
to buy from us as their preferred supplier. So, it 
make sense to add brands that they require.

How does the HOT  brand fi t in with your overall 

range? D o these products represent additional 

options in categories that are already covered,  

or do they fi ll gaps in your assortment?

Hein: It is a great addition to our consumables 
assortment. The products are different and well 
known. So, a perfect fi t.

What are the prerequisites that lubricants,  

massage oils,  etc.  have to meet so that S HOT S  

will consider adding them to their range?

Hein: It needs to sell well and it needs to be 
legal. Then we are happy.

HOT offers an impressive range of products. 
Will SHOTS distribute the whole line, or just a 
selection of products?
Hein: We are full-line distributor. As we are with 
most brands.
How does a distribution agreement such as 

this take shape? Would you mind taking us 

through the process? F or instance, h ow long 

did it take to reach an overall agreement with 

HOT?  What are the hurdles that need to be 

overcome, wh at are the kinks that need to be 

ironed out?

Hein: Actually, this deal came together quite 
easily. Customers asked us if we could distri-
bute the brands. I contacted Michael Sonner. 
We did a margin / price check in Europe. We 
negotiated a deal. I explained our USP. He 
agreed. I sent the PO. The shipment came in. 
And now, the full assortment is in our system. 
Next, we will analyse demand and forecast 
and increase stocks where needed. Because 
the supply comes from within Europe, it is very 
easy and we are very fl exible.

As of now, the entire range 

of HOT products is available 

from SHOTS. What does this 

agreement mean for either 

company? What are their 

expectations? Hein Schouten, 

Account Manager at SHOTS, 

and Michael Sonner, General 

Sales Manager at HOT, tell us 

in our interview. 

It is a great addition 
to our consumables assortment
SH OTS  a dd  HOT  to  th e i r  r a n g e exclusive

“WE  TRY  TO  FOCUS  ON 

THE  BEST SELLERS  OR 

UN IQUE  CONCEPTS .  AND 

HOT  F ITS  PERFECTLY 

INTO  THAT  CATEGORY. “
H E I N  S C H O U T E N

Hein Schouten, 

Account Manager SHOTS
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M ister S onner,  your brand is available from a 

number of distributors and wholesalers - now,  

S HOT S  has j oined that list.  How did this 

collaboration come about?

Michael Sonner: I think both companies have 

known each other for a long time. But in the 

beginning, SHOTS was more focused on DVDs 

and later on toys. Now, they start with erotic 

wellness products and I think we are the best 

address for this kind of product.

What made you confi dent that you had found the 

right partner in S HOT S ? What are the strong points 

of the company?

Michael Sonner: SHOTS has been in the market 

for a long time. Every wholesaler has an individual 

concept to do business. The impression I got at 

my fi rst SHOTS Sales Week was that Oscar and 

his team are very close with their customers, and 

the whole family was involved in the event.

What expectations are tied to this collaboration 

with S HOT S ?

Michael Sonner: We want to reach new 

costumers.

What are the most important factors that make or 

break a collaboration with a new wholesale/ distri-

bution partner?

Michael Sonner: For us, it is important that the 

wholesaler supports the brand. There 

is no use to just listing products 

and waiting to see what will 

happen. 

One would assume 

that HOT has the 

whole of Europe 

covered by now. 

Are there still 

white spots on 

the map that 

require new 

distribution 

agreements?

Michael Sonner: 
Yes, of course there 

are still stores we have 

never reached. SHOTS 

have lots of great costumers 

who are buying mostly from them 

and whom you don’t usually see at other fairs.

M any wholesalers and distributors carry the HOT  

brand.  Aren’t you worried that this might result in 

price battles as distributors try to outrival their com-

petitors? Wouldn’t such practices hurt your brand?

Michael Sonner: My goal is to be in every store. 

But we are not interested in a price battle. I think a 

successful wholesaler must have the best brands. 

Our price strategy is very straight forward all over 

the world.

How do you support your distribution partners – in  

this case, S HOTS  – t o ensure that HOT b ecomes a 

success for them and their retailers?

Michael Sonner: SHOTS will get whatever they 

need. That depends largely on the way they work 

with their customers. The fi rst order of the day will be 

to impart the necessary product information to the 

Sales Managers.

How do you make sure that your brand doesn’t end 

up being j ust one of many in the range of your 

distribution partners? How do you make sure that it 

gets the attention it needs and deserves?

Michael Sonner: We see a lot of brands that are 

moving from wholesaler to wholesaler. You will 

never see this from HOT. We want the wholesalers 

to make a good turnover and their customers to be 

satisfi ed. If you achieve that, you also take care of 

the brand.   

“WE SEE A  LOT 

OF  BRANDS THAT 

ARE MOVING FROM 

WHOLESALER TO 

WHOLESALER.  YOU WILL 

NEVER SEE THIS  FROM 

HOT.” 
M I C H A E L  S O N N E R

Michael Sonner, 

General Sales 

Manager HOT 
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 „ R ingo,  it‘ s good to have you back.  Are 

you happy to be part of our industry again?

Ringo Baginda: Yes, I am absolutely 
thrilled. It was ok to step back but all the 
positive reactions I got felt good. 

What did you do in the time after you left 

the erotic industry?

Ringo: I was Head of European sales at 
www.fl ag2tag.com.

How did you come to j oin Hot Octopuss as 

their new E uropean Head of S ales?

Ringo: Funny enough, it was my friend 
Andre Visser, whom I call every week or 
he calls me. He made me aware of the 
opportunity, and after calling Jules Margo, 
everything came together.

What attracted you to this j ob and this new 

challenge? 

Ringo: Let me start by saying that we have 
a great product and a great team. With my 
network, it will be a great combination of 
the best of both worlds.

What appealed to you about the 

Hot Octopuss brand in particular? 

Ringo: It is exclusive, it offers great 
quality, and there is nothing like it on 
the market.

Would you mind giving us some insights into 

the duties and responsibilities that come 

with this position?

Ringo Baginda worked in the industry for years, but then his path led him 

into the advertising business. However, he couldn’t resist the siren song of 

the erotic industry for long, and now he is back, bringing his talents and his 

wealth of experience to the Hot Octopuss brand. EAN asked him about his 

tasks and responsibilities as the company’s new European Head of Sales.

I am absolutely thrilled
R ingo  B a g in da  j o in s  Ho t  O c to pus s  a s  E u ro pe a n  He a d  o f  S a le s exclusive

Ringo Baginda is happy to be 

back in the erotic industry

Ringo: I will be responsible for Europe-
an sales, the day to day business, phone 
calls, as well as visiting and supporting our 
customers.

What are your expectations and what are your 

goals going into this j ob?

Ringo: Hot Octopuss is a must-have brand 
online and in retail, and I will make sure the 
trade members are successful with our brand.

Which ideas, c oncepts,  and plans do you 

want to realise at Hot Octopuss?

Ringo: I can tell that Adam Lewis is our go-to-
guy for new items, and from now on, we will 
work together in getting new items. This year 
alone, we will present fi ve new items and trust 
me, many more are yet to come. But of 
course, they have to meet our high standards.

D oes your previous experience in the erotic 

industry come in handy in your new j ob?

Ringo: Of course, sales and networking go 
together perfectly, and I always had great 
contacts. 

What potential do you see for Hot Octopuss 

in an increasingly competitive marketplace? 

Ringo: My goal is something I discuss with 
the team, but I will keep calling and visiting 
customers, and we can‘t wait to see all of 
our customers and friends at eroFame. 
Want to meet? Send an email to Ringo.
Baginda@hotoctopuss.com or simply call 
+316-20893830. 
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 „ B efore starting an online shop, wh at 

should newcomers to the erotic retail trade 

watch out for? I s there something like a 

beginner’s checklist?

Oliver Humke: Well, our solution makes 
starting an online shop very easy, but of 

course, there are a few things you need to 
consider before launching your business:

Analysing the competition is the single-most 
important thing. Look at the shops and the 
products your competitors offer. What strikes 
you as positive about their sites, what do you 
consider to be negative. What are the strengths 
of these shops? Taking these things into 
consideration, you can then create an 
online shop that is unique in its look and design. 
At the end of the day, the big question every 
retailer has to ponder, be it online or 
offline, is: Why should someone want to buy 
from my shop instead of the competition? 

And why should a consumer buy from my shop 

instead of the competition?

Oliver: Well, there can be many reasons. 
Obviously, the products always have to be the 
main focus; you need to present them in the 
best way possible, using unique text content to 
describe them. Create a story, that will draw in 
the customers. Also, offering first-class service 
is a necessity. The customer is king, even 
when he’s shopping on the internet. You want 
short delivery times, friendly and competent 
customer support that provides quick and polite 
responses to questions, suggestions or 

criticisms via e-mail or social media channels. 
And obviously, you also want to make sure that 
your shop is visible on the web.

What exactly do you mean by “ visible on 

the web“ ?

Oliver: It’s quite simple: If nobody knows that 
your online shop exists, nobody will visit your 
online shop. You need to find ways to create 
awareness for your brand.

And how do I  make sure my shop is “ visible on 

the web”

Oliver: Many shop owners still rely on 
traditional online marketing, with a focus on 
SEO, both on-page and off-page, and buying 
traffic via Google Adwords. But the market has 
changed. You have to pay great attention to 
social media channels, and you need great 
content on all fronts: texts, images, and videos.
Moreover, it is vital to know how and where you 

Never before has it been so easy to market products on the internet. There is everything, from pre-designed online shop 

masks to marketplace building kits. But if you want to stick out from the crowd and really establish your own brand, there is no 

alternative to creating your own shop. Mediatainment Productions recently presented a new service for creating unique online 

shops, tapping into the company’s extensive experience in the erotic industry, which makes their service 

particularly interesting to trade members in this market. Oliver Humke and Sven Hennig are the 

heads of Mediatainment Productions, and in our interview, they tell us why their concept excels 

on a technical level as well as a content level.

We put the customer at the centre of 
everything we do, from planning to programming

Me dia ta in me n t  p r oduc t i on s  -  s t ep  b y  s t ep ,  f r om  i d ea  t o  o n l i n e  sh o p exclusive

“CREATE  A  STORY.  THAT 

WILL  DRAW IN  THE 

CUSTOMERS . “
O L I V E R  H U M K E

Oliver Humke, 

editor-in-chief / 

online marketing
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can reach your target audience: classic ads, search 
engines, social media channels. Sometimes, ads on a 
specific forum can do the trick. It can get a bit 
complex, but hey, that’s what we’re here for ;-).

Apart from helping new retailers create a shop,  do you 

also help them with creating text content or with 

social media marketing?

Oliver: Indeed, we do. Our team has extensive 
experience due to our print activities, and we also 
have experts for wording in the online sphere, i.e. they 
know how to create search engine-optimised texts. 
Keyword density, semantics, meta tags, etc. They 
deal with these things on a daily basis.
As far as social media marketing is concerned, we 
devise and implement these campaigns in-house, and 
we know the best ways to increase brand awareness 
or to boost sales and encourage interaction. But even 
with all these tools that can create online success, the 
most important precept is still: Content is king.

L et’s get a bit more technical:  What are the building 

blocks of a successful online shop?

Sven Hennig: Apart from the aforementioned visibility, 
the single-most important element is customer and 
user centricity. Have a clear through-line in your 
design, make the shopping and ordering process as 
customer-friendly as possible. If the customer has a 
positive experience navigating your site, he will be 
back. From browsing products to confirming payment 
methods, each click needs to be frustration-free. 

What sets your shops apart from the competition?

Sven: We put the customer and the customer 
experience at the centre of everything we do, from 
planning to programming. Each aspect of a site is 
designed with both eyes firmly on the user experience, 
resulting in a product where intuitive, accessible, 
barrier-free shopping is guaranteed. Of course, we 
also pay attention to all the important online marketing 
tools, and we implement the necessary software so 
our clients can take full advantage of that as well.

What can you tell us about the system you use?

Sven: We use open source software WordPress 
in combination with WooCommerce. 
The advantage of this open source 
approach is that the software 
is constantly being 
improved by 
developers all over 
the world. Also, it is 
easily adapted to 
individual needs 
and require-
ments. The 
system has been 
created with a 
focus on search 
engine optimisation, 
and it allows for the 
integration of countless 
extensions and marketing 
tools, not to mention payment 
methods and security measures. 
And the cherry on top is the easily navigated 
administration interface for managing stocks, 
products, and orders.

What is your stance on user safety and 

data protection?

Sven: Every shop we create comes equipped 
with all the current security and system updates, 
and our concept also offers the option of creating 
back-up copies so the shop and all the relevant
 data can be recovered even in a worst-case 
scenario. We are also ready to take care of the 
maintenance of our online shops so our clients can 
be sure to get all the latest updates and back-ups.
The current data protection laws include strict 
rules and regulations for the e-commerce 
segment, and we have included all the necessary 
technical safety measures in our system, covering 
everything from saving cookie data to processing 
personal information.                               

Sven Hennig, 

project manager 

online marketing
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 „ What‘ s the story behind Amor Oral? What 

do you hope to bring to the pleasure industry?

Sean Johnson: Amor Oral was launched 
last year in 2018, for a few reasons. We are a 
disabled veteran-owned business, and we ac-
tually won a small business competition – the 
Veterans Business Battle - at Rice University 
back in April of this year, where we took 1st 
place in our category.
First and foremost, we launched this great 
brand with a focus on helping people fi nd 

new and fun ways to become intimate with 
their partner. With the explosion of adult 
products that help people be intimate with 
themselves, we began to worry that people 
were losing their interest in being intimate 
with others. So, that is why we launched a 
business focusing on enhancing people’s 
intimate experiences with others. Second 
to this, we want to have a fun business that 
keeps us wanting to do more, and sex is fun! 
We want people to enjoy the experience and 
try new things!

What mission is at the heart of the 

Amor Oral brand?

Sean: Personal Lubricants are nothing new 
and there are a lot of great brands already out 
on the market that we respect and want to 
work with to grow the overall market size. We 
are doing this by bringing new customers in 
and educating them on why they should expe-
rience fl avored lubes. There are other trends 
in the adult products industry that we are con-
cerned about. There has been an explosion of 
self-pleasure products, allowing people to get 
the satisfaction they need without a partner. 
While we do believe in taking care of yourself, 
we also want to make sure that people fi nd 
ways to still be intimate with others and have 
strong sexual relationships.

If you can (wet) dream it up, Amor Oral can fl avor it. That‘s the philosophy behind founder Sean Johnson‘s newcomer 

lubricants brand. Based in Houston, Texas, the boutique lube company has their sights set on international retail shelves and 

e-tailers that agree 30 different variations on cherry-fl avored cough syrup are far from satisfying consumers‘ oral desires. (On 

a side note, remember that awful red medicine our moms would feed us while home sick from school? It seems early edible 

lube companies were somehow inspired by this puke-tastic fl avor. No thanks!)

Amor Oral promises to please taste buds as well as pleasure parts with never-before-tasted food fl avors like Peanut Butter, 

Cookies & Cream, and Apple Pie, and favored specialty drinks like Coffee, Root Beer and Amaretto – and all without irritating 

sensitive internal organs with unfriendly ingredients. Sean Johnson‘s newcomer product line-up is already catching up with 

big-name manufacturers who might have more extensive industry resumes, but can‘t beat Amor Oral‘s extensive and unique 

fl avor selection. We nabbed Sean in his fi rst pleasure industry interview to learn the story behind this Texas man‘s brand. He 

tells EAN why enhancing oral sex is the key to staying connected when coupled up.

Ever tried an Eggnog lube when it‘s snowing outside? 
Well, you should, and we have it!

Amor Oral  lubr icants focuses on infusing sexual  fantasies with al l  the f lavors of  the ra inbow exclusive

“WE LOVE OUR 

CUSTOMERS,  AND OUR 

CUSTOMERS LOVE US.”
S E A N  J O H N S O N

Sean Johnson, 

Director of Amor Oral 
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How did you design your formulas to meet the 

highest standards of body safety and quality?

Sean: Our motto is ‚Quality lube, great fl avor‘, 
and we live by this. All of our products are based 
on our quality lubrication formula, using only 
the best food-grade body-safe ingredients. Our 
food-grade ingredients are key to providing users 
with the best experience possible. When we sat 
down and got to work on creating our formula we 
worked with a great chemist and gynecologist to 
make sure that we only used the best ingredients, 
and manufacturing processes to provide the best 
experience for the end user.

Where do you see Amor Oral and other modern lube 

brands fi tting into the ever-changing pleasure space?

Sean: We are in a sexual revolution thanks to new 
technologies and the internet! Because of this, many 
new consumers are trying adult products which at 
fi rst they thought were taboo and something that 
they would never use! Personal lubricants, with 
enhanced formulas, are a great way for people to 
try a new experience without going to the more 
extreme adult products right away. Our goal at Amor 
Oral is to help these new consumers try something 
fun, by adding fl avor to their intimate moment and 
let them experience the fun that is lube.

How have you been supporting your retail customers 

while building your unique brand?

Sean: We love our customers, and our customers 
love us. Our product offering is already at 50+ fl avors, 
and we are coming out with more each month. Many 
retailers that we work with have asked for new fl avors 
and we fi nd a way to offer them something great! 
Our lubes are simple to understand, easy to use and 
varied in fl avor. This includes seasonal fl avors! Have 
you ever tried an Eggnog lube when it is snowing 
outside? Well you should, and we have it!

Which Amor Oral fl avors have really taken off 

with consumers?

Sean: Every month we are bringing out new 
fl avors, many of these fl avors were asked for by 
consumers! We love getting new fl avor ideas from 
real people who want to try something new. In July, 
we launched a great fl avor, Rose Water, which was 
an idea submitted to us on Instagram from someone 
who had never even tried Amor Oral before, and 
it is selling well. We also launched a Bubble Gum 
Flavored Lube when we were asked about the fl avor 
from a newly-wed bride who had received one of our 
other great fl avors, Pineapple, as a wedding gift!

What’s coming next for the Amor Oral line? Can 

we expect to catch you around the industry events 

next year?

Sean: Next year, 2020, is all about variety! We are 
launching new fl avors each month and sharing them 
with our retail partners and distributors. In January, 
we will be attending the AVN NOVELTY EXPO in 
Las Vegas. We will be there looking to new retailers 
and distributors that would like to work with us and 
share the fl avored fun! We will be at booth 202 and 
look forward to speaking to everyone about the 
great fl avors of Amor Oral and way that we can work 
together. Later in the year, we plan on attending 
some European expos as well. If anyone wants more 
information, they just have to ask me directly at 
Seanjohnson@amororal.com.               

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent

Amor Oral‘s product 

offering is already at 

50+ flavors
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 „ Y ou j ust announced the P U L S E  I V  S OL O 

collection.  Will P U L S E  will remain the flagship 

brand of Hot Octopuss?

Julia Margo: It is amazing to us that so many 
years after launch, PULSE continues to sell so 
well. That said, it was time for an upgrade as 
PULSE III had been on the market for some 
time. PULSE will always be our hero product 
simply because it is still so unique in the market 
and we are constantly discovering ways to make 
it even more effective. PULSE SOLO has been so 
successful over the years, we decided to expand 
the collection and give consumers the ability to 
choose our basic model or upgrade to a luxury 
model. 

What is different or better about the P U L S E  I V  

S OL O collection compared to the previous 

products in the line?

Julia: The new PULSE IV SOLO range replaces 
our current product – PULSE III SOLO – with two 
new versions: 
PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL is our pared back 
version of PULSE SOLO. We have added even 
more power and a sleeker, more compact 
design, but removed some of the ‘frills’ to ensure 
the product price is kept as low as possible for 
our customers.
PULSE SOLO LUX is the luxury version of 
SOLO, packed with extra tech and 
features. It offers a clever wrist-strap remote to 
deliver a truly hands-free experience, plus it has 
an incredible new feature: with a quick press of 
the dedicated Turbo button, on either the toy or 
remote, you will access 4,450rpm of sheer power 
(a full 500rpm more than the ESSENTIAL).

D o these improvements mean a higher price for 

the consumer?

Julia: Actually, no! PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL will 
retail at €99 (compared to PULSE III SOLO at 
€119) while PULSE SOLO LUX will retail at €149. 

Th e target group is the same as with the 

previous P UL S E  products?

Julia: PULSE is a penis toy – the target group 
is anyone with a penis. The one difference is 
that with the lower price point of ESSENTIAL, 
we hope that the toy will engage a wider 
audience including those less experienced with 
sex toys. Meanwhile, LUX is targeted at those 
who would want a step up from PULSE – it is a 
high-end product with a lot of clever tech and 
exceptional power.

Y ou also presented a new bullet vibrator,  

named AM O.  What can AM O do better than 

all the other bullets on the market?

Julia: There are so many bullet vibes on the 
market, it seemed unlikely we would be able 
to create something unique – but we did! 
Fundamentally, AMO is packed with far more 
power than any other typical bullet yet it’s 
virtually silent. We also thought purposefully 
about the shape of the design and gave 
AMO ergonomic curvature so sensations are 
varied throughout the bulbous head. 
Moreover, it’s a luxury bullet without the 
luxury price tag, which gives consumers 
something to really appreciate. 

Even though Hot Octopuss 

have launched several 

products outside of their 

PULSE collection in recent 

years, that brand remains the 

focal point of their activities, 

as Julia Margo, co-founder 

and COO of Hot Octopuss, 

explains in our interview. 

This statement is underpinned 

by the fact that two new 

additions have been 

introduced to the PULSE 

brand, both of which are 

part of the PULSE IV SOLO 

collection. But of course, 

Hot Octopuss also continues 

to be creative outside of their 

fl agship brand, as proven by 

the launch of their brand-new 

Bullet, AMO.

It was time for an upgrade
Ne w p roduc ts  f ro m Ho t  O c to pus s exclusive

Julia Margo, 

COO and co-founder 

of Hot Octopuss 

Packed with extra tech and features, 

PULSE SOLO LUX is the luxury version of SOLO
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Who is your target group for the new B ullet? B ullets 

are often referred to as products for beginners...

Julia: AMO is for everybody no matter how 
experienced the user is with vibrators. The best thing 
about bullet vibes is that they are more versatile than 
most other popular vibrators because they are 
compact and discreet yet powerful, and an ideal 
addition to solo or partner play. AMO takes the bullet 
vibe to a whole new level with a sleek and sexy 
shape, high-powered rumbly motor, and beautifully 
functional design. You can’t really compare it to other 
vibes in its class and it’s so much easier to integrate 
into partner play than a bulky wand or a noisy rabbit. 

Critics might argue that manufacturers can‘t  think of 

anything new, s o they trot out classics with a new 

look. Wh at do you reply?

Julia: I would say to the critics that without rethinking 
and redesigning the classics, we would all still be 
using a typewriter or listening to music on a 
Walkman. By taking the average bullet and improving 
and refining it, we make a relevant and familiar 
product more functional, more powerful and more 
evolved than the classic bullet has ever been. 

When and where can E uropean trade members get 

your new products? Who are your distribution 

partners in E urope?

Julia: AMO, PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL and PULSE 
SOLO LUX will be available in October to retail 
partners worldwide. To place an order direct, contact 
our European Head of Sales ringo.baginda@
hotoctopuss.com. Retailers can also order our new 
products and the entire Hot Octopuss collection from 
one of our exclusive European distributors. Contact 
ORION or Eropartner for details. 

Can the trade look forward to P OS  materials for 

these new products? D o you maybe also have 

plans for more elaborate campaigns,  after all,  

Hot Octopuss has become famous for its 

clever marketing?

Julia: Of course. Hot Octopuss strives to provide 
retailers with innovative display solutions for all of our 
products and our new products are no exception. 
SOLO ESSENTIAL, SOLO LUX and AMO will have 
gorgeous POS materials with educative elements, 
diversified marketing support and engaging ad 
campaigns to help bolster sales and capture the 
attention of the shopper.               

“AMO,  PULSE  SOLO 

ESSENTIAL  AND  PULSE 

SOLO  LUX  WILL  BE 

AVA ILABLE  IN  OCTOBER 

TO  RETA IL  PARTNERS 

WORLDWIDE . “
J U L I A  M A R G O
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campaigns to help bolster sales and capture the 
attention of the shopper.               

AMO is powerful, 

well-designed, 

and fairly priced

With its lower price, PULSE 

SOLO ESSENTIAL is geared 

towards a wider audience, 

including sex toy beginners
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 „ S haron,  how long have you been working 

in your parents’ company?

Sharon Vonke: I started in the company 
when I reached my 18th birthday, so that 
was 6 years ago. I started in the warehouse, 
then did customer service for a while and 
after graduating, I started working full-time.

What is your position exactly?

Sharon: My business card says Public 
Relations and Media but is much, much 
more. Marketing and all major event planning 
are also my job, together with our team.

How do your ideas for the company differ 

from the ideas of older team members? How 

do the generational differences show?

Sharon: My generation is more visual than 
the ones before us. Design is sometimes 
more important than functionality. Not just 
with toys, but in general. Visual appearances 
have improved immensely in the last decade. 
Also because of the design techniques that 
have improved.

S haron,  looking at the erotic market in 2 0 1 9 ,  

what are the biggest changes and trends 

you’ve seen this year?

Sharon: There are fewer and fewer compa-
nies, and the strong and customer-friendly 
one are surviving and become household 
names. To build a brand is so much harder 
these days but once you have won the trust 
of your customers, a company can have a 
longer lifetime. Also, we see and hear that 
direct sales from China are not really what 
our customers want because of how unsafe 
they are.

Have there been any maj or changes in the 

home party market? Or have things mainly 

remained the same as in previous years?

Sharon: To be honest, we don’t really look 
outside of our own company. We will always 
work to improve, and we have done that of 
course. Better products, better designs, 
better prices, better parties.

What role do toy parties play compared to 

the e-commerce and the brick and mortar 

retail segment? D oes the rapid growth of 

online shopping negatively affect the 

popularity and success of toy parties?

Sharon: Those are both very good 
questions. Compared to e-commerce, we 
are a more direct platform for customers. 
With a more personal approach and personal 
advice. And we don’t have thousands of 
products to confuse you. We have a special 
selection of just over 70 products… 
with something special for every taste. 
Compared to brick and mortar retail, we have 
specialised on an evening of fun where sales 
are not the top priority in the eyes of our 
customers. We want to give them an 
experience and not just sell to them. 

T he general consensus seems to be that 

today’s consumers are well-informed and 

demanding.  G oing by that,  run-of-the-mill 

products probably don’t satisfy their wants 

and needs anymore.  D o the sales at your 

parties support this theory?

Sharon: We can certainly support this theory. 
We have been searching and introducing 
out-of-the-box products forever. Those 
products are not standard fare, but they are 
the ones that get bought by the women that 
attend our parties when they hear the ins 
and outs of those products from our 
well-educated agents. 

How has 2 0 1 9  been for your company 

thus far?

Ever since Yvonne Ubbink and 

Eric Vonke started Ladies Night 

Homeparties 15 years ago, the 

company has followed a 

trajectory of growth and 

expansion. In the Netherlands 

alone, they have served more 

than 600,000 happy customers. 

Some years ago, the company 

expanded into the Czech 

Republic, and since last year, 

they are also hosting their 

unique brand of home parties in 

Belgium. Now, Ladies Night 

Homeparties are tackling 

another new market: Spain. 

EAN had the opportunity to 

speak with Sharon Vonke about 

this endeavor. Sharon, the 

daughter of Yvonne and Eric, is 

taking over more and more 

responsibilities within the 

company, and she will be the 

face of Ladies Night Homepar-

ties going forward. Which 

obviously makes her the perfect 

person to ask about the 

expansion into Spain.

Better products, better designs, 
better prices, better parties
Sharon  Von k e  a n n o u n c e s  L a d i es  N i g h t  Ho me pa r t i e s  e x pa n s io n  i n to  th e  Spa n i s h  market exclusive

Sharon Vonke, Public 

Relations and Media 

Manager at Ladies 

Night Homeparties
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Sharon: We have noticed the hot summer for sure! 
We have had an increase in the number of parties 
that were being cancelled. Makes perfect sense 
though, because our parties are not always easy to 
do in people’s gardens due to prude neighbours... 
The rest of 2019 was great as always and we have 
some very busy months ahead of us. 

At the end of 201 8, you  expanded into the B elgian 

market. T en months in, h ow happy are you with your 

operations in B elgium?

Sharon: We are very happy. We are doing things 
much differently than our competitor there. Our 
Belgian team is amazing. They have become part of 
our family in a short period of time, and they were a 
big part of our annual meeting this year. They have 
truly embraced our concept as well.

Y ou will continue with this international expansion,  

the next target being S pain.  Why did you pick this 

market? What makes you confident you will be 

successful there?

Sharon: As you may know, years and years ago, 
we already did Spain but then the crisis set in and 
we had to stop organising parties there. Recently, 
we were approached by one of the leading ladies 
from way back when, and we decided to support 
her in building the Ladies Night brand in Spain 
again. We believe that she will be successful 
because she was already extremely successful 
years ago. She knows the market, she knows our 
concept, and she knows that Spanish women will 
want our toys.

Are ‚ dildo parties‘  very popular in S pain?

Sharon: What a nasty way to describe our 
business. We hate that description. It makes it feel 
raunchy, female-unfriendly, and the opposite of 
what they truly are. The parties were certainly 
popular before… if they are now… let us find out 
and tell you more in a few months. 

Are you considering more countries to 

expand into?

Sharon: We are certainly open to offer our 
know-how, concept, and private brand of 
products. Those who want to know more can send 
an email to eric@ladiesnight.nl 
               

“THERE  ARE  FEWER  AND  FEWER 

COMPANIES ,  AND  THE  STRONG 

AND  CUSTOMER FR IENDLY  ONE 

ARE  SURV IV ING  AND  BECOME 

HOUSEHOLD  NAMES . “
S H A R O N  V O N K E

The Ladies Night 

Homeparties 

office team 

A photo of this 

year’s team 

meeting
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 „ E volved N ovelties is launching a lingerie 

collection,  further adding to an extensive 

product range.  What was your motivation to 

step outside of your key market –  i. e.  sex toys 

–  and present a line of lingerie products?

Raymond Houtenbos: Over the past ten years, 
we have thought about how we might want to 
approach our own lingerie line, but we’ve been 
so focused on toy innovations that it’s always 
been on the back burner. What changed 
recently is demand! Customers keep asking us 
to make something sexy to wear and finally, we 
said: Why not do it and see what happens?

T here are countless products and brands in the 

lingerie segment.  What makes you confident 

that B arely B are will prevail in this competitive 

marketplace? What are your expectations 

regarding the performance of the collection?

Raymond: We don’t have a crystal ball, but we 
do have years of information from working with 
our customers, so we created the shapes and 
styles they want. We’ve noticed that people 
want many options, not just two or three. They 
want stretchy fabrics that show off the body, 
they want peep holes and lace, satin tie-ups, 
crisscross straps, baby dolls – you name it. So 
we tried to create a line that makes people feel 
like there’s something specifically for them. It 
was a lot of work! Now we’re hoping it will be 
popular and sell well.

When will B arely B are hit the shelves? When 

can interested retailers,  distributors,  and 

wholesalers start placing orders?

Raymond: Contact me to order now! Preorders 
are already underway, and deliveries will be this 
fall season.  

N ow,  let’s talk about the collection itself:  How 

many products does it include? And what kinds 

of products are they?

Raymond: Well, that could take a while! I’ll just 
give you some highlights. It’s nineteen items in 
all, and most of them are very sexy and 
revealing, made from mostly stretch lace, satin 
straps, and a soft mesh. We stuck to mostly 
black with red and white details for a classic and 
sexy look. We’ve got three different types of 
teddies– one with high-cut hip lines and a 
lace-up front, one that’s backless with a high 
neck, and one that has a black stretch lace 
bodice with halters and panties attached. The 
halter straps on that one are red so they really 
pop. Then there are bra and panty sets in all 
different shapes and sizes, with peek-a-boo 
holes and different looks for different body types. 
One garter set that’s really unique is the strappy 
garter – it’s kind of a goth bondage look, and it 
looks great with fishnets and lace gloves. But on 
the other end of the spectrum, we have more 
traditional girly looks with bras that finish with 
oversized white satin bows. We truly believe 
there’s something for everyone in the collection. 

What sets B arely B are apart from the compe-

tition? What is this collection bringing to the 

market that wasn’t there before?

Raymond: I think one of our big advantages is 
introducing the whole line at once, with many 
different offerings that give people a choice. 
Also, the designs are different – unexpected, 
strappy, peek-a-boo – you can also get 
blindfolds and lace cuffs to complete the 
fantasy. And of course, Evolved has all the toys 
that go with the fantasy! So now, we’re a 
one-stop-shop.

M aterials, q uality, cr aftsmanship – t hose criteria 

are key in the lingerie market. Does  B arely B are 

deliver on those fronts?

Raymond: We chose body-hugging, stretchy 
lace because that’s what women have told us 
they prefer. Then we offset that choice with a 

Evolved Novelties are 

expanding their product range 

as they enter the lingerie 

segment. The fi rst collection, 

named Barley Bare, will debut 

this fall. What can the market 

expect from this collection, 

and how does Barely Bare 

stand apart from the masses of 

other lingerie lines? Those are 

two of the main questions we 

seek to answer in this interview 

with Raymond Houtenbos of 

Evolved Novelties B.V.

We truly believe there’s something 
for everyone in the collection
Bar e l y  B a re  –  L i n g e r i e  f ro m Ev o lv e d  N ov e l t i e s exclusive

Raymond Houtenbos has already 

announced a second batch of Barely 

Bare products for summer of 2020
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smooth satin and soft mesh. We wanted to get a 
few different textures involved because it makes 
the whole experience more erotic. The quality is 
the absolute best for the price point – we want our 
stuff to be accessible, because what we’ve learned 
is that women prioritise the look and overall 
impression over the expense of, let’s say, real silk. 
They’re creating an atmosphere and a certain 
silhouette – and that’s their focus. Let’s face it, as 
hard as we worked on this line, the clothes are not 
the main attraction here!

What can you tell us about the ‚ gift style packaging‘ ?

Raymond: Lingerie is one of the most popular sexy 
gifts of all time, so we wanted to create an easy-to-use 
gift pack that makes sense for anyone to pick up off 
the shelf and be finished with the job. They don’t have 
to make a second trip to get wrapping paper or a gift 
bag – it’s already done for them.  Every package is tied 
with a black and red garter adorned with a bow and a 
jewel heart, then right before you gift the lingerie to 
your lover, you pull the removable front card out, 
revealing a beautifully wrapped gift!

Who is the target audience for B arely B are?

Raymond: Barely Bare is for women who want to look 
sexy for themselves or for their partners, and it’s also 
for men (or women) who need a dummy-proof gift 
option when they’re shopping for something sexy for 
their female partner.

And what about the pricing? How much will B arely 

B are lingerie cost in stores?

Raymond: It’s important to talk about pricing to 
your local rep in case there are advantages for your 
particular business. Also, retail differs so greatly around 
the globe that quoting an in-store price feels counter-
productive. But we’re pricing our lingerie collection to 
be affordable and competitive.

Will you also offer P OS  materials for B arely B are to 

support your partners in the trade?

Raymond: Yes! We’re setting up our customers with 
great-looking posters and displays for the Barely 
Bare line. With lingerie, it’s so important to see what 
the design looks like on the body, so that’s defi nitely 
an eye-catching opportunity we don’t want to miss. 
We’re also very fl exible with creating specifi c marketing 
solutions for customers because we know that the 
right connection with the buyer is the most important 
factor, and sometimes that comes down to visuals.

Are there already ideas and plans to further expand 

the collection?

Raymond: Yes, we’ve got new designs in the works 
that will debut July 2020. We’re very excited to hear 
customer feedback on this fi rst collection so we can 
tailor our next offerings to meet the needs of all the 
people who love sexy lingerie!
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“WE TRIED TO CREATE A LINE 

THAT MAKES PEOPLE FEEL 

LIKE THERE’S SOMETHING 

SPECIFICALLY FOR THEM.” 
RAYMOND HOUTENBOS

The gift style packaging 

mentioned in the interview 
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 „ S tephane, you  are the CE O of S J 

T rade Gmb H. Cou ld you give us a 

short overview of your company?

Stephane Lies: What SJ Trade offers 
the European erotic trade members 
a great variety of fi rst-party products 
and a wide range of third-party items. 
Our goal is to provide wholesalers and 
retailers with everything they need in 
the segment of leather/BDSM/Play-
room products. SJ Trade is a reliable 
partner, and we guarantee controlled 
quality and favourable prices. This 
commitment to our customers is also 
why we started creating our own 
products.

When did you start S J T rade, and how 

has the company evolved 

since then?

Stephane Lies: We launched the 
company in 2015, and we have grown 
a lot since then, expanding our range 
and increasing sales thanks to the 
loyalty of our customers.

In the segment of BDSM furniture for people’s 
“playrooms”, we have been carving out a 
signifi cant market share thanks to our “System 
Metal Frame”, a sling frame that can be set 
up and dismantled within just a few minutes. 
Many accessories such as our fuck machine 
mounts are compatible with the sling frame; 
also, there are various foldable benches, a 
carry bag, a BDSM holder for a basket ... All 
of our playroom products are made in Europe, 
which ensures fi rst-class quality and favourable 
prices.
Moreover, we have a VIP sling (Very Import-
ant Passive) that is somewhere between a 
standard sling mat and a swing. There are two 
position points to attach it directly to your sling 
frame. Long story short, this is the Rolls Royce 

of the sling segment! In addition to all that, 
we manufacture our own leather and BDSM 
furniture.

S J T rade has specialised on the gay market. 

What are the biggest differences between this 

niche and the rest of the erotic market?

Stephane Lies: Yes, we have a strong pre-
sence in the gay market! However, we don’t 
necessarily associate BDSM with a certain 
gender or a certain sexual preference. I think 
that BDSM transcends all variations of sexuali-
ty, which sets it apart from the other segments 
of the erotic market that are usually either “for 
her” or “for him.”
We focus on function, ergonomics, and design. 
Obviously, it is also great fun to play around 
with colours and shapes, which results in a 
variety of great, playful items. It doesn’t matter 
if you’re gay, straight, or bi. Anybody can enjoy 
our products!

D o you see any big trends and developments 

in this segment right now,  and what is your take 

on them?

Stephane Lies: Actually, there are several 
trends in this segment: fi sting, puppy play, 
sneaker, and SM. Naturally, we want to cater to 
these trends, and we are working to introduce 
more puppy masks and new lubricants to 
the European market; for instance, there is “X 
Lube”, which is available exclusively via SJ Trade 
in Europe. This lubricant has been developed 
by a fi ster, based on feedback from many other 
fi sters, and they wouldn’t settle for anything less 
than the best fi sting gel on the market.
So, as you can see, our goal is to present the 
right products at the right time!

D o your customers care about brands,  or 

are they only interested in the products 

themselves?

From puppy masks to lubri-

cants for fi sting to BDSM furni-

ture - SJ Trade has everything 

specialised retailers need. The 

company, that is operating 

across all of Europe, carries a 

wide range of fi rst-party and 

third-party brands. Speaking of 

which: When it comes to their 

products, SJ Trade sets great 

store by product quality, and 

the team use customer feed-

back to continuously improve 

their collection. We interviewed 

SJ Trade CEO Stephane Lies to 

learn more about the company 

and its products.

Our goal is to present 
the right products at the right time
Stephane L ies provides ins ights into SJ  Trade GmbH and thei r  range of  BDSM products exclusive

Jürgen Ohneberg 

and Stephane Lies 

hold the reins at SJ 

Trade
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Stephane Lies: Well, the special thing about a 
brand is that it inspires loyalty and trust in the 
consumers. Therefore, brands are extremely import-
ant, and they require special attention on our part. 
There is hardly a day when we don’t get feedback 
or don’t have conversations with our customers 
that give us a better understanding of what the 
consumers expect from our private brands, THE 
RED and COCKPIT. As a result of this work, more 
consumers visit our retail partners seeking out our 
products, and consequently, sales go up. Maybe I 
should put it this way: Brands create trust as they 
guarantee quality. And as a brand producer, we can 
control this quality on a scope that goes beyond any 
individual product.

Y ou also support your partners in the creation of new 

collections. Cou ld you tell us more about this aspect 

of S J T rade?

Stephane Lies: Over the course of the past 15+ 
years, I worked for various import-export companies, 
both in sales and in product development, and of 
course, I brought this experience to SJ Trade when I 
joined the team.
Many of our customers ask us to develop products 
and product lines for their own brands, and they 
expect products that will be unique to their range. 
Thanks to our various networks all over the wor-
ld, we are in a position to fi nd the right producers 
for these projects. Therefore, we can guarantee a 
great price-quality ratio, and we can live up to the 
expectations and requirements of our customers. It is 
important to us that our customers are 100% happy 
with what they get and that they can market these 

products in line with their image and get great profi t 
margins out of it!

I s S J T rade doing business all over E urope or do you 

focus on certain regions?

Stephane Lies: SJ Trade is active throughout all of 
Europe. Thanks to our unique and original products, 
we have created an international customer base span-
ning many markets: Germany, France, the Nether-
lands, England, Spain, Switzerland, Belgium, Russia, 
even beyond Europe, in markets like Australia ...
And we are still looking for more trade partners in 
Europe.

What are your plans and goals for the near future? 

What can your customers look forward to?

Stephane Lies: We are in the process of developing 
new products for our range ... but that’s a secret, so 
mum’s the word!
We are going to expand and optimise our range of 
leather products, our range of BDSM furniture, and our 
range of metal toys.
By the way, we are going to present all of our latest 
products at eroFame in October, and your readers are 
welcome to visit our stand and take a closer look! 
                         

The “Leather Camo 

Range” is one of the 

newer entries in the 

SJ Trade portfolio

Stephane Lies 

describes the 

„VIP“ Sling (Very 

Important Passive) 

as the ”Rolls 

Royce of the 

sling segment“





 „ X R  B rands is celebrating its 2 0 th anniver-

sary this year.  What achievement in the 

company’s history are you most proud of? 

Gerardo Ramos: I’m most proud of the 
team we’ve brought together. We couldn’t 
have done it without them. I’m proud of them 
taking us from being a value-oriented 
manufacturer to developing our own 
products and brands. Some days, I walk 
around our showroom reminding myself of 
the challenges of each 
product and brand along 
the way.

When X R  B rands started,  

the market was quite 

different.  What are your 

memories of those times? 

Gerardo Ramos: When 
the company was started, 
you could offer the market 
most anything and they 
would buy it. There were 
very few companies at the 
time selling mid to 
high-end BDSM items. 
We had to go out and find 
partners who could assist 
us in developing things 
like e-stim (which had just 
started). It was a huge 
opportunity, but also a long project we’ve 
not nearly completed. Now we spend time 
researching customer desires – for all of our 
market segments – to continue to develop 
the best products.

I s there a philosophy or guideline that has 

accompanied X R  B rands through these 2 0  

years? 

Gerardo Ramos: As the years have passed 
and the industry has evolved, certain 

things have remained the same. Customers 
love something “new” or “cool”. We remain 
focused on innovating and finding new and 
different technologies to incorporate into our 
products.  Sometimes it’s not just a product 
feature but how we serve our customers. 
Recently, we revamped our entire company 
website to make our e-catalogue feeds 
easier for our customers to integrate. It was 
a large investment of money and time, but it 

will make us even better 
to do business with. 
Another thing that doesn’t 
change is that we are only 
as successful as our 
partnerships in this 
business. We strive to do 
mutually beneficial 
business with the best 
partners in the world. 
Those relationships are 
the primary focus of our 
team.

What were the biggest 

changes in the market in 

those past two decades,  

and how did X R  B rands 

react to them or even 

help to define those 

changes?

Gerardo Ramos: XR began selling BDSM 
product bulk in polybags to our customers. 
We slowly transitioned our items about 8 
years ago to fully branded retail packaged 
lines. We now have over 30 different brands 
and 1,300 packaged items that we manufac-
ture. This change made our items more 
retail-friendly and totally 
boosted demand to 
a new 

How does a company manage 

to be successful for two 

decades in an ever-changing 

market? In the case of XR 

Brands, there are many ele-

ments that play a role, but as 

Operations Manager Gerardo 

Ramos explains, the most 

important factor has always 

been fi nding the right team. In 

our interview, we look back at 

the early days of XR Brands 

and the company’s path to 

becoming the powerhouse it 

is today.

Everyday a new 
opportunity or synergy arises for us
X R  Bra n ds  tu rn s  2 0 exclusive
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level. We partnered 
with large distributors 
worldwide which accelerated our growth even 
more. Last year, we hired Josh Ortiz, a full-time sex 
educator whose sole focus is travelling store to 
store in the US to educate and promote brand 
awareness. We have recognised the importance of 
building that grassroots interest on the retail level 
for our products and lifestyle. 

What were the milestones for X R  B rands throug-

hout all this time? 

Gerardo Ramos: Some of the biggest milestones 
for us were when we hit our growth spurt over the 
last 5 years. We saw demand increasing internally 
but when we started getting recognised on the 
award stage for our efforts, that’s when it really 
solidified our arrival as a major manufacturer. 

S ome say that F ifty S hades of G rey had an 

exceptionally big impact on the market and how 

society views erotic products.  T his could be 

especially true of B D S M  products.  How do you see 

this phenomenon and how did you experience its 

heyday? 

Gerardo Ramos: Fifty Shades made BDSM cool. 
Not only did it make it okay to experiment with 
harder items but it made it so that if you didn’t own 
a pair of handcuffs, you were totally missing out on 
a whole new level of play. It definitely impacted the 
market as it wasn’t quite prepared for the influx of 
customers seeking certain items. I remember 
getting calls from multiple customers unable to 

Operations Manager 

Gerardo Ramos 

(front left) and the 

team of XR Brands at 

a party celebrating the 

company’s anniversary 

this summer

purchase silver Kegel balls from anyone in the US. 
They were practically sold out nationwide. 

T wenty years is also more than enough time to 

make a mistake or two.  I s there anything you would 

rather have done differently in retrospective? 

Gerardo Ramos: Even though we were known for 
our bondage and BDSM bulk items, our first 
packaged brand launch was Trinity Vibes. Trinity 
Vibes was and is a value-oriented brand but never 
received the attention and notoriety that our Master 
series brand has. In hindsight, we should have 
focused on our core BDSM packaged line first. 
Double whammy, Master Series came out a year 
after the first 50 Shades of Grey book. 

Can you give advice to all those who still have the 

first twenty years ahead of them?

Gerardo Ramos: The secret sauce to XR’s 
success is having the right team in place in all 
aspects of business and putting our customers’ wants 

“WE  STR IVE  TO  DO 

MUTUALLY  BENEF IC IAL 

BUS INESS  WITH  THE  BEST 

PARTNERS  IN  THE  WORLD . 

THOSE  RELATIONSHIPS 

ARE  THE  PR IMARY  FOCUS 

OF  OUR  TEAM“
G E R A R D O  R A M O S
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and needs first. Open communication with our 
customers ensures that each part of the company is 
running as smoothly and efficiently as possible, and 
that is so important. From shipping to marketing to 
sales to product development, one weak link can 
hinder or break the chain of success.   

T hroughout this time,  X R  B rands has remained true to 

its core and has brought high-quality B D S M  products 

to market.  How would you describe your range today? 

What are your current bestsellers? 

Gerardo Ramos: Our BDSM lines such as Strict and 
Master Series are still our mainstay of products. But 
thanks to our product development team, XR has 
released top-selling brands outside of the BDSM realm 
that have really rounded out our offering. Lines such as 
StrapU, Booty Sparks, Thump it, and Cocksicles have 
been huge successes for us this year. 

What can you tell us about X R  B rands‘  plans for the 

near future? 

Gerardo Ramos: XR is getting ready to continue 
celebrating our 20th Anniversary in Germany for our 
next big tradeshow, eroFame. We aren’t going all out 
with a huge party like we did during ANME, but we will 
have a special Champagne toast announced during 
the show where all attendees are invited to come 
celebrate with us. 

L et‘ s take a look even further into the future:  Where will 

X R  B rands be in 2 0  years? 

Gerardo Ramos: Everyday a new opportunity or 
synergy arises for us. In the next 20 years, I see 
expansion on many levels. Increased partnerships and 
co-brands, improved knowledge, a powerhouse team, 
a larger facility, and improved global availability of our 
entire lines.  

How have you /  will you celebrate your anniversary?

Gerardo Ramos: Our team threw a wonderful 
anniversary party at a Burbank, CA restaurant named 
The Castaway right before the July 2019 ANME show. 
We rented out the huge patio area of a beautiful 
restaurant and invited 200 of our best customers. We 
had such a great time. The weather was perfect, the 
stars were bright, and the view from the restaurant 
patio was absolutely spectacular. ‘Celebrities’ Mistress 
Isabella Sinclaire, models Casey Calvert, Valentina 
Nappi, actors Aiden Starr, Mr. Marcus, Derrick Pierce, 
and sex educator Ann Hodder-Shipp, ACS attended 
along with almost everyone one of our direct 
customers to celebrate with us. Literally everyone was 
there! We most loved seeing and celebrating our 20th 
anniversary with our friends and partners.

The XR Brands 

headquarters

“THE  SECRET  SAUCE 

TO  XR ’S  SUCCESS  IS 

HAV ING  THE  R IGHT 

TEAM IN  PLACE  IN  ALL 

ASPECTS  OF  BUS INESS 

AND  PUTTING  OUR 

CUSTOMERS’  WANTS  AND 

NEEDS  F IRST. “
G E R A R D O  R A M O S



  enquiries@lovehoneytrade.com   

YOUR ORGASMS. REINVENTED.

Hoppy days are here with new couple’s toys!
Three brand new remote control happy rabbit® toys for ear-resistible shared pleasure.

Wirelessly operated, waterproof toys for exciting play potential in and out of the bedroom.

Powerful motors and 30 powerful vibration functions deliver maximum WOW! 

Developed using real customer reviews and 17 years of sex toy expertise. 

Find out more over at www.lovehoneytrade.com

remote control ring

We’ve combined our iconic 
happy rabbit® ears with 

a 30 function remote 
control cock ring, 

for exciting couple’s 
play and hands-free thrills.  

HP-75087

Shaped to excite her internal sweet 
spots, this sleek happy rabbit® egg 

and 30 vibration functions to 
explore together.

remote control egg

HP-75085
Created with couples in mind, 
the happy rabbit® panty vibe 

combines cute-as-a-bunny lingerie 
with incredible remote control power 

for hare-raising hidden thrills.  

remote control panties

one 
Size HP-75086 HP-75096

waterproof playrechargeable wireless30 functions

30
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 „ Jon ny, you  announced the date for E TO 

S how 2020. Ob viously, t his means that the 

new incarnation of the event will continue. 

B eing the one who fathered the show, h ow do 

you feel? Are you happy, p roud, r elieved? 

Jonny Kirk: I think all those feelings to be 
honest! Although taking a break in 2017/18 
was tactically the right thing to do in the 
circumstances it wasn’t ideal for the whole 
ETO team or our regular exhibitors and visitors. 
So, I guess I’m most proud that we managed 
to host again this year and fi nd a formula that 
works for a UK event.

Given  the positive response to this year’s 

event, b oth from visitors and exhibitors, a 

continuation of E TO S how must have been a 

foregone conclusion, r ight?

Jonny: From many of the comments I have 
had post show then I would say yes. However, 
it’s impossible to please everyone all I can do 
is ensure we have a great line up of companies 
on the show fl oor and the visitors will be happy 
and business will be done.

S o now that we’re done setting the table, 

would you tell our readers when E TO S how 

2020 will t ake place?

Jonny: We are running on the 15th and 16th 
March 2020.

L et’s talk about the venue: Wh y is Ricoh  Arena 

in Coventry the perfect choice for your E TO 

S how?

Jonny: There were many factors in moving 
from the NEC to the Ricoh Arena but the main 
one is that it suited our needs better for the 
smaller format show. Also, the facilities are 
excellent with the bars, restaurants, casino 
and onsite hotel. For UK visitors it is still in the 
centre of the UK and for overseas visitors we 
are still situated only 20 mins from Birmingham 
airport, so transport links are very good.

E TO S how 2019 was  completely booked up. 

Will you look to expand the exhibition fl oor 

for the 2020 even t to accommodate more 

companies?

Jonny: Yes, that is the plan and we have 

It is not surprising at all that 

ETO Show will be continued 

in 2020; the event’s return 

this March was a resounding 

success, after all. The 

exhibitors were happy, lots 

of visitors fl ocked to the 

show, and everybody was 

impressed with the concept 

and the location. The fact that 

ETO Show had been put on 

ice in 2017 and 2018 is clearly 

fading into the background, 

and no one can deny that this 

reboot ticked all the boxes. 

EAN wanted to know how 

Jonny Kirk, the organiser 

of ETO Show, intends to 

follow up on this successful 

comeback next year.

We are running on the 15th and 16th March 2020
We  ha v e  a  da t e  f o r  t h e  n ex t  E TO  S h o w exclusive

“ALL  I  CAN DO IS  ENSURE 

WE HAVE A  GREAT L INE 

UP OF  COMPANIES ON THE 

SHOW FLOOR AND THE 

V IS ITORS WILL  BE  HAPPY AND 

BUSINESS WILL  BE  DONE.” 
J O N N Y  K I R K

Jonny Kirk, organiser 

of the ETO Show
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reserved Hall 5 which opens up in the corner of Hall 3 
where the show was located this year. We were 
pretty much fully booked by the end of October 
and did have a lot of companies that we could not 
accommodate so I want to make sure we have 
enough space for the 2020 show.

Can exhibitors also plan for bigger stands next year, 

or will you stick with your range of standard sizes ?

Jonny: The whole premise of standard sizing was 
to make the show an affordable option for exhibitors 
and we intend to stick to that format.

Are you planning any major  changes to the event 

itself? Th e motto of the 2019 s how was ‚les s show, 

more business.‘ W ill you stick with this philosophy?

Jonny: Yes, we will as we feel we found a format that 
worked so we won’t make any changes as we don’t 
think it’s needed.

What was your motivation to also bring back the E TO 

Awards Din ner – an  event that had been a well-

established element of E TO S hows for years?

Jonny: The Awards Dinner is an ETO Magazine event 
but has always sat alongside the show as its where 
most of the industry meet up. During the show break 
the magazine made alternative arrangements but 
now the show is back then they will go hand in hand 
once again.

Would you go mad if we concluded this interview by 

asking you how you feel about the B rexit drama 

in B ritain?

Jonny: I think that the UK is sick of the situation and 
feel politically embarrassed. We voted and then had 
three years to organize the situation and still we really 
don’t know what’s going to happen – we all just want 
a conclusion, so we don’t have to listen to more 
political debate!
               

“THERE WERE MANY FACTORS IN 

MOVING FROM THE NEC TO THE 

RICOH ARENA BUT THE MAIN 

ONE IS  THAT IT  SUITED OUR 

NEEDS BETTER FOR THE SMALLER 

FORMAT SHOW.” 
J O N N Y  K I R K

207

J O N N Y  K I R K
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 „ When did you get the idea for‚

foreplaything‘  B E · ON E ?

Karoline Nolte: We have been setting 
quite a few trends in this industry, and that 
is something we are very proud of. But we 
never rest on our laurels; instead, we work 
hard to always keep innovating with our next 
product, and the product after that. The idea 
for BE·ONE was born about a year ago. And 
we liked it so much that we wanted to realise it 
as quickly as possible. Over the course of the 
past months, we poured all of our energy and 
creativity into the development of this product.

B E · ON E  is a vibrator for couples. W hat are the 

specifi c challenges you face when developing 

such a toy, o r put differently: W hat sets this 

toy apart from all the other vibrators on the 

market that couples could use for foreplay?

Karoline Nolte: Of course, there are various 
toys that couples can use during foreplay 
and sex. Classic wand vibrators and toys for 
external stimulation, such as our LAYA II, have 
proven particularly popular among couples, 
mostly because they offer intuitive controls 
and you can use them in many different ways.
Our motivation was to combine all of these 
advantages in one small product. Obviously, 
fi tting a lot of high tech into one small device is 
always a tricky thing. But we wouldn’t settle for 
anything less than a toy that can be integrated 
into couples’ love play seamlessly, a toy that 
almost becomes invisible while still offering 
a unique added value to the user. BE·ONE is 
exactly that: a small, charming toy, intuitive in 
its controls and powerful in its performance.

What makes B E · ON E  a perfect toy for couples?

Karoline Nolte: That question is easily 
answered: The real, PHYSICAL contact. 
The stimulation is not conveyed via a foreign 
object, but by the hand of your partner. There 

is a feeling of skin on skin, and since the toy 
is so small and so easy to control, you hardly 
even notice that it’s there. BE·ONE is like a 
sixth fi nger that adds an extra kick to a part-
ner’s tender caress, inviting couples to explore 
each other’s bodies in a new, playful way.

Apart from its shape and siz e,  what else does 

B E · ON E  offer that other sex toys don’t have?

Karoline Nolte: As mentioned above, 
BE·ONE is the combination of sophisticated 
technology and small, innovative design. In 
spite of its tiny shell, this toy has two motors 
that are as powerful as they are unobtrusive, 
and they work in perfect balance. Moreover, 
the toy has a special programme setting with 
randomised vibration patterns for a unique 
experience. What further distinguishes 
BE·ONE from the competition is that the 
vibrations work their magic on two points of 
contact. This way, it is not just the fi nger that is 
made to vibrate, or the hand, or even the arm; 
instead, the vibrations are basically passed on 
via the skin of the partners. 

Small, but full of surprises – 

that would be a fi tting 

description of FUN FACTORY’s 

latest product, named 

BE·ONE. Karoline Nolte, 

Junior Manager Corporate 

Communications at FUN 

FACTORY, answers all of our 

questions about this new 

‚foreplaything‘ for couples. 

BE·ONE is the combination of 
sophisticated technology and small, innovative design

F UN FACTORY  p r es en t  t h e i r  “ f o re p l a y th in g “ exclusive

“BE ·ONE  REPRESENTS  A 

NEW FORM OF  ST IMULATION , 

OF  EXPLORATION ,  AND 

THAT  MAKES  I T  A  PERFECT 

FOREPLAYTHING  FOR 

EVERYBODY. “
K A R O L I N E  N O LT E

Karoline Nolte is Junior Manager 

Corporate Communications at 

FUN FACTORY 
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S peaking of which,  who is the target audience for 

B E · ON E ? Couples who are still unfamiliar with sex 

toys or couples who already have some experience 

with these products?

Karoline Nolte: BE·ONE 
represents a new form 
of stimulation, of explo-
ration, and that makes it 
a perfect foreplaything for 
everybody. Thanks to the 
elegant design, hesitant 
users won’t be reminded 
of clichés or taboos 
regarding sex toys. Also, 
the toy is very quiet, so 

you won’t reach intimidating noise levels when using 
BE·ONE. This is a perfect toy for beginners who 
have no prior experience with sex toys and want to 
experiment in a playful way. But BE·ONE is just as 
exciting and satisfying for sex toy experts who want 
to get closer to their partner again, who want to feel 
more and play more directly.

How much will B E · ON E  cost,  and when will you start 

shipping to retailers?

Karoline Nolte: BE·ONE 
costs €69.90. Actually, 
we have already shipped 
to some of our partners 
in Germany, Austria, and 
Switzerland, and they 
have started selling them 
with great success. More 
information about the 
product and order options 
will be shared at our stand 

at this year’s eroFame. So, you should defi nitely 
come visit us.

What kind of sales support can the trade members 

expect in terms of P OS  materials,  ad campaigns,  etc. ? 

Karoline Nolte: Apart from a new POS system, we 
will have a whole lot of POS materials, all of it geared 
perfectly to the target audience while also in line 
with our new CI. Then, there’s small things like 
including ‚foreplay suggestions‘ on the packaging 
and in the user manual. Oh, and we are also 

planning a big 
marketing cam-
paign to convey 
all the important 
facts about 
BE·ONE to the 
target audience.

I n the U nited S tates,  inclusion is the big new thing:  

S ex toys are no longer marketed to a specifi c gender,  

categories such as ‚ toys for women‘ ,  ‚ toys for 

couples‘ ,  etc.  are fading into the background.  Will this 

trend also gain momentum in E urope and how would 

F U N  F ACT OR Y  respond to such a development?  

Karoline Nolte: Openness, diversity, and inclusion 
have always been among our corporate values. 
We are convinced that good sex is not a matter of 
gender or gender identity. Everybody deserves to 
have a fulfi lling sex life!

As a matter of 
fact, we have 
already been 
playing with the 
concept of 
inclusion in 
many of our toys. 
Take VOLTA for 
instance, one of 
our top-sellers 
this year. It is 
so versatile and 

can be used in so many ways that it is perfect for 
absolutely every body shape and every need.
And BE·ONE isn’t tied to a gender or a gender 
identity, either. We love the idea of a ‚foreplaything 
for couples‘, and we market the product in that 
context, but we don’t exclude any kind of 
partnership. And of course, it still makes for a great, 
exciting toy when used by just one person alone.
We hope that inclusion will gain more momentum in 
Europe – actually, I think that we’re starting to see 
more of it already –, and we will defi nitely keep an 
eye on this development. Obviously, we still have 
a lot to learn in that regard, but we always do our 
best. Diversity is very important to everybody here 
at FUN FACTORY, and obviously also to our team in 
the United States.                 
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 „ What’s your overall take on the sex toy 

market at the moment across New Z ealand, 

Australia, an d the rest of the world? 

JD Ryan: Because I have been a little more 
focused on the marketing for North America, 
it’s hard to have a full view of Australia and NZ. 
Having said that, the hints are that pleasure 
products designed for women and which are 
‚tastefully‘ packaged are going mainstream. 
My best resellers are not in the adult industry, 
they’re in health. I also note that most of what 
is available on the really big retail platforms 
are generic mass-produced Chinese-made 
knock-off and highly discounted known 
brands. Consumers looking for quality sexual 
health products are looking elsewhere. I see 
signs that old school retailers are being forced 

into discount wars with online retailers, many 
of whom appear to be folks using the online 
retail as a side-hustle to their regular jobs and 
income. It is my opinion that discount wars ruin 
established businesses and it’s an unfortunate 
side-effect of increased access to online 
retail opportunities.

How did you get your start in designing and 

manufacturing sex toys? 

JD Ryan: I started in the early 1990’s and 
was, at that time, working in a government 
job as an equal opportunity policy analyst. My 
friends were looking for a sex toy for another 
friend’s birthday and we visited the only shop 
of its’ kind that we knew about. Everything 
was unpleasant, poorly designed and made. 
I wanted to make something better than that, 
for my friends and for other women. The best 
way to do that was to learn how to make the 
products, fi nd the best body-safe materials and 
go from there. It took two years, but we did 
manage to develop a range of products and 
have continued to innovate since then.

What are your most popular products with 

consumers right now?

JD Ryan: Some of the dual-density dildos that 
I have made are most popular and our original 
design, Miss Bliss, a dual-stimulation product, 

The Australian sex toy world might seem quiet compared to the rest of the globe, but for the few folks daring to venture into 

this new territory, big things tend to happen fast. JD Ryan, an unsatisfi ed consumer-turned-inventor, is the brain behind the AVA 

vibrator. If you‘re giving this wildly unique toy the once-over and seeing multiple opportunities for pleasure, you‘re absolutely 

correct. The AVA works as a lay-on vibe during intercourse or solo play, or as an insertable delight when fl ipped around to 

take advantage of it‘s bulbous head. AVA‘s nubby surface and curved design is also perfect for clitoral grinding, a rarity in the 

majority of external stimulators. Ryan also retails a handful of other toys – my favorite being the rabbit-style vibe adorned with 

a cute koala bear at the base – but the AVA remains her pet project. Ryan will be evolving the AVA in the near future as well as 

introducing a penis toy called JoyBoy, which she assures will be a worthwhile surprise when it launches. Ryan is engaging with 

the industry this year to accelerate the distribution of her original products beyond Australia. In this exclusive peek into Ryan‘s 

history as a sex toy designer, she implores pleasure buyers to consider the current market and understand what consumers 

really want in a modern vibrator.

AVA is a culmination of all those years of design thinking 
for women, safety, convenience, budget and for the planet

Se x  toy  i nv e n t o r  J D  R y a n  p ee r s  i n t o  t h e  f u t u re  o f  t h e  AVA  v i b ra t o r exclusive
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but our star is AVA. Scalable production will allow 
us to market AVA when we fi nd the budget to do 
that. AVA is a culmination of all those years of design 
thinking, for women, for safety, convenience, budget 
and for the planet.

How did you come up with the design for the AV A? 

JD Ryan: I had a starting point, using the basic 
elements of an already bestselling design of mine. I 
had to consider the limitations of mass production, 
in which the technical specs that create problems 
in either tooling or cost needed consideration. For 
example, most of the big brand products in the 
market use a plastic frame with an oversold of thin 
silicone skin. My products use silicone in thicker 
dimensions, to allow the silicone material to be it’s 
best - with temperature, natural-feel and ability to be 
sterilized clean. 
I had always wanted to make a new kind of product 
and had to wait nearly 15 years before technology 
enabled AVA to be made the way I wanted it. I knew I 
had to make the silicone parts thicker than any other 
product for the best user experience. There were 
logistical considerations in the design too - one that 
was easy to use, with swappable sleeves so that a 
variety of people could enjoy it, and something which 
reduced the waste inherent in so many products. 
They are a signifi cant addition to mountains of landfi ll 
in many countries. 
I created a number of signifi cant elements to be met 
and it took some years, but I am very happy with AVA 
as it is now. We have two further sleeve designs in 
pre-production testing, and our male sleeve is ready 
for tooling, so we’re making progress on the next 
steps for the AVA range.

What problems has the AV A solved for consumers 

through your open ear to feedback? 

JD Ryan: Feedback suggests that AVA does what 
it was designed to do. Our AVA original sleeve 
works well for women; the easy-to-clean aspect of a 
removable silicone part is appreciated for discretion 
and cleanliness, and that consumers will want our 
JoyBoy sleeve when it is available, so AVA can be truly 
a couples’ product (his and hers’ couple at least).

What’s coming up next for your business within the 

industry in the coming year? 

JD Ryan: I would love to attend some of the European 
events, but will have to wait another year as I have 
consulting projects in Australia, on tight deadlines 
that are keeping me at home. As mentioned, I have 
new sleeves for AVA in pre-production and hope to 
launch those this year. I am very interested to speak 
with any B2C vendors in Europe who like offering 
something different, original and interesting, that 
cannot be discounted to death by just anyone with an 
online popup shop. Most of my business these days 
is involved with creating original products for retailers 
who want to engage consumers with a product that 
is interesting and particular to their own retail brand. 
This is one of the few ways in which established 
retailers can resist the discount wars on big brands. I 
understand the market. My clients are investing in the 
future of their business and I am proud to be part of 
their success.               

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent
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 „ L ooking at 2019 s o far, wh at have been the 

biggest changes affecting this market? And 

what are the biggest trends?

Sophia Nystrand: In Sweden, the big change 
is that pharmacies are starting to increase the 
market shares of sexual products massively. 
Apart from, this I would say that products with 
suction function are a big trend.

When talking about growth potential for the 

erotic industry, we of ten look to the mainstream 

market. A re you optimistic that sex toys can 

break out in the mainstream, or  is this ju st 

wishful thinking? 

Sophia: Yes, I am not only optimistic, I clearly 
see this trend up here in the North. 

Y our distribution company does a lot 

of business with clients from the 

mainstream market. How ar e 

their needs and expectations 

different from those of your 

clients in the erotic industry? 
Sophia: They have higher 
demands regarding safety and 
quality assurance and many of 
them have specific codes of 
conducts to follow. Also, we 
often need to make 
translations of both, the 
manuals and packaging texts, 
for the language of the target 
market. And when it comes to 
logistics, there are obviously 
specific restrictions. 

T he past years have been 

filled with discussions about 

the erosion of the traditional 

supply chain and the effects 

that has on the market.  T oday,  

these discussions seem to 

have quieted down.  Why is that? Have the 

market and the industry simply accepted 

the situation?

Sophia: Yes, exactly. The changes started 
some years ago, and the market has now 
adapted to it. 

A topic that is being discussed at great length is 

the concentration of market power,  i. e.  a handful 

of big players dominating the entire market.  We 

see companies merging,  big companies buying 

smaller companies,  investors from outside the 

market pushing into the industry . . .  D oes this 

development worry you? 

Sophia: No, I think that it’s very important and 
positive that healthy companies from outside 
the industry start to show interest and make 
investments.  

Amazon  is the very epitome of this kind of big, 

all-powerful company.  Has  the industry 

learned to look beyond the disruptive force of 

Amazon  and also see the opportunities such 

online platform offers? I sn’t this bane also a bit 

of a boon? 

Sophia: Actually, Amazon has not launched 
their online business in Sweden yet. Though 
the German version of Amazon is selling a lot 
to Sweden. Yes, I guess Amazon will be an 
opportunity for the smaller companies and for 
the established online retailers; it will not be a 
serious threat. 

Our market is not an island, an d external 

factors do have an impact. Righ t now, we h ear 

people talking about recessions, econ omic 

crises, et c., u sually in relation to the current 

trade war between the US  and China. Do you  

think that this dispute will have negative effects 

on our market? 
Sophia: Well, it’s hard to predict but we have 
already seen that products from China have 

Sophia Nystrand’s company 

Basic Instinct is very popular 

among sellers in the 

mainstream market, which 

makes Sophia the perfect 

choice for an interview about 

the potential and appeal of 

sex toys in the mainstream 

sphere. But we also talk about 

other trends, including an 

interesting development in 

Sophie’s home country 

of Sweden.

We need more women in 
innovation and developing of sex toys
Sop h ia  Nys t ra n d  on  t r en d s  a n d  d ev e lo pm en ts  i n  t h e  e ro t i c  m a rk et exclusive

Sophia Nystrand, 

founder and head 

of Basic Instinct 



longer lead times in the US customs due to a range of 
new restrictions. I have heard about this from Swedish 
web shops selling (Chinese) products to the US. 

Now f rom politics to products: Wh at has been your 

toy of the year 2019 s o far? And why?

Sophia: Elvie Trainer is my best-selling product. 
Together with Elvie and a PR agency we made a big 
PR campaign in Sweden and it really increased brand 
awareness. 

Would it be unju st to say that we haven’t seen any 

ground-breaking new products outside of the sex doll 

category this year? 

Sophia: I agree. Though I would like to point out that 
more female entrepreneurs seem to show interest in 
the sex toy industry. Which I really welcome – we 
need more women to innovate and develop sex toys.  

F rom blow-up dolls that only resemble the human 

anatomy in the most rudimentary of ways to highly 

detailed sex robots - the quantum leap we have seen 

in the doll segment these past few years is truly 

impressive. Wh at has fuelled this burst of innovation?

Sophia: I think this business arises from a need for 
human contact among a lot of lonely men around the 
world. Also, gamers (which are a big target group) are 
used to interact with fantasy figures (Sci-fi) and women 
who don’t look human-like, and I guess some of them 
will prefer a sex doll. Of course, there are movies and 
TV shows like Westworld , Ex Machina, and Ghost in a 
Shell that maybe inspire people to give it a try. And of 
course, the technological developments are also big 
reason for the increasing popularity of the dolls. 

T he sex tech category is similarly innovative,  however 

there is not nearly as much buz z  surrounding these 

products,  nor is their success comparable to that of 

sex dolls.  Will sex tech end up being j ust one product 

category among many without ever truly breaking out?

Sophia: Interesting question. I think that technology 
will and should be a natural part of R & D. However, 
it cannot be the sole reason for making a sex toy.
I guess that’s the main mistake with some of the sex 
tech products we see on the market.

I n the U S ,  most companies have stopped marketing 

their products in a gender-specific way,  going for a 

more inclusive approach.  I n E urope,  on the other 

hand,  we still get lots of male toys,  lots of toys for 

women,  lots of couples toys.  Why is that? 

Sophia: I think it’s because there is a big female 
community in the U.S who are leading the debate 
and run some important web communities and web 
shops. They promote feminism and unisex products 
and emphasise the subject of transgenders while 
doing away with stereotypes. 
 
T he professionalisation of the erotic industry in 

recent years has been highly impressive.  N ow,  the 

S wedish I nstitute for S tandards wants to take the 

next step by establishing international standards 

for sex toys? Would such a step be beneficial for 

the market? 

Sophia: Yes, I am sure about that. As one of the 
participants of the Swedish committee, I am 
convinced that an ISO-standard for sex toys would 
prevent accidents and highlight the need for quality 
assurance by helping the manufacturers to strive 
and produce approved products. This project has 
been covered by a number of newspapers, 
magazines and tabloids, so there is a lot of interest 
out there, the reason being that we are selling loads 
of sex toys around the world and we must take into 
account that these are consumer products.  
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S O P H I A  N Y S T R A N D

“ IN  SWEDEN,  THE BIG  CHANGE IS 

THAT PHARMACIES ARE STARTGIN 

TO INCREASE THE MARKET 

SHARES OF  SEXUAL PRODUCTS 

MASSIVELY. ”
S O P H I A  N Y S T R A N D
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 „On your website, you describe Lioness as a 
“smart vibrator”. What makes Lioness smart?
Liz Klinger: At least in terms of the way Lioness 
Vibrator is smart, it’s a new way for people to 
experiment, see, and improve their pleasure. Li-
oness uses precision sensors and biofeedback 
to let you literally see your arousal and orgasm. 
You can experiment, understand yourself, and 
have better orgasms—after all, as the saying 
goes, „never measured, never improved.“
Seeing your arousal and orgasm as “just a 
chart” can make a subject that once may have 
seemed nebulous more tangible and appro-
achable. You can start visually correlating your 
experience with what the app displays. At its 
most basic, you can start to recognise what it 
looks like when your experience is good, and 
when it’s not so good.
People have used the Lioness Vibrator and app 
like a sex diary to try new things, track how their 
health affects their pleasure, and experiment 
with how different substances (like alcohol or 
cannabis or, yes, even weed lube) can change 
their experience. We’ve even had a person 
discover the severity of their concussion through 
changes in their orgasm data. 
For folks who are more creative or data savvy, 
we’ve seen people use their own data for 
projects we never would’ve thought imaginable 
— one pop star used her own orgasm data to 
create music!

Before we talk more about your product, could 
you tell us about the team behind Lioness?
Liz Klinger: Our team at Lioness includes 
sexual health experts, data scientists, and 
engineers who‘ve worked at Google X (where 
the automated cars and futuristic products 
come out of Google) and Amazon Lab126 
(where Kindles and all Amazon products are 
created). Anna Lee, VP of Engineering who 
worked at Lab126, worked on Kindle prototypes 

How does your health impact your sexual pleasure? How do changes in 
your everyday life affect your sexuality? And how exactly does an orgasm 
even “work?” These and many other questions can be answered by Lioness 
Vibrator, a sex toy that gathers the corresponding data when in use and then 
analyses them for the benefi t of the user. In our interview with Liz Klinger, CEO 
of Lioness, we fi nd out what you can learn about yourself using the Lioness 
Vibrator, how exactly the product works, and which challenges the company 
is facing in its quest to improve the sexual health of women everywhere. 

Lioness uses precision sensors and biofeedback 
to let you literally see your arousal and orgasm

A closer  look  at  the  L ioness  smart  v ib rator  w i th  company  co- founder  and  CEO L iz  K l inge r exclusive

The founders of Lioness: 

Anna Lee, VP of Engineering, 

und Liz Klinger, CEO, 
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L I Z  K L I N G E R

and created the fi rst Amazon Dash Button Prototype. 
James Wang, CTO, worked at X and Bridgewater 
Associates, the world’s largest hedge fund and has 
dealt with everything from launching new initiatives 
to handling data and privacy for some of the world’s 
largest and powerful entities. And I started my career 
in art and fi nance — my focus in art was around 
gender and sexuality — and I ended up getting 
into selling sex toys while teaching myself CAD (3d 
modelling) to create the fi rst early prototypes what 
would ultimately become Lioness.
Lioness is part of Stanford University StartX and the 
University of California, Berkeley entrepreneurship 
programs. Our mission is to destigmatise pleasure 
and provide individualised, data-driven resources to 
increase knowledge about sexual experiences. 

Your vibrator records data and shows patterns in the 
users’ behaviour they might not have known before. 
What exactly does Lioness record?
Liz Klinger: The primary measurements that Lioness 
records are pelvic fl oor muscle patterns — indicators 
of arousal and orgasm. With both the physiological 
data and subjective information you can input through 
the app, you can use Lioness like a sex journal to start 
seeing patterns in your pleasure and to start under-
standing what works (or doesn’t work) for you.

It’s similar to what a sex therapist may recommend if 
you have questions about sex — if you start recording 
your experiences, you can see how things change 
over time and in different circumstances. But one of 
the challenges with that is that it’s not like most people 

can reliably measure their physiological responses, and 
also, it’s often just not sexy or something that’s easy 
to do. Lioness is able to track the subtle patterns from 
your body so you can notice things that may have 
been diffi cult to spot in the moment or over several 
sessions across a longer period of time.

Can you give us an example of how the recorded data 
or its interpretation can help the user learn something 
new about their sexuality?
Liz Klinger: One of the more surprising cases was 
when one user was able to see the change in her 
sexual response before and after a concussion. The 
change for her was so stark that she actually thought 
her vibrator was broken. We checked everything from 
the software to the device itself, and no, the product 
wasn’t broken, but she had experienced through a 
brain injury that affected her experience of pleasure 
in a very visceral way and the timing fi t with when the 
data changed. Especially since she was young and a 
professional athlete, she had wanted to get back to 
work, but seeing the data actually encouraged her to 
rest a bit longer.
Another example — we recently fi nished a project 
with Eaze, a large cannabis and CBD delivery service 
in the United States, and a group of Lioness users 
who volunteered to try different cannabis and CBD 
products to compare how their pleasure changed 
depending on the products they tried. You can see the 
data report on eaze.com of our fi ndings, but basically, 
we were able to measure physiologically how THC and 
CBD can change your pleasure.
For example, we found that for each individual, CBD 
and THC respectively increased median time mastur-
bating by 51% and 138% (compared to sober), the 
amount of time to fi rst required to reach initial orgasm 
decreased by 15% and 25%, and sober sessions 
typically produced 1.2 orgasms, while CBD raised this 
average to 1.57 and THC to 1.66.
Of course, for other people, they might not be experi-
encing a concussion or want/have access to CBD and 
THC, but they might be experiencing other things in 
their lives such as different health issues, taking new 
medications or substances, stress, hormonal changes, 
etc. that could change their experience of pleasure 
in different ways. Or they might be having questions 
about pleasure with a partner and the data can help 
reframe the topic and make sex easier to talk about 
in certain circumstances. Or someone may just be 
fascinated by data and want to experiment. There are 
a lot of ways that people can engage with Lioness 
depending on their curiosities and interests.
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How would you describe the target group for Lioness?
Liz Klinger: Often it’s people going through different 
life changes — whether it’s becoming an adult and 
establishing yourself in your career, or you’re at the 
height of your career and have the time and head 
space to focus on your pleasure—especially if you 
might be going through different changes such as 
menopause or other relationship changes.

Also, we tend to fi nd that people who like Lioness tend 
who to be pretty experimental and are curious to get 
more information about how their own bodies work, so 
they can learn what works for them and craft a better 
pleasure experience by themselves and with a partner.

The data recorded is highly sensitive for the user. 
Where is this data stored and which measures to do 
you take to protect it?
Liz Klinger: There’s a lot of technical specifi cs, but it’s 
important to understand our fundamental principles on 
security and privacy, which guide what we do on an 
implementation and day-to-day level.
First off, actually abide by best practices. A shockingly 
large number of breaches, including the most visible 
ones, are just from bad security policies that violate 
recommendations that have been around for decades. 
We are meticulous about following these practices.
Secondly, the most secure data is that which you 
don’t have. We recognise that having data is both 
powerful, but also a liability/danger. We collect the 
minimum necessary to provide value to our users that 
they clearly can see.
Finally, thinking about security is always about con-
tingencies and defense in depth. We assume from 
day one that data can be breached. If so, how do you 
make it as useless as possible for an attacker? One of 
the measures we take is we actually fully anonymise 
and hash usernames even in our database itself. That 
means, even if someone hacks our database (past 
many of the measures we have) they still can’t fi gure 
out who is who—because even we can’t do that, 
based on how we’ve set up our systems.
As a whole, our approach has been lauded by the 
Mozilla Foundation on their report for IoT devices, and 
said Lioness is an example of “privacy and security 
very seriously and are a model of doing things right.” 
As a result of both the report and our general appro-
ach, we’ve actually advised different companies in 
multiple sectors as well how to best handle data in a 
thoughtful way.

Besides the technology inside the product, the physical 
design of a vibrator is highly important for its functiona-
lity. Can you tell us a bit about the design process and 
why you settled on the shape we can see today?
Liz Klinger: The fi rst product was designed with a lot 
of iterations and user feedback. We used 3d printing 
technology to assist in making a variety of different 
shapes quickly to get a sense of what folks were most 
interested in. We experimented with a lot of different 
shapes well beyond the rabbit style vibrator yet ended 
up landing on a modifi ed version of the rabbit vibrator 
for our fi rst product.
This one is smaller than most products out there be-
cause there was an interest in a smaller rabbit vibrator 
shape that wasn’t widely available, the external nub is 
a lot more fl exible than other products because there’s 
a wide variation of clitoral distances so you can move it 
around to where you want it, and the handle is shaped 
so it’s easier to cradle versus one that strains your wrist.

There has been an incident recently where Lioness 
was excluded from the SF Women in Tech event at the 
very last minute. Could you sum up what happened?
Liz Klinger: Here’s a brief summary of it — there’s 
more detail in an article on The Next Web.
Nicole from FemTech Collective had been working 
with Samsung for partnerships. Lioness was brought 
in by her and approved by two of the primary event 
organizers, knowing that we make a smart vibrator for 
self-experimentation.
After setting up for the event, Liz, CEO of Lioness 
received a cryptic request to take down her product 
display through various intermediaries. Liz insisted 

The exterior design resembles a 

Rabbit vibrator, but the software 

makes the Lioness Vibrator stand 

out from that category
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on talking to the decision-maker and was eventually 
pulled to a back room for hours before speaking with 
the decision-maker, a senior director at Samsung.
The senior director at Samsung stated that “You 
shouldn’t even be here,” because it wasn’t “women’s 
health” or a wearable. In the context of the event, 
it was clear that the only legitimate women’s health 
startups dealt with fertility—a narrow defi nition of 
women’s health that continues to stigmatise a broad 
array of topics and contributes to stifl ing innovations 
around the topic.

The “offi cial” reason you’ve been told was that 
„someone higher up was not okay with it“ and that 
your product isn’t related to women’s health in the 
eyes of Samsung representatives. How do you 
counter such allegations? Does it make any sense at 
all to engage in such an argumentation?
Liz Klinger: Yes, because this is women’s health, and 
we just went through an entire cultural moment with 
Lora DiCarlo where public opinion sided with this being 
women’s health.
This kind of bias—especially where sexual wellness is 
health (unquestionably) for men, but not for women 
(where it is seen as lewd)—is incredibly damaging to 
society. It affects everything from how often women 
are able to frankly talk to medical professionals about 
problems related to their sexual health, what kinds of 
products are made and how they’re marketed, all the 
way down to the comfort that women have in natural 
functions of their own bodies. It is critical to be able 
to discuss it and show that not only cultural forces 
are shifting, but it’s wrong to continue to have these 
double standards.

There have been similar cases in the recent past, with 
sex tech companies that primarily target women being 
affected by such exclusions. In your opinion, does this 
have to do with the fact that the policies of the big 
companies / event organisers have changed? Or is 
it more noticeably now because female-led sex tech 
companies are taking their rightful place in public?
Liz Klinger: I think it’s a mix of both, companies 
changing their policies towards sex-related products 
and companies as well as more prominent voices 
from women-led sex tech companies calling out these 
changes.

Especially with the passage of FOSTA-SESTA 
in the United States, you’re seeing U.S.-based 
companies tighten their policies on just about any 
sexual content. Tumblr’s move from being very 
open to hosting adult content to banning it is one 
of the more visible examples of big companies 
tightening their policies, with many others changing 
their policies in similar ways.
And then you have companies like Lioness, Lora 
DiCarlo, Dame, Unbound, and others calling out 
the hypocrisy of these policies. How are compa-
nies like Hims, who sell sexual wellness and erec-
tile dysfunction drugs, able to sell on mainstream 
platforms like Facebook, when only a short while 
before, pharmaceutical products were banned on 
Facebook? It doesn’t add up — both in terms of 
how these policies changed to why pleasure and 
health are treated differently based on gender in 
the fi rst place.

Do you think there will be a change in thinking in the 
near future? Or do we have to prepare for a long fi ght?
Liz Klinger: Who knows. I wouldn’t hold hope that any 
large change would happen overnight, given how slow 
moving large, bureaucratic companies are. But we’re 
doing our part to try and change things.

Are you planning on working with distributors in 
Europe? Where can retailers turn to if they want to sell 
Lioness in their shop?
Liz Klinger: Yes. To be announced, as we are in 
different discussions right now with distributors and 
retailers around the world. If they are interested they can 
fi ll out a form at lioness.io/pages/wholesale-sign-up and 
we’ll be in touch.

What will be the next steps in the development of 
Lioness?
Liz Klinger: You’ll have to wait and see!
               

The Lioness app analyses a wide variety of data for the user
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 „ Y ou have announced that you are going to 

present four new products at eroF ame in 

October.  Can you give us a little sneak preview 

of what you have in store for the visitors?

Jack Romanski: The novelties are waiting for 
their release at the fair in Hanover, but this is 
a secret for now. Come to the fair on October 
09, booth No.20, and you will see them, get 

Jack Romanski, founder and CEO of the Gvibe brand, wouldn’t let us spoil the surprise by 

telling us what exactly his plans are for this year’s eroFame, but he promises that a visit to 

the Gvibe booth will defi nitely be worth the while. And considering that Gvibe has proven 

a trendsetter time and again, never shying away from new ideas and new technologies 

since the brand was launched in 2011, he’s probably right.

Gvibe always relies 
primarily on sexual health
Jack  Roma n sk i  p r om i se s  t o  b r i n g  n ew  p ro d u c ts  a n d  n ew  f a c e s  t o  e ro Fame exclusive

Thumbs up: Jack and the Gbulb 

the detailed info about them and even test 
them! And you are of course welcome to 
check the existing product range at our 
website: gvibe.com

What are your standards for new products? 

What boxes do they have to tick to get the 

G vibe seal of approval? And which factors 

make you confi dent that a product will 

become a success?

Jack: Gvibe experts study the market and 
people’s need for sex toys that are not on the 
market yet. The company pays attention to 
people’s feedback and works on creating a 
product that hasn’t appeared on the market 
till now. Then the prototypes are tested. If the 
tests show that the toy really works towards 
a result, only in this case it goes into mass 
production.

How have these parameters changed over 

the course of the years? And what about the 

market in general? Would you say that today’s 

products are of a better quality in general 

because the consumers have become more 

discerning?

Jack: Certainly, product quality has become 
better today in the struggle for customers. 
New technologies and materials are being 
introduced. Science and development do not 
stand still and Gvibe has invented its unique 
BIOSKIN material.

Which trends have had the biggest impact on 

product development at G vibe? F or instance,  
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has the sexual wellness element become a prerequi-

site for new sex toys?

Jack: Yes, Gvibe always relies primarily on sexual 
health. The best premium materials are used. 
Hypoallergenic, odourless and phthalate free. The 
idea is not just to produce another vibrator. The 
idea is to produce a product that performs a certain 
function in the customer’s sexual health. The goal of 
each product is the result.

A few months have passed since the launch of 

G bulb, G rabbit, a nd B I OS K I N G j ay. H ow has the 

market responded to these products?

Jack: The number of women in the world who have 
experienced an orgasm has increased.

With B I OS K I N ,  you have created a new and unique 

sex toy material.  Why was it necessary to go that 

route, a nd how long did it take to perfect B I OS K I N ?

Jack: Why did we have to go this way? Because 
there was a need for material as similar to human 
skin as possible. It took more than a year and a staff 
of engineers to create this material.

What makes B I OS K I N  special?

Jack: There was a task to produce the best material 
which would be as similar to real skin as possible 
and which would adapt to the body temperature as 
fast as possible. Before BIOSKIN was invented, no 
material on the market possessed this quality.

Why don’t you use B I OS K I N  for 

all of your new products? 

Jack: Yes, there are several 
exciting products in develop-
ment now. You will learn about 
them a little later and you will 
defi nitely want to have them in 
your collection.

V ibrators,  R abbits,  cock rings,  

plugs, K egel balls . . . i s G vibe 

becoming a one-stop brand for 

sexual pleasure?

Jack: Not only for pleasure, but also for sexual 
health. Yes, in the near future we plan to be 
present in all niches of adult 
products.

“THE NUMBER OF  WOMEN 

IN  THE WORLD WHO HAVE 

EXPERIENCED AN ORGASM 

HAS INCREASED.“
J A C K  R O M A N S K I

Jack Romanski, founder, CEO, 

and mastermind of Gvibe
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How does Gvibe feel about sex tech? Is that 

something you consider when developing new 

ideas? And what is your take on the alternative 

stimulation technologies that are challenging 

traditional vibrators?

Jack: Are alternative technologies a masturbation 

with an electric toothbrush? 

Gvibe has initially focused on technologies and 

continues to use the most advanced technology that 

is present in the adult industry. For example, Gvibe 

– the fi rst vibrator in the world for simultaneous 

stimulation of the G-spot and the opposite vagina 

wall without stretching the entrance; Gplug – the 

fi rst rechargeable butt plug in the world; BIOSKIN 

material; Gring – both a vibro ring for solo play and a 

remote control for Gvibe products; Gplug BIOSKIN 

– the fi rst BIOSKIN anal plug in the world; fi ve-step 

training system of Geisha Balls.

Apart from your new products, you are also bringing 

new team members to Hanover. Would you mind in-

troducing our readers to these new faces and telling 

us about their responsibilities within the brand?

Jack: Mainly, they are immigrants working on 

cocktails like ‚Sex on the beach‘ and ‚Double 

penetration‘. A team of highly professional brand 

ambassadors and consultants at the head of me, 

Jack Romanski, the founder and mastermind of the 

company and the favourite of millions of women and 

men, work at the trade shows.                

“THE IDEA IS  NOT JUST  TO PRODUCE ANOTHER 

V IBRATOR.  THE IDEA IS  TO PRODUCE A  PRODUCT 

THAT PERFORMS A  CERTAIN FUNCTION IN  THE 

CUSTOMER’S  SEXUAL HEALTH.“
J A C K  R O M A N S K I

 Jack started Gvibe in 2011
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 „ How has the year 2019 b een treating 

T enga so far?

Marie Aoyama: It has been a very exciting 
year for us! We had several product launches in 
Japan as well as internationally, all of which led 
to a noticeable uptick in sales. It has also been 
an interesting year from a PR point of view, as 
we expanded our PR activities into two new 
European markets: France and Spain. Our 
fi scal year is still ongoing, but the PR results we 
see from this expansion are already exceeding 
our expectations! 
Another PR highlight is that our annual interna-
tional masturbation survey is in its 4th edition, 
with this year‘s study focusing on the role of 
masturbation as a form of self-care, self-love, 

and relaxation. It gave us some interesting 
data (you can see more details about the 
study at feelmore.global), and it was very 
well-received in all of our markets. Did 
you know that many Germans rate 
masturbation to be more stress-
relieving than other well-known 
relaxation activities such as yoga, 
meditation, or reading? 

Y ou are about to launch new pro-

ducts this fall that you are also going 

to present at eroF ame. Cou ld you 

give us a brief sneak preview of 

these toys?

Marie Aoyama: At this year’s 
eroFame, we will proudly present 
two new products: the TENGA 
FLIP ORB Strong, which is an 
extension of the existing FLIP 

ORB series, and the iroha temari, our newest 
addition to the iroha line-up! Both products will 
be available in Europe from October this year.

One of the products you’re going to launch is 

the latest entry in the iroha brand. Wh at makes 

this vibrator stand out?

Marie Aoyama: The iroha temari is a 
rechargeable item for external use, which 
features a structure that reduces vibration 
transmission to the holder‘s hands. While the 
temari is located in the mid-price range, at its 
highest setting, it is the most powerful item in 
the entire iroha brand. All three of the individual 
designs are inspired by traditional Japanese 
motifs, just like all of our iroha products. Fully 
waterproof, with iroha’s signature dust-repellent 
coating and a storage cap, the iroha temari is 
super easy to keep clean and store.

How did you even come up with the idea of 

tackling the problem of vibrations transmitted to 

the hand?

Marie Aoyama: We had a lot of customer 
feedback saying that the stronger the vibrator 
gets the more distracting the vibrations felt on 
the hand. This is why our R&D department 
came up with the idea of creating an insulated 
base that reduces vibration transmission to the 
user‘s hand. This way, one can fully concentrate 
on the sensations and just enjoy the pleasure!

Another product you will present in Hanover 

is the F L I P  OR B  S trong.  What makes this 

collection special - and the new strong variant 

in particular?

Tenga is famous for its wide range of innovative and highly successful products. Instead of trying to reinvent the wheel yet 

again, Tenga’s game plan for this fall season seems to be optimising existing ideas. However, that is not to say that Tenga 

FLIP ORB Strong and the new iroha temari are uninspired variations of popular top-sellers. On the contrary, both products 

introduce interesting and clever new features without losing sight of what made the originals so great. Marie Aoyama from 

the Tenga advertising & PR department has more information about the new toys in our EAN interview.

Our approach to product development is to focus on design 
aspects that suit us, our customers, and our brand vision

Te ng a  w i l l  l a un c h  tw o  n e w  p r oduc t s  t h i s  f a l l  s ea s on exclusive

Marie Aoyama, 

Tenga advertising 

& PR department
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Marie Aoyama: Like its predecessor, the FLIP ORB 
Strong has fi rm and fl exible orbs which are layered 
within the soft elastomer inside, and we have also 
kept the hourglass shape that makes the product 
easy to hold and use. The big difference between 
these two models is the fi rmer material used in the 
Strong, which is typical of the black versions of the 
FLIP series items. It also features new internal details, 
which are designed to provide stronger suction and 
more intense stimulation.

T oday, we h ave toys that work with air pressure, 

virtual reality and control via app as more and more 

manufacturers rely on hi-tech for their products. W ill 

T enga follow a similar path?

Marie Aoyama: While it is very exciting to see 
other brands diving into new fi elds and trends, our 
approach to product development is to focus on 

design aspects that suit us, our customers, and 
our brand vision. We like to be a fashionable and 
innovative brand and keep on creating new products, 
but that doesn‘t necessarily mean we will go with 
each and every trend. We do keep our eye on and 
test signifi cant new technologies, but we don‘t want 
to create a product just for the gimmickry of a novel 
piece of tech - it has to be a good product overall.

T enga has continuously expanded its product range 

over the past few years and now,  you offer more 

than half a doz en series.  Can you tell us which of 

these series are most popular among your 

customers right now?

Marie Aoyama: The popularity of our products varies 
from country to country and from culture to culture. 
In Asian markets, disposable items like the CUPs are 
more popular, while demand for reusable products is 
much higher in Western countries - perhaps due to a 
greater environmental consciousness. The FLIP Series 
(in particular, the FLIP ZERO EV) is very popular among 
fans of the brand and newcomers alike, and the recent 
SPINNER Series has outperformed our expectations 
with its novel spiralling mechanism.
With iroha, the trend we see in Japan is that products 
in the category of „toys for beginners“ like the iroha 
stick or the iroha mini are very popular. This is a very 
welcome development, because it means that the 
Japanese society, in which female sexuality is still 
stigmatised and seen as a taboo, is slowly opening 
up to the idea of women owning and enjoying their 
own sexuality.
In Western markets on the other hand, female 
sexuality is handled much more frankly, so in these 
markets, many women have already had their 
„fi rst toy“, which means that for their next toyt, hey 
are looking for more expensive and higher-quality 
products. This is why the iroha and the iroha+ series 
are our best-selling items in these countries.

What are T enga‘s  plans beyond this fall season? Are 

there any new products in the pipeline that we can 

look forward to in E urope? 

Marie Aoyama: The time around Christmas and New 
Year is always busy for us, there is no time to slow 
down! We still have a bunch of product launches 
coming up in Japan this year, some of which will be 
launched in Europe next year - we are very excited to 
share more information on that soon, so stay tuned!
               

The new iroha temari 

was designed to 

reduce vibration 

transmission to the 

holder‘s hands

Tenga’s new 

FLIP ORB Strong
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Praline & Priape 
(www.pralineetpriape.

com) is more than just an 
online boutique for erotic 

products. Founder Élodie Vermast 
and her team make it a point to offer 
their customers an inspiring and 
informative shopping experience. In 
our EAN interview, Élodie tells us more 
about this experience, and she also 
talks about her own inspiration for 
opening an online shop for sex toys. 
Oh, and if you’ve ever wondered what 
Vaginal Beer is, this interview will defi nitely 
be of interest to you since Praline & Priape 
distribute this unique product in France, 
Belgium, Luxemburg, and Switzerland.

Erotism always interested and fascinated me
An i n te rv i ew  w i th  É l od ie  Ve rm a s t ,  t h e  f o u n de r  o f  P r a l i n e  &  P r i a pe exclusive

Élodie Vermast, 

the founder of Praline & Priape 

(www.pralineetpriape.com) 



 „Before we talk about Praline 

& Priape, please you tell us a 

bit about yourself. Is it correct 

that you are a sociologist and 

that you also teach at the 

French Institute for 

Sexology?

Élodie Vermast: I’m a 

sociologist, I love to 

understand and make 

things happen. I had 

already worked on the topic of 

sexuality before, and I wanted to 

move things forward. Before Praline 

& Priape, I was doing a lot of work in the 

sector of home help. You could say that I decided 

to help people differently :-).

What can you tell us about the Institute? What are 

the subjects that are on the curriculum?

Élodie: I don’t work at the institute yet. I’m studying 

for now.

What was your motivation to focus on the subject of 

sexuality? What fascinated you about this fi eld and 

this challenge?

Élodie: Erotism always interested and fascinated 

me. It concerns each of us and we all have a 

different relationship to sex. There are as many 

people as sexualities and in sociology, I worked a 

lot on this subject. Then I decided I could do more 

than study. It‘s a huge challenge! As a woman and 

entrepreneur in the erotic business, there are many 

obstacles. When I talk about my activity, men often 

ask me if I test all my products, if I have them all at 

home, and so on. What I answer is ‚When you buy 

a bucket of paint, do you ask the seller if he tried all 

the colours on his wall‘?

We are well into the 21st century – how much 

advanced sexual education do people still need 

today?

Élodie: Society has become more liberal, but 

sometimes I get the impression that we have gone 

back and closed doors that were previously open. 

People need to sort through things, turn away from 

hypocrisy in this area and especially from judgment 

and ignorance. It takes time and there is still fi ghting 

to be done.

There can be no doubt that the internet has 

contributed to fostering the public conversation 

about sex. Do you welcome this 

development or is there also 

reason for caution because you 

can fi nd a lot of misinformation 

on the web?

Élodie: I think the internet 

is a tool for liberation and 

information. People need to 

be cautious about sources of 

information, of course. 

This is an advantage for 

our industry because you can learn 

and discover things in all discretion and 

ask questions that you would never dare 

ask those around you.

When did you decide to use your knowledge to 

create an online boutique for sex toys, etc.?

Élodie: I was bored at work, I really wanted to create 

my own business, to give life to an idea. I have always 

loved helping people, guiding 

them. I am all about good living 

and very passionate about 

everything in this fi eld, so I told 

myself that I could assist others 

and help them enjoy all that is 

possible in that area. I left my 

job, moved to another city, and 

started this new business. The 

best decision of my life.

Why did you decide against a 

brick-and-mortar boutique and 

launch on online shop instead?

Élodie: Two reasons: the cost 

and the targeted audience that 

needs to be seduced discreetly, 

with a digital reputation. It‘s very expensive at fi rst. 

We wanted to be able to move fast and adjust our 

strategy easily, in agile mode. At fi rst, you always 

make mistakes, but they do not cost you too much 

money, and you bounce quickly. With an actual 

shop, it‘s more complicated, you have to go to 

much greater lengths, I think. With regard to the 

target audience, when I did my study, I noticed that 

establishing a shop is always diffi cult in this area, 

and that there is a little work of ‚evangelisation‘ to be 

done with the target audience.

Could you sum up your corporate philosophy for 

us? What sets Praline & Priape apart from the many, 

many online shops that sell sex toys on the internet?

“WE TRY TO HAVE A 

RANGE WIDE ENOUGH TO 

MEET ALL  DESIRES BUT 

WITHOUT THE CUSTOMERS 

GETTING LOST AMID ALL 

THE OPTIONS.“
É LO D I E  V E R M A S T
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Élodie: Our philosophy? Pleasure for all, open up 

this universe to offer a variety of pleasures without 

diluting the thirst for discovery. The brand universe, 

the tone of the brand, and the selections of atypical 

products really differentiate us from others. In 

addition, we work very hard on our SEO strategy 

which allows us to position ourselves vis-à-vis other 

shops. And I sincerely believe that there is room for 

our shop in this market.

Is it correct that you tried to get public funds? 

Which arguments did you present to get the French 

government to support your company?

Élodie: Absolutely! It was very complicated because 

it is taboo and not something the administration deals 

with every day. We had ethics committees judge 

our project. It was necessary to do a lot of talking, 

to reassure, to convince. Talk about eroticism and 

not sex, remove the notion of nude bodies. Also, 

limiting the product range at the beginning, a lot 

of sacrifi ce and motivation. And in the end, we got 

offi cial approval! We are very proud of our shop, we 

now have a bank loan obtained and guaranteed by 

the French state, a public subsidy partly fi nanced by 

Europe, and an investor who believes in our vision.

How would you describe your target audience? 

Which groups of consumers are you catering to?

Élodie: The target audience? It‘s Lisa, a rather 

reserved person who has just turned 30 years old. 

She has never tried erotic products, would never 

dare go to an adult store or really talk to her friends. 

So she discovers the Praline & Priape universe on 

Instagram, soft, reassuring, with a touch of humour, 

and she lets herself be seduced. It is also Ali and 

Meriem, who, after having their fi rst child, need to 

vary their pleasures. In summary, we are addressing 

the 25 to 40-year olds, mostly female, and often in a 

relationship, who want to touch the erotic world.

How do your customers pick the products they buy? 

Is the price the most important thing for them? Or is 

it the brand? The materials maybe?

Élodie: We guide our customers a lot through live 

chat, it‘s not a bot. These are real people like me or 

others on my team who take the time to interact with 

them. On the site, we have created universes, 

atmospheres for people to dive in and discover. 

Because if they do not know the products, how 

should they even know what to look for and or be 

aware of what exists in the market. The materials 

the composition – those things are important, and 

people are paying more attention – as do we.

Competition in the e-commerce 

market is brutal, and you are 

competing with the entire world. 

How do you manage to get the 

attention of new customers and 

bind them to your store in the 

long run?

Élodie: We are aware of the 

giants present on the market, 

which is also why we have 

chosen this strategy. Our 

neophyte customers do not know much about 

erotic products and needs information and advice. 

When they trust us, they become regular customers. 

The communication, the after-sales service, the 

follow-ups, meeting them at events - those things 

are essential. The universe of our brand is designed 

for many different types of people, and by keeping 

things uncomplicated, we make sure to keep the 

customers smiling.

Which channels do you use to interact with your 

customers? For instance, how important is social 

media for your communication strategy?

Élodie: We use Instagram and Facebook a lot to 

interact with customers, to share with them the life 

of the company and the team, and to ask for their 

opinions as well. We also inform them about news 

“WE LOVE FRENCH 

BRANDS:  NATURAL, 

ORGANIC ,  AND FUN.“
É LO D I E  V E R M A S T

The Praline & Priape team
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or offers via a newsletter, but we prefer the social 
media buzz! When we fi nd a product interesting, we 
can easily create a bit of a craze. This is important 
because in this fi eld, there are a lot of obstacles in 
communication.

What qualities are you looking for in the products 

and brands that you consider for your shop?

Élodie: We love French brands: natural, organic, 
and fun. 

How would you describe your product range? 

Élodie: My product range is very dynamic, chic, 
and offbeat. We love the bright colours, the original 
products that suit all erotic worlds. Quality is 
paramount for us, and we set great store by an 
attractive packaging that sticks to our brand 
universe. We try to have a range wide enough to 
meet all desires but without the customers getting 
lost amid all the options.

Y ou are famous for your vaginal beer.  Could you 

explain to our readers what exactly that is?

Élodie: Vaginal beer is a beer with an original 
manufacturing process. In addition to the traditional 
ingredients used to make beer, there are added 
vaginal lactobacilli. It is a good bacteria, pro-biotic, 
used primarily in the manufacture of dairy products. 
This is the originality of the product. A sample was 
taken from two women, Monika & Paulina. These 
samples then go to the laboratory and are cleaned 
and developed in cultures. These bacteria are then 
added to the brewing process with champagne 
yeast. This does not affect the taste, although they 
are both very uniqe, and it is defi nitely an experience. 
The surprise? The label opens and you discover 
the models.

How did you get the idea for that product?

Élodie: We keep up with the news in this fi eld. 
When we saw that a Polish start-up had created this 
beer, we found it great, original, and unusual and we 
thought we had to go for it. Especially in the north 
of France, we love beer! I thought it was related to 
the fi eld indirectly and that it would allow us to make 
ourselves known. Now, we have a very strong 
partnership with the team and we distribute the 
product in France, Belgium, Switzerland, 
and Luxembourg.

R ecently,  P raline &  P riape acquired the F rench 

brand G raine de P laisir. W hat can you tell us about 

G raine de P laisir and about your plans for 

the brand?

Élodie: Graine de Plaisir is a brand that has existed 
for almost 10 years. The products of the brand are 
very soft cosmetics made in France and are sold 
at home parties until this day. This brand caters to 
all women with quality products and a sweet brand 
universe that inspires confi dence. We now have 
the opportunity to reach more people who are new 
to accessorising practices. We plan to expand the 
range, reactivate the network of ambassadors, and 
offer the range to professionals.

And what are your plans for the future of 

P raline &  P riape? 

Élodie: Pleasure for all! We are already working on 
new additions to the Praline & Priape product range. 

In parallel, we are developing our network of 
ambassadresses and going to bars and other 

places where no one would expect us.

The Vaginal Beer that 

is mentioned in the 

interview
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 „ E D C Wholesale is known for its well-

balanced range of private and third-party 

brands.  Will this balance also be 

reflected in your presentation at 

eroF ame?

Evertine Visser: Most definitely, 
visitors will get to see a presentation 
of our house brands and of course 

we will present our extensive 
collection of third-party brands. This 

year, we decided to take a different 
approach, so we will be presenting our 

house brands at the main booth and 
a selection of our third-party 

brands in a booth across from 
us. Some of the third-party 
brands we represent in our 
collection have an amazing 
presentation of their own, and 
who can tell the story of these 
product better than the brands 
themselves? This is why we 
decided not to include all of 
these collections at our 
booth, but to work together 
with the sales teams that so 
our customers will get all 
the information they need 
about these brands and the 
latest product releases, but 
will still be able to purchase 
their supplies from us. We 
are presenting EDC 
Wholesale and its partner 
brands in a big street isle at 
the eroFame trade show.

L et’s start with your private label brands:  F our 

new brands will premiere at eroF ame.  What 

can you tell us about these brands,  which 

product categories will they cover,  and what 

sets them apart from the competition? 

Evertine: Four new - and never seen before 
- brands will premiere at eroFame, and are 
also available to be shipped to our customers 
right after the show. The first brand is Rosy 
Gold, which offers a collection of wand 
vibrators, bullets, eggs, and a G-spot vibrator. 
They all come in the colour rose gold. The 
packaging has a stylish art deco design, and 
the theme of this brand takes us back to the 
‘roaring ’20s. We made a brand commercial 
completely in the style of the 1920s, which will 
be showcased at our booth. Panty Rebel is 
another new brand to be launched at 
eroFame which includes a remote controlled 
lay-on vibrator, including a varied selection of 
panties. We’ve been working on a dildo 
collection for some time now but couldn’t find 
the right design for the packaging. After a few 
brainstorming sessions, we came up with 
trendy and unisex packaging design. Our idea 
for the packaging is that it has to stand out in 
the shop, but it also needs to attract a certain 
target audience. Last but not least, we will 
premiere a masturbator collection called 
Friend with Benefits, offering sleeves, hips, 
and butts from life-like materials and 
stimulating inner structures. Our brands are 
designed by our in-house design team with 
the purpose of making them stand out from 
the competitors by creating not only a 
package but a brand with a philosophy.

EDC Wholesale has something very special planned for this year’s eroFame to showcase 

their comprehensive range of fi rst and third-party brands to maximum effect. In our 

interview, EAN got Evertine Visser to give away a few details in advance of the trade show. 

Evertine, who is in charge of marketing at the Dutch wholesaling company, also told us 

about some other surprises the trade visitors can look forward to in Hanover. 

Four new - and never seen before - 
brands will premiere at eroFame
E ve r t in e  V i s se r  a n d  E D C  Wh o le sa l e ‘ s  p l a n s  f o r  e r oFa m e exclusive

Evertine Visser, 

Marketing Manager 

at EDC Wholesale
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How will you position these four new private brands 

within your range? Do t hey represent additional 

options in existing categories, or  do they fill gaps in 

the E DC r ange? Have they been created in response 

to trends or demand in the market? 
Evertine: We mainly focus on creating a compre-
hensive assortment with a trendy, popular, and 
affordable selection of pleasure products, so new 
brands fill gaps in our range or are an additional 
option to address a different target audience.

Th e Nice & Nau ghty advent calendar and its contents 

are bound to be another highlight of eroF ame. Y ou 

have been advertising this calendar for several 

months, s o what are your plans for the presentation 

in Hanover? 

Evertine: We have a huge Christmas-themed area in 
a separate booth at the show to promote the Advent 
Calendar. Everything will be in line with this year’s 
black and gold limited edition design, including a 
huge Christmas tree with black and gold decoration. 
We have been advertising the calendar for some time 
now, but this will be the first time that customers get 
the see the contents of the calendar, with 24 black 
and gold gifts.

Now ,  let’s talk about your third-party brands. How 

will you present those at eroF ame? I s it true that 

you have a separate booth that is dedicated solely 

to these brands? 

Evertine: Yes, that’s true indeed. We have the 
privilege of partnering with some of our suppliers who 
don’t have a stand at this year’s eroFame. Sensemax 
is one of these partners that will be showcasing their 
products at our partner booth; it’s a brand that we 
recently added to our collection. We’ve experienced 
their VR demonstration ourselves at a show in the 
US, and it was so much fun to actually experience 
the products that we thought it would be exciting to 
bring the VR experience to eroFame. MotorBunny 
has been a tremendous supporter at last year’s show 
and that eroFame was such a success that we 
decided to showcase MotorBunny again this year, 
with new features and a wider selection of products. 
The guys from MotorBunny know everything there is 
to know about the product, the attachments, and the 
complementary app to control the device from 
anywhere in the world. We are also partnering with 
Pornstar Signature Series during the show as this 
brand offers more than just a product. The Pornstar 
Stroker is a full experience and eroFame is the best 
place to present the brand and products to the the 

“WE  MA INLY  FOCUS  ON  CREATING 

A  COMPREHENSIVE  ASSORTMENT 

WITH  A  TRENDY,  POPULAR ,  AND 

AFFORDABLE  SELECTION  OF 

PLEASURE  PRODUCTS . ” 
E V E R T I N E  V I S S E R

The masturbator collection Friend with 

Benefits will have its big debut at eroFame

Rosy Gold is a collection of wand vibrators, 

bullets, eggs, and a G-spot vibrator in rose gold colour

E V E R T I N E  V I S S E R
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trade; visitors will get the chance to see a wide 
selection of strokers, moulded directly from some of 
the hottest stars in the industry. The Kokos mastur-
bators will also be presented at our partner booth. 
These masturbators turn imagination into reality with 
a great variety of internal structures for a lifelike 
experience. Visitors will get to touch and feel the 
high-quality silicone that feels as smooth as the skin 
of a woman.

P lease, t ell us more about your range of third-party 

brands? Have there been new additions in recent 

months? 

Evertine: Yes, we are constantly looking for new 
brands and products to add to our assortment and 
one of the brands that we added most recently is 
HighOnLove, a beautiful collection of superior grade 
lubricating oil blends made with hemp seed oil. We 
are super excited to be partnering with our long-time 
industry friend Angela again - she managed to create 
a gorgeous look for the brand. We added a new 
lingerie collection as well, Rene Rofé, and new styles 
from BeWicked. Also, we added new lines from Doc 
Johnson; The D and Body Extensions strap-on 
systems. XR Brands also added new lines, like 
the Cocksicle and new additions to the XR range. 
Furthermore, we introduced the Fantasy For Her 
line from Pipedream and many new additions to the 
existing range as well as new items from Satisfyer. 
The most recent addition to our collection is the brand 
Liberator; they offer a range of position pillows covered 
in ultra-soft velvet material in designer colours, made 
from dense, supportive foam to smoothly support the 
body for new positions and possibilities. 

Apart from all of these new products, you r customers 

and all eroF ame visitors are invited to your ‚Du tch 

Deliciou s E vent.‘ Wh at delicacies will you be serving? 
Evertine: Last year, we introduced the Dutch 
Delicious Event and brought typical Dutch treats to 
the event. The event was very well received by the 
visitors, so we decided to bring it back this year. We 
will present plates of treats that we would traditionally 
serve at parties, like cheese and mustard, meatballs, 
sausages, but also typical Dutch sweets like ‘drop’ 
(licorice) and cheese sticks. We’re only bringing local 
products to give visitors a taste of Holland - we’re a 
Dutch company and proud of it. For us, this is a great 
way to share our traditions while having a drink and 
mixing business with pleasure and good food.

Real Fantasy: dildos sized from 11cm 

to 33cm with unisex packaging

Panty Rebel includes a remote controlled 

lay-on vibrator and a varied selection of panties

The Nice & Naughty advent calendar plays a big 

role in EDC Wholesale’s plans for eroFame 



A new superhero rises

Introducing the Pulse IV series

PULSE SOLO ESSENTIAL 

and PULSE SOLO LUX

MSRP

ESSENTIAL—€99
LUX—€149

hotoctopuss.com

orders@hotoctopuss.com

orion-wholesale.com 

wholesale@orion.de
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 „ S imul8  is the latest addition to the N exus 

range.  What kinds of products are part of this 

collection?

Monique Carty: Simul8 combines anal sti-
mulation with cock and ball support to deliver 
maximum stimulation to the user whether using 
alone for masturbation or with a partner.  

What sets the S imul8  products apart from the 

competition?

Monique: What always sets Nexus apart, is 
innovation and quality.  Simul8 uses the Nexus 
tried and tested shaft shapes and both are 
made from quality silicone, are rechargeable and 
waterproof.  

When did you get the idea for S imul8 ,  and 

how long did it take to get from that idea to the 

fi nished products?

Monique: We wanted to combine as many 
erogenous zones as possible in one toy to 
create maximum satisfaction. The fi rst product 
moved fast from idea to conception, about six 
months and the second even quicker as we 
already had a basis of what we wanted to 
achieve, we were just changing the shaft. 

T he S imul8  line includes elements of various 

existing N exus products.  I s that a one-time thing,  

or could you see yourself falling back on existing 

shapes and features for more future proj ects,  i. e.  

bringing back elements that have already proven 

effective and successful?

Monique: I think we would be stupid to say we 
wouldn’t utilise them again.  We know these 
shapes work well and that our customers love 
them so to combine them with something new 
makes sense. 

How would you defi ne the target audience for 

S imul8 ? Who are these products made for?

Monique: I think they are perfect for every man, 

any age or sexual orientation. The fact there 
are four pleasure points on these toys make 
them especially appealing. The vibrating shaft 
delivers anal pleasure, the vibrating base delivers 
perineum pleasure whilst the cock ring keeps 
you hard and the testicle ring keeps you going 

for longer. This combination gives you a toy that 
works great for masturbation or partner play. 
Solo, you’re going to experience a plethora of 
stimulation and with a partner you’re going to be 
capable of longer and harder love making.  Men 
with erection issues could also really benefi t from 
these toys as they are being initially stimulated 
and then further supported with the rings. 

Nexus is bringing a lot of 

luggage to Hanover for 

eroFame 2019. Among other 

things, the British brand is 

going to present a brand-new 

collection named Simul8. They 

will also present the fruits of 

their do-over of the top-selling 

Revo line that the international 

trade members are curiously 

awaiting. EAN spoke with 

Monique Carty, Director of 

Nexus, about the new products 

and the competition in the 

segment of anal/prostate toys.

 We are always looking at 
ways to improve and innovate
Monique  Ca r t y  t a lk s  S i mu l 8  a n d  th e  op t im i se d  Re v o  c o l l ec t i on exclusive

Monique Carty, Director of Nexus

“WHEN ENOUGH PEOPLE 

ARE  ASK ING  FOR 

SOMETHING  YOU  HAVE  TO 

S IT  UP,  L ISTEN  AND  ACT. “
M O N I Q U E  C A R T Y
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S o far, you  have introduced two S imul8 p roducts. 

Are there more additions in the pipeline?

Monique: Potentially yes, we are currently working 
on some other launches but we have some ideas we 
are developing for next year.

At the end of August, you  overhauled the entire Revo 

collection - a product line that has been very popular 

for a very long time. Wh y was this facelift necessary?

Monique: We always want to deliver the best quality 
product we can and as time and technology moved 
on, we realised that we could make improvements. 
The range evolved organically, and improvements 
were made with each model launched. This overhaul 
brought every toy in line and made it the best version 
of itself. 

Could you tell us more about how you improved the 

products? Which aspects were changed?

Monique: The entire range is now waterproof, which 
is something we were unable to achieve when we 
fi rst launched Revo. Each toy now has the same six 
modes of vibration for the perineum massager. The 
rotation on the shaft is now bi rotational and the 
shaft is stronger. The remote controls are now also 
waterproof and rechargeable. All in all, the toy is vastly 
improved and we have managed to keep the price 
the same.

Res ponding to consumer demand, you  are also 

bringing us Revo E xtreme. Wh at makes this product 

extreme?

Monique: The word extreme is really just referring to 
the size of the shaft. We created Revo Slim due to 
customer demand and the same can be said for 
Extreme. When enough people are asking for 
something you have to sit up, listen and act. 

Th e competition in the market for anal & prostate toys 

seems to be getting fi ercer by the day. How d oes 

Nexu s navigate this challenging marketplace, an d is 

this endeavour made easier by being an established 

brand?

Monique: We have never been complacent. We are 
always looking at ways to improve and innovate.  Of 
course, being an established brand in the anal sector 
helps but you have to keep delivering or that place 
will be taken by a brand more deserving.               

A new addition 

to the Revo line: 

Revo Extreme 

Nexus maximises 

anal pleasure 

with Simul8

s 
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 „ When did you launch your fi rst 

Happy Rab bit products? How big is 

the collection today?

Jade Bawa: Lovehoney B2B fi rst launched 
Happy Rabbit in the market in January 2018, 
and since then, it’s added a range of rabbit 
vibrators to the collection. This includes 
Classic, Elite, Slimline, and Mini rabbit vibrators 
as well as clitoral vibes and cock rings. In 
August 2019, Lovehoney added three new 
couples toys and silicone storage bags to the 
Happy Rabbit collection, targeting the couples 
and accessories market. 

What is your explanation for the continued 

success of Happy Rab bit?

Jade: Put simply, Happy Rabbit offer the best 
rabbit vibrators at the best price point, with 
a toy for everyone. Developed using honest 
customer reviews, the Happy Rabbit brand 
is a real crowd pleaser, but it doesn’t stop at 
consumers. Lovehoney also produce compre-
hensive Happy Rabbit POS materials, giving 
retailers educational merchandise for their store, 
and provide store training, digital documents, 
and product videos, helping you and your staff 
become the ultimate Happy Rabbit experts. 

Now you  are ushering in a new phase by 

presenting Happy Rab bit for couples. Wh at 

can you tell us about these new products?

The Happy Rabbit collection has grown 

steadily since its launch at the beginning of 

2018, and the latest additions hit shelves 

this August when Lovehoney brought us 

three new Happy Rabbit products, all of 

which are aimed at the couples segment. 

Obviously, these products and the lasting 

success of the collection are the main 

topics of our EAN interview with Jade 

Bawa, Sales Executive at Lovehoney.

Happy Rabbit off er the best rabbit vibrators 
at the best price point, with a toy for everyone

The  n ew  Ha pp y  Ra b b i t  p ro d u c ts  a re  a i me d  a t  c o u p l es exclusive

Jade Bawa, Sales 

Executive at Lovehoney
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Jade: The new couples-focused collection includes 
a strapless strap-on, strap-on with harness, and 
wand. Introducing the iconic rabbit ears to three new 
shapes, all of the new toys enable couples to enjoy 
Happy Rabbit pleasure together and are also 100% 
waterproof, USB rechargeable, and come with a 
travel lock for peace of mind.

What makes these products couples toys,  or put 

differently,  can’t all Happy R abbit be used by couples?

Jade: Whilst other toys in the Happy Rabbit range 
can be used by couples, the cock ring and clitoral 
vibrator for instance, the brand has been targeted at 
a solo market in the past. The new phase includes 
toys that can only be used by a couple, including 
the strapless strap-on and strap-on with harness, 
opening the collection up to a new audience of cou-
ples looking to take their play to the next level. 

Which qualities are absolutely necessary for a 

product to appeal to couples?

Jade: Toys that are marketed at couples should 
look to be an extension of their intimacy, not a 
replacement, and should look to help them have an 
even more fulfi lling sex life. Products should also not 
be intimidating in size or shape as it needs to appeal 
to more than one person, plus it needs to be versatile 
to appeal to both the user and their partner. 

Will there be P OS  materials to accompany the launch of 

this new phase for Happy R abbit?

Jade: Lovehoney B2B is excited to launch all new POS 
to support the launch of our next phase of Happy Rab-
bit toys, including branded acrylic shelves, headers and 
toy stands, as well as video for TV and Powerpoint and 
security tethers. Come along and see our new offering 
at this year’s eroFame show, the Lovehoney B2B team 
will be at booth 14. 

D o you already have plans for more 

Happy R abbit products?

Jade: Absolutely! In fact, you don’t have long to 
wait, and you can see even more exciting toys from 
the Happy Rabbit range later on this year, so watch 
this space.
               

“THE NEW COUPLES FOCUSED 

COLLECTION INCLUDES A 

STRAPLESS STRAP ON,  STRAP ON 

WITH HARNESS AND WAND.” 
J A D E  B AWA
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Nuru massage gel
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Discover the unique texture of our Nuru Gel.
Mix it with water to create an incredible, 
slippery but non-greasy gel that lubricates 
and moisturizes the skin. Ideal for forplay, 
our NÜ gel will soon become your essential
to practice erotic and sensual massages. 
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 „ At last year’s eroF ame,  Amor 

G ummiwaren made quite the 

impression with your private label 

lubricants.  D o you think you can 

repeat that success this year?

Arno Doll: Definitely! We have used 
the momentum of last year’s show 
– which was indeed very 
successful for our company – to 
further evolve as a brand. Getting 
official approval for our formulations 
from additional authorities, we now 
have green light to sell our products 
in more markets, including the 
United States. 

How exactly has your company 

evolved throughout the past 

twelve months? What has 

changed in terms of product 

development and production 

capacities?

Arno Doll: We have experienced 
a major uptick in sales these past 

twelve months, which definitely had to do with 
our successful presence at eroFame. As a 
result, we were forced to ramp up our 
capacities. Now, we are in a position to 
supply all types of products within a very 
short period. We have made long-term 
investments to upgrade our production 
facilities in order to meet this huge demand. 

Considering this growth of Amor Gu mmiwaren, 

what is the secret of your success? What are 

your strong points? What sets you apart from 

the other companies in this segment?

Arno Doll: We are reliable, we offer favourable 
prices, and we are very quick when it comes 
to realising new projects. At present, our 
range includes roughly 1200 different items 
with registered, certified formulations. And in 

addition to lubricants, we also offer a line of 
high-quality massage oils. Topping off all of 
this is the fact that we meet all requirements 
for certification that are required at the 
moment or will be required in the near future, 
making us a partner you can trust, not just 
today, but in the long run. 

I s it correct that your lubricants now also have 

the approval of the F D A ( the American F ood 

and D rug Administration) ?

Arno Doll: Yes, we are happy and proud to 
announce that all of the formulations we 
presented to the FDA have been met with 
approval. Some have already received the 
FDA certification, the rest will follow soon, and 
beginning with the first quarter of 2020, we 
will be ready to export to the United States.

How important is this step for your 

company? What opportunities arise from 

the F D A approval?

Arno Doll: We have been working toward this 
moment for a long time, it was a very 
time-consuming and costly process. But 
given the massive brick-and-mortar segment 

Amor Gummiwaren are 

well-prepared for this year’s 

eroFame. In order to make the 

same kind of splash they made 

last year, the team will bring 

lots of interesting products 

to Hanover – and also some 

interesting news, for instance 

that their lubricants are now 

FDA-approved, meaning they 

will be exported into the US 

from spring 2020. Arno Doll 

from Amor’s marketing and 

distribution department tells 

us more about these latest 

developments.  

Beginning with the fi rst quarter of 2020, 
we will be ready to export to the United States
Am o r  G umm i w a re n  i s  i n  t h e  m oo d  f o r  exp a n s i on exclusive

Arno Doll from the marketing and sales 

department of Amor Gummiwaren

”WE ARE RELIABLE, WE 

OFFER FAVOURABLE 

PRICES, AND WE ARE VERY 

QUICK WHEN IT COMES TO 

REALISING NEW PROJECTS.“
A R N O  D O L L
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Let your imagination take you beyond your limits with Blaze Luxury Fetish 
BDSM products, one of the recent additions to the Tonga DreamToys 
product lines. Good quality products at affordable prices is what DreamToys 
stands for and this line features an array of bondage products, designed for 
comfort and is real value for money. 

BDSM
h Bla
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in the United States, we are convinced that this 
market holds great potential for our brand. We are 
very hopeful and very excited, and we will use this 
year’s eroFame to meet with potential distribution 
partners and talk about possibilities for collabora-
tions. We are confident that we offer the full 
package and that nobody else in this segment can 
match our quality.

I s there a E uropean equivalent to the F D A,  maybe a 

comparable institution?

Arno Doll: Lubricants are also rated class 2a 
medical products in Europe. They are certified by 
independent bodies. Here in Germany, it is TÜV, the 
technical inspection association.

How would you describe the current situation in the 

lubricant segment? T here are so many products and 

brands –  is there enough demand to match the 

supply? 

Arno Doll: The current development in the lubricant 
market is comparable to what happened in the 
condom market several years ago. This is a gigantic 
market. Some time ago, you’d only find one or two 

products on the shelves of the local drugstore; now, 
you can pick from 30 or 40 different items. 
Lubricants have become socially acceptable. People 
know that they make for better sex, and many 
products offer additional effects such as cooling or 
warming properties. They are everyday products in 
modern bedrooms. So, there is definitely enough 
demand to match the supply. And according to 
Nielsen, the market has seen growth in the 
double-digit percentage range in recent years. 

And what about the future? How can Amor 

G ummiwaren continue to grow?

Arno Doll: We focus on strengthening existing 
collaborations within the market. There is still a lot of 
potential to be mined, and we intend to do so through 
new products, meaningful additions, and diversifying 
our channels of distribution. There is a whole bunch of 
great ideas floating around, and we are currently in the 
process of assessing their feasibility. Apart from that, 
we are have already entered into negotiations with 
some of our big partners in Europe. Every week, we 
get new requests from various segments of the 
market. Obviously, we are also looking for new 
partners in the United States to introduce our range of 
products to the American market, and we hope to find 
many of them at eroFame.

“WE ARE ALSO LOOKING 

FOR NEW PARTNERS IN 

THE UNITED STATES TO 

INTRODUCE OUR RANGE 

OF  PRODUCTS TO THE 

AMERICAN MARKET.“
A R N O  D O L L

Arno Doll, Lena Nitro, Amor 

CEO Michael Dills, and his 

daughter at eroFame 2018 
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eroFame is an established launch pad for 

new products, offering trade members an 

opportunity to get fi rst-hand information about 

potential future top-sellers. Of course, at the 

end of the day it is up to the consumers to 

decide which products do become top-sellers. 

And consumer magazine MODERN EMOTION 

is a perfect platform for producers and brands 

to reach the public and create awareness 

for their latest products. Launched in August 

of 2012 as a collaboration between ORION 

and Mediatainment Publishing 

Verlags GmbH, MODERN 

EMOTION has introduced 

the consumers to many 

a new product. In our 

interview with Claudia 

Jensen of ORION 

Wholesale, we talk 

about the upcoming 

holiday issue, 

that will include 

a big trade show 

special, making 

it particularly 

interesting to 

producers 

and brands.

MODERN EMOTION has become an 
indispensable promotional tool for the b2c segment

C laud ia  J en se n  a n n o u n c e s  a  v e ry  s pe c i a l  i s sue  o f  M OD E RN EM OTI O N exclusive

 „ F irst,  let’s talk about the concept and the 

history of M odern E motion.  When was the fi rst 

issue published,  and what was your motiva-

tion to create a b2 c magaz ine for the erotic 

lifestyle?

Claudia Jensen: The fi rst issue of Modern 
Emotion was published in 2012 – this means 
we’ve been around for seven years, and it is 
great to see how well-established our magazi-
ne is in the marketplace today.
Our vision was to create a consumer magazine 
for the erotic market that is appealing to re-
tailers, to producers, and to consumers. And it 
seems we’ve pulled it off: MODERN EMOTION 
has become an indispensable promotional tool 
for the b2c segment.

What can you tell us about the circulation 

and the distribution of the magaz ine? How 

and where does M odern E motion reach the 

consumers?

Claudia Jensen: We publish fi ve issues per 
annum, and the circulation depends on the 
time of year. The two upcoming issues are the 
biggest of the year, with 80,000 and 100,000 
copies respectively. In addition to that, Modern 
Emotion is also available in ePaper form so 
retailers can embed the magazine in their web-
sites quickly and easily. 
Seeing that this is a German-language ma-
gazine, most of the distribution is handled by 
our wholesale clients in Germany, Austria, and 
Switzerland.
If trade members want to use the magazine 
as a promotional tool, all they have to do is 
register at www.modernemotion.de. MODERN 
EMOTION offers direct contact with the target 
audience of the erotic industry, with maximum 
effi ciency and effectiveness.
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S o,  retailers can get M odern E motion from you and 

then use it for their own marketing and for improving 

customer retention?

Claudia Jensen: That is the goal. We consider 
our erotic lifestyle magazine a tool to support the 
retail trade. MODERN EMOTION is geared towards, 
women, men, and couples who are interested 
in erotic products, and it creates interest among 
this audience in a way that is both informative and 
entertaining, inspiring consumers to learn more about 
this world of products.

About the content of the magaz ine:  What are the 

focal points of M odern E motion?

Claudia Jensen: MODERN EMOTION is a print 
product for new products and trends. The erotic 
industry has evolved, there are more and more 
innovative products on the market, and many of 
them need to be explained to the consumers. Our 
magazine is the perfect platform to do that. And of 
course, the top-sellers and classics of the industry 
are also represented in MODERN EMOTION.

We’ll be seeing man new products at eroF ame,  and 

of course,  the consumers want to know about them 

as well.  Can producers and brands approach you 

about presenting their products in M odern E motion?

Claudia Jensen: Why, of course! We’ll have a 
special trade show segment in the magazine, and it 
is always great when producers approach us directly 
so we can cover their highlights and innovations in 
MODERN EMOTION.

How do you pick the products that get coverage in 

your magaz ine?

Claudia Jensen: Each issue has a special theme. 
The upcoming issue will be particularly interesting 
in that regard because it is the holiday/Christmas 
issue of MODERN EMOTION. It will be fi lled with new 
products from the fall trade shows and great ideas 
for erotic Christmas gifts - a perfect way to inspire the 
consumers to visit the local erotic store as the holiday 
season approaches.

D o producers have to provide any materials for you to 

feature their products in M odern E motion?

Claudia Jensen: Actually, when it comes to trade 
show coverage, we take all the photos ourselves, and 
we get information about the products at the booths. 
Other than that, it is always great when companies 
provide us with product images and existing editorial 
texts we can use for reference.

I  take it producers and brands can also place ads in 

M odern E motion?

Claudia Jensen: Yes, producers can secure ad 
slots, however, we are limited to about 10 pages of 
ads per issue. So you better be quick because we go 
by the “fi rst come fi rst served” principle. We have to 
be fair to our ad partners.

And how can interested companies get in touch?

Claudia Jensen: Well, you can contact me, either via 
e-mail, cjensen@orion.de, or via phone (+49)461 5040 
238. But since MODERN EMOTION is a joint venture 
between ORION Wholesale and Mediatainment 
Publishing, you can also contact Christine Rüter of 
Mediatainment; she is the editor-in-chief of the maga-
zine – her e-mail address is: crueter@mpnow.de.
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Polyester mit Polyurethan beschichtet ist DIE Materialkombi 

der Stunde - und hört sich ziemlich zunächst erstmal eher 

unsexy an. Wenn ihr Euch aber jetzt mal die megaheißen 

Pieces auf diesen Seiten anschaut und wir statt „mit 
Polyurethan beschichtetes Polyester“ einfach mal „Lack“ 

sagen, wisst Ihr, was wir meinen, oder?Der Siegeszug des einst ausschließlich dem 
Fetisch-Sektor zugehörigen Klamottenstoffs ist 
noch lange nicht zuende. Gerade jetzt zur 
kühleren Jahreszeit haben die Designer megaschicke und sexy Stücke aus dem nass 
glänzenden Superstoff für uns in petto, dass die 

Entscheidung ganz schön schwer fällt, welches 
davon unsere Körper künftig in Szene setzen 

soll. Wie zum Beispiel der aufregende Kurvenbe-
toner inklusive String hier links! Die Corsage in 

glänzendem Lack-Schwarz hat eingearbeitete 
Formstäbe und vorne einen Reißverschluss, während 

sie hinten mit einer sexy Schnürung aufwartet. Die vier 

Strumpfhalter sind verstell- und abnehmbar.

Sämtliche auf diesen Seiten vorgestellte Stücke sind aus der Designerschmiede
       Black Level, die fetischorientierte Dessous und Mode für SIE und IHN kreieren.

Good 
Lack mit Sex-Appeal!
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Verführerinnen unter Euch mit diesem 
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Plus: Bralette und Strapsstring aus 

softer, elastischer Spitze im Mix mit 

Powernet. Bralette ist mit Strass-

Element am extra tiefen Dekolleté und 

Hakenverschluss im Rücken verziert. 

Der Strapsstring hat 6 verstell- und 

abnehmbare Strumpfhaltern sowie 

einen abknöpfbaren Stringteil.

ELEGANZ TRIFFT SEXAPPEAL

Das Strapshemd von Cottelli Collection Plus setzt Eure 

weiblichen Rundungen atemberaubend in Szene! Es 

besteht aus transparentem Powernet mit extra breiten 

Trägern, edlem Flockprint-Einsatz an den leicht 

gefütterten Bügel-Cups und am Bauch sowie einer 

durchgehenden Hakenverschluss-Leiste im Rücken.
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 „ Jes -E xtender was launched in 1995, 

M aleE dge in 2008, an d both brands are still 

highly successful. Wh at is your explanation for 

this lasting success?

Klaus Pedersen: With the many years of 
product development and a +20-year 
customer base offering us extensive user 
knowledge, we know what we are doing! As 
the original inventor of the ‚penile traction 
method‘ (permanent penis growth, device-
based, a solution of growth by way of a device 
delivering continuous traction on the penis), we 
had a head start in 1995 as ‚the only available 
product‘ on the market. We have managed to 
maintain our position as the market leader. 
The Jes-Extender brand was and is the ‚royal‘ 

market leader of penis 
traction devices. With the 
launch of the MaleEdge 
brand in 2008, we also 
introduced a new and 
patented 2nd generation 
technology that has proven 
a strong parallel brand to 
the Jes-Extender.

With your products, you  

have created your own 

category, ‚P ermanent P enis 

Gr owth.‘ Does  that make 

you are a pioneer and a 

market leader in one? 

Where can you go from 

here? What are your 

goals for the future of 

these brands and this 

product category?

Klaus: Yes! We are the 
pioneer in this vertical 
segment of the adult 
market. To stay ahead of 
the competition, we aim 

to offer the broadest range of devices, the 
highest quality of products, and an unequaled 
guarantee: ‚It works for you or we refund your 
investment‘! Our future plans involve further 
developments in technology, also achieving 
offi cial registrations and approvals, including 
being registered as FDA-cleared for the US 
market. Since 1998, we have had medical 
documentation available as the only 
device-based method to actually deliver 
permanent growth results (the only other 
known successful method is penis surgery). 
And our products have positive side effects, 
one being that it partly cures a condition called 
‚peyronies‘ as well as many users reporting 
stronger erections over time. Going forward, 
we will also focus on those things. For the adult 
market, we are now investigating options to 
partner with other major male-focused brands. 
And of course, we will push our marketing 
and sales efforts to achieve greater brand 
awareness. We still believe we have a unique 
offer and a solution you can’t get anywhere els 
… you cannot use a toy, a cream, a pill or a 
pump to achieve permanent growth! But you 
can use what we offer.

Now , in  time for eroF ame, you  are presenting 

a relaunch of your brands. Wh y did you 

decide to make these rather comprehensive 

changes?

Klaus: We went ‚behind the scenes‘ so to 
speak to rediscover our brands, Jes-Extender 
and MaleEdge. Our focus was to identify 
and either reconfi rm or fi nd a new archetype 
for each brand. We contracted a successful 
re-branding company, who have worked with 
many global brands, with the aim of redefi ning 
our brand platform (brand mission, vision, 
brand personality, and brand promise). At the 
end of an extensive process, we are proud to 
present these results for our brands:

Klaus Pedersen, Managing 

Partner DanaLife & 

DanaMedic has given his 

brands, Jes-Extender and 

MaleEdge, a thorough 

overhaul, and in our EAN 

interview, he talks about the 

results of this rebranding 

effort. We learn that each 

brand has been reimagined 

based on a specifi c archetype, 

fi ttingly titled ‚The Ruler‘ and 

‚The Explorer‘. And of course, 

Klaus also tells us how this 

rebranding benefi ts the 

retail trade.

Our focus was to identify and either 
reconfi rm or fi nd a new archetype for each brand

R e b ra n d in g  f o r  J e s -Ex t en d e r  &  M a le E d g e  exclusive

Klaus Pedersen, 

Managing Partner 

DanaLife & 

DanaMedic
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Jes-Extender      The Ruler – ‚Leading men‘
Goal:  Control, create order from   
  chaos, help people
Traits:  Leader, responsible, 
  organised, role model,   
  administrator
Marketing niche: Help people become   
  more organised, 
  restore order, create more   
  stability and security in 
  a chaotic world
Example:  Microsoft, Barclays,    
  Mercedes-Benz

MaleEdge  The Explorer – ‚Explore yourself‘
Goal:  Finds fulfi lment through 
  discovery and new experiences
Traits:  Restless, adventurous, 
  ambitious, individualistic, 
  independent, pioneering
Marketing niche:  Exciting, risk-taking, authentic
Examples:  Indiana Jones, Jeep, Red Bull

Having this as a base, we have then overhauled all 
aspects of our brands! Product development, 
product packaging, documentation, client support, 
sales, and marketing resources etc. Our brand 
websites were the fi rst to benefi t from the process, 
and have been redesigned and re-adapted to the 
archetype format. From simple things such as 
colours and fonts to SEO text edits, new sales 
fi lms, and more.

How long did this process take and which parts of 

the company were involved?

Klaus: We spent three months doing the analysis, 
and the implementation is never-ending, I believe. We 
chose to try and implement the full list of archetype 
results within our company from A-Z. And we are 
now in an ongoing process to adapt to the traits of 
the archetypes! This ranges from small to big issues, 

K L A U S  P E D E R S E N

Extender      The Ruler – ‚Leading men‘
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ects of our brands! Product development, 
uct packaging, documentation, client support, 

s, and marketing resources etc. Our brand 
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have been redesigned and re-adapted to the 
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w long did this process take and which parts of 

company were involved?

us: We spent three months doing the analysis, 

The Explorer: 

MaleEdge 
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e.g. does each individual message we use refl ect the 
archetype; how do we present not only our brands 
but also ourselves as employees; what does the 
customer support offer and does it match the 
archetype brand, etc.? All our employees are 
involved, and we have seen a very positive effect! 
Across the board, they now refer to either the ‚Ruler‘ 
or the ‚Explorer‘ archetypes, and this now defi nes 
how decisions are made, and how solutions are 
fi nalised and presented.

What was the mission statement for this relaunch? 

What are the goals you wanted to achieve?

Klaus: We wanted to make sure we and our brands 
were not falling behind or perhaps playint it ‚safe‘ 
by remaining the same we’ve ‚always been‘. Two 
concrete mission statements took form: ‚Men lack 
the confi dence to explore life‘ and ‚We inspire men to 
bring out their best qualities‘ - sounds simple, but it 
defi nitely isn’t in real life. We know that our customers 
achieve a permanent bigger penis, and that has a 
life-changing positive effect on a man, with higher 
self-confi dence and the ability to take on a more 
active role in life. 

Th is relaunch is partly based on market analysis, 

studies of your audience and consumer behaviour, 

etc. What were the results of this extensive research?

Klaus: We analysed our own brands and interviewed 
clients. And we also analysed other major male 
brands in the adult sector to identify possible areas 
of competition and overlap. We concluded that the 
abovementioned archetypes represented the best 

match for our brands and that they would enable us 
to position the brands so we remain competitive in 
the future.

What does this step mean for your partners in 

distribution and retail? How will they benefi t from 

this relaunch?

Klaus: Well … as mentioned, we introduced a full-
suit change and brand overhaul! We have adapted 
marketing and sales tools and will now work to offer 
support and help with implementing this new brand 
message in web shops and stores – and we will 
present the new face of the brands for the fi rst time 
at the upcoming eroFame fair show in Hannover.

Th e needs of retailers – b e they brick and mortar 

stores or online shops – var y greatly from store 

owner to store owner. How d id you make sure 

everyone will get what they need out of this relaunch 

and your new marketing resources?

Klaus: Yes, as you say, each shop has their own 
setup. Therefore, we adapt and offer tailored store-
solutions, including product setup/shell presentation, 
handouts to consumers, print/poster marketing 
in-store, and much more. Ideally, we want to tailor 
our offer to any format that is not already covered. 

The Ruler: 

Jes-Extender 
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„ Hein,  COT R  is best known for b-V ibe,  T he 

Cowgirl,  and L e Wand.  What does this new 

distribution partnership mean for your company?

Hein Schouten: SHOTS is growing so fast in 
distribution in Europe that we are looking to add 

all premium brands to our assortment. And 
COTR is a leading brand with products that 
are top of the game in their segment. So for 

us, it was a no-brainer to add them to our 
assortment.

T hese brands - b-V ibe,  T he Cowgirl,  and L e 

Wand - are very popular.  What makes them 

special? What sets them apart from other 

products?

Hein: Each brand has the best toys in their 
segment. And that’s what Alicia and Kim stand 
for. When they do something, they do it right. 
And that’s what the customers want. Not just 
another vibrating wand – no, they make the 
best wand in the world.

Was it always your plan to distribute all three of 

these brands?

Hein: We normally go full assortment from the 
start. Then the market can tell us which products 
are slow and which are the best sellers.

When picking new brands,  do you look for 

products that will help set your company apart 

from the competition.  How important is it that 

element?

Hein: We want to be a one-stop distributor, 
especially for premium and well-known brands. 
We listen to the market. When there is demand, 
we are happy to fulfil that.

b-V ibe and L e Wand cover popular and

common product categories;  T he Cowgirl

however is all about sex machines.  How much

potential do you see for this product category

among your customer base?

Hein: You will be surprised how many high-end 
sex machines we sell per day in Europe. 
Especially online, where customer can buy 
them discreetly. These items are selling really 
well. And for the customer, it is a great value. 
You have to sell a lot of masturbators to equal 
the gross profit compared to selling one 
Cowgirl.

How closely do you work with your customers 

when you pick new brands and products? T o 

what extent does their feedback shape your 

product range?

Hein: Some brands we bring in because 
customers ask for them. They want to buy from 
us, so they ask us if we could carry the line. 
And we will always see if we can.

S o, you ’ve entered into a new distribution 

agreement, t he signature is on the contract – 

what happens next? F or instance, h ow do 

make you sure that your customers know 

about the new products?

Hein: We did the launch at the SHOTS Sales 
Week. All visitors got a full presentation of the 
brands and an incentive to purchase. Now, our 
Sales Team goes on the road to visit all the 
customers and show them b-Vibe / Le Wand 
and Cowgirl. Orders can be given to the sales 
team or placed online on www.shots.nl.

Y ou have entered into a distribution partnership 

with S HOTS . Can  you tell us the reasons for 

this decision?

Kim Faubel: This decision was something we 
have considered for some time. While we do 
have partnerships that we value tremendously 
in Europe, there are still regions and territories 
where we felt our reach could improve. Without 
us personally being in Europe, we have come 
to rely heavily on our European distributors and 
SHOTS has brought in all of our brands 

Hein Schouten, Account 

Manager at SHOTS, and Kim 

Faubel, Sales Director at 

COTR, talk about the 

collaboration between their 

companies that is now 

entering its next phase as 

SHOTS has become the 

European distributor for all 

three COTR brands: b-Vibe, 

Le Wand, and The Cowgirl.

We listen to the market. When there
is demand we are happy to fulfi l that
SH OTS  d i s t r i b u te s  b -V i b e ,  L e  Wa n d ,  a n d  T h e  Co w g i r l  i n  Eu r op e exclusive

Hein Schouten, 

Account Manager SHOTS
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(b-Vibe, Le Wand, and The Cowgirl) so that they may 
aggressively assist in our marketing and sales outreach. 

What qualities are you looking for in distributors and 

wholesalers,  and what are the qualities that S HOT S  

bring to the table?

Kim: When we enter a partnership, it’s important to us 
that our prospects share our values when it comes to 
educational-based content and body-safe products. 
SHOTS’ reputation precedes them, and their customers 
are consistently showering them with high ratings. 
When it came time to make the decision, it seemed like 
a no-brainer to us.

What are your expectations regarding this 

collaboration? 

Kim: We hope to broaden our reach in Europe, overall. 
We think this partnership with SHOTS will help us echo 
the success we have seen in the US.

What is your distribution strategy for E urope? 

Handpicking distributors for certain territories? 

Or working with as many distributors as 

possible to ensure maximum market 

coverage?

Kim: We prefer to hand-pick. Just like in 
the US, we are not interested in 
working with every distributor available 
because we want to be with 
like-minded companies that will give 
us the attention that a boutique 
company deserves and we would 
like for our partners to have a fair 
share in the marketplace instead of 
entering into too many partnerships 
and starting price wars.

How important is the E uropean market for 

your company?

Kim: Europe is tremendously important, 
particularly when it comes to our wholesale 
division. To find retailers and distributors that 
are ‚on-site‘ the way we are in the US will be 
incredible valuable for our growth. It will be 
especially nice to be able to debut and launch 
new items with the same enthusiasm and attention 
to detail as we do in the US – we have a lot of 
exciting products from b-Vibe, Le Wand, and 
The Cowgirl on the horizon!

D o you plan on further expanding your distribution 

network in E urope?

Kim: I think for now, we have everything we need 
and want and are looking forward to blooming 
where we are planted with our current partners. 

Are there big differences between working with 

distributors here in E urope and working with 

distributors in the American market?

Kim: I think the biggest difference is really 
proximity and, obviously, the pricing can be a 
hurdle when it comes to shipping, duties, VAT, etc. 
However, this is exactly why we wanted to expand 
our territorial reach with partners like SHOTS; to 
have folks on the ground in the territories that we 
physically are unable to be in as frequently will help 
us and we are eager to share our US successes 
with the European market.

Y our products are more than j ust products:  T hey 

are part of a mission to improve people’s sexual 

wellbeing.  Which steps do you take to motivate 

your distribution partners and their retailers to 

support your mission?

Kim: Thank you so much! This is especially nice to 
hear because our mission has been – and will 
always be – the customer’s experience. 
This is why Alicia has instituted educational based 

content that automatically feeds to our retail 
and distribution partners. We also have 
some new marketing strategies that will be 
put in place in the coming months that will 
provide even more content to our 
partners that they share with their 
accounts and customers. Our focus will 
always be informative for the sake of 
pleasure – so expect our new strategies 
to be chock full of education with a 
healthy dose of fun and entertainment.  
              

“SHOTS’  REPUTATION 

PRECEDES  THEM,  AND 

THE IR  CUSTOMERS  ARE 

CONS ISTENTLY  SHOWERING 

THEM WITH  H IGH  RATINGS . “
K I M  FA U B E L
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„ What’s the mission and philosophy behind 

S pectrum B outique, an d what message do you 

seek to present to your customers?

Zoe Ligon: Spectrum Boutique is an online, 
education-oriented sex toy store, and 
we‘re based out of Detroit, Michigan. While 
Spectrum is a shop, I also like to think of it as 

a catalogue of sexual inspiration -- a place that 
encourages you to stumble into an area you 
didn‘t even know existed, and learn from it. 
Instead of gendering our toys or defi ning them 
by who they‘re for, we treat them like any other 
tool or appliance and suggest possible ways 
they can be used -- because any body can use 

When Zoe Ligon isn‘t running naked through the woods, tweeting about the normalcy of dirty 

underwear, or posting nudes on Instagram that lie somewhere between comedy, erotic art 

and an homage to photographer David LaChapelle, she‘s changing how the world sees sex 

toys. Ligon‘s e-shop, Spectrum Boutique, is one of the most popular, progressive pleasu-

re stores today. Spectrum‘s media coverage seems only usurped by Ligon herself, who is 

ecstatically willing to use herself as a sexual guinea pig of sorts to guide viewers toward 

self-love and liberation. At Spectrum, don‘t bother looking for the ‚men‘s‘ masturbators or the 

‚women‘s‘ clitoral vibes. Ligon is part of the trending masses that believe such gendered ca-

tegories no longer fi t the changing landscape of sexual identity. Moreover, Ligon thinks such 

limiting gender language was never necessary, and that old-fashioned sex toy marketing 

causes consumers more hurt than help. If your toy line is on display at Spectrum Boutique, 

consider yourself a part of the modern sexual revolution lead by stereotype-busters like 

Ligon. In her fi rst interview with the European trade industry, Ligon brings EAN up to speed 

on the lightning-quick progression of the current consumer climate.

I want intimacy, sexuality, and the 
conversations we have about it to be de-stigmatized

Spectrum Bout ique  i s  an  u l t ra-progress ive  e- ta i le r  w i th  a  focus  on  the  future  of  sexua l i t y exclusive

(c) Chloe Sells (c) Chloe Sells
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just about anything! I want intimacy, sexuality, and the 
conversations we have about it to be de-stigmatized, 
but the only mission I have with Spectrum is to be as 
honest and transparent as possible. I like to let it all 
hang out without trying to shock people. Spectrum is 
an array of ideas, and the reader/customer can glean 
whatever resonates with and empowers them.
As an ethical retailer, h ow do you choose what 

products to offer? What are some customer 

favorites?

Zoe Ligon: I research each product to make sure 
that it is made from body-safe materials, and read 
reviews (or try the item myself) to make sure that it’s 
all designed. Though not all sex toys work on EVERY 
body, it’s important that there is pleasure potential for 
some user out there! The most popular toys we carry 
are the Polka Dot Jollet [silicone dildo], the Magic 
Wand (of course), the Pure Wand, and our CBD 
lubes. People also love the inexpensive toys (like the 
ones by Blush and VeDO) because they are are pretty 
reliable and high quality for affordable sex toys!

What sex-ed or sexually explorative topics are your 

customers most curious about at the moment?

Zoe Ligon: The questions we receive change 
throughout the years, but currently I have been 
receiving a lot of questions about how you can be 
orgasmic during penetrative sex if you’re someone 
with a vulva. Mostly, it’s heterosexual cis women 
asking this question. People are still under the 
impression that penetration alone can create an 
orgasm, but most people require external stimulation 
or external paired with internal stimulation to orgasm. 
It’s often a diffi cult conversation to navigate, because 

people fear their partners will feel replaced or 
emasculated if a vibrator is used externally during 
penetrative sex — and even using a hand to manually 
stimulate the clitoris can feel like a diffi cult thing for 
some to incorporate into playtime. Because we 
as a society have been taught that sex equals a 
penis going into a vagina, clitoral stimulation is often 
overlooked. I just tell people honestly that I must use 
a vibrator during penetrative sex if I have any desire 
to orgasm, and that can take away some of the fear 
and discomfort knowing that even a sex educator like 
me doesn’t get off from vaginal penetration alone.

Y our social media presence and personality is such 

a huge part of your brand. Wh y is it so important to 

connect with your customers on an honest, p ersonal 

level nowadays?

Zoe Ligon: I think that some sex education can 
alienate people when it feels too prescriptive or 
assumptive — and a lot of sex ed out there comes off 
that way to me. There are no ‚should‘s‘ in sexuality, 
so I think it’s important to fi rst empower a person to 
determine their own wants and needs before you’re 
giving them specifi c tips on the mechanics of sex. 
Instead of telling people what to do, I’d prefer to help 
them feel like they’re comfortable determining and 
negotiating their needs, and everything falls into place 
more easily once that’s established. I don’t claim to 
have sex ‚fi gured out‘. Being really present in your 
body and sexuality is a vulnerable space for some 

(c)  Elizabeth Renstrom for Salty World

(c)  Elizabeth Renstrom for Salty World
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Zoe Ligon: So many areas! It’s great that more 
women are CEOs, founders, and owners of sexuality 
businesses lately, but we need to support more black 
women, women of color, LGBT+ and disabled people 
having leadership positions in the industry. How can 
toys be inclusive when the backgrounds of their 
creators is fairly homogenous? Toys themselves, as 
well as packaging, need to represent the diversity of 
humans — but as long as the pool of people profi ting 
off of and creating products at the top of the food 
chain are lacking diversity, products cannot be truly 
inclusive either.

What are your next big plans for S pectrum in the 

coming years?

Zoe Ligin: Since we upgraded and expanded our 
order fulfi llment system behind the scenes this past 
spring, we‘ve turned our attention to creating a lot 
of new educational features. Spectrum is working 
on a lottttt of new tools that we have been carefully 
developing for launch in 2020 -- but it‘s too soon for 
me to say any more. What I will say is that Spectrum 
is going to be a lot more interactive! 

of us, myself included. When I share my own fears 
and struggles with intimacy, my hope is that it sparks 
a thought process in someone else that ultimately 
leads to their own unique process of unpacking their 
relationship with intimacy. I feel like we have plenty of 
researchers and academics out there who can teach 
at us, but I am also learning as I teach, and I want to 
demonstrate one way someone can dig deeper and 
try harder.

Do y ou notice any major  differences between 

your American and E uropean customers? Or ju st 

Americans and E uropeans in general when it comes 

to attitudes about sex and sex toys?

Zoe Ligon: I can’t say I notice any major difference 
in attitudes towards sexuality. I think that the internet 
and the advent of streaming porn have made us all 
more similar in our perceptions of sex. I also am not 
consciously comparing and contrasting customers 
based on their location. I think the only thing that 
is unique about the US is that circumcised penises 
are the norm here, and many Americans have no 
experience or understanding of foreskin. I believe 
the practice is violent, traumatizing, and completely 
unnecessary. While there are other Americans who 
agree with me, it’s a really diffi cult conversation to 
have if you are someone who has been circumcised 
or are a parent who chose to circumcise their child, 
so it can be a very triggering topic when I educate 
about foreskin.

Where can the sex toy industry continue to improve 

to become more inclusive and understanding of all 

consumers?

This interview is 

contributed by 

Colleen Godin, EAN 

U.S. Correspondent

Pictures
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(c) Eileen Tjan
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 „ 1 0  years L oving J oy - how do you 

celebrate your birthday? And can your 

customers celebrate with you?

Sebastian Gonzalez: Thank you, it’s a great 
feeling to have a brand maturing into a full 
decade of trading in the adult industry. It’s an 
achievement we take seriously; we are very 
proud and happy that our little in-house brand 
has grown so much, and we can’t wait to take 
on the next 10 years!
While a birthday cake would be nice, we 
decided to celebrate with the one thing 
Loving Joy does best – by launching new 
products that are promising to be real 
blockbusters and offering prices to our 
customers that can guarantee large margins 
and great profits for them.
We are only really happy if our customers are 
happy, so we will have some fantastic 

introductory offers on the latest releases, 
making the newest Loving Joy toys irresistible 
for retailers and consumers alike.

B rands come and go.  What are the reasons 

why L oving J oy has been on the market for 

ten years now? What are the unique selling 

points of the brand? 

Sebastian: When we first launched Loving 
Joy, our primary brand objectives revolved 
around quality and price point and to be 
honest, this hasn’t really changed in the last 
decade at all. We still prioritise these things 
above everything else when developing new 
products and this approach has helped us 
build a great rapport with retailers who can 
offer high quality toys that will make them a 
healthy margin too. 
You can pick up a Loving Joy product and 
see that the quality is the same, if not better, 
as toys from bigger, older, more well-known 
brands, and chances are that the price will 
be much more generous too. We’ve also 
spent a lot of time developing and renewing 
our packaging for the brand, so it became a 
more aesthetically coherent, stylish and 
modern line that looks great on displays and 
online listings alike.
Loving Joy also has some unique products 
that you won’t see from anyone else, like the 
Loving Joy DUA vibrator with interchangeable 
attachments. It was voted as the third best 
vibrator by the prestigious Good 
Housekeeping Magazine Tried & Tested 
Panel’s yearly review and proved to be very 
popular with UK industry experts like Cara 
Sutra and Violet Fenn.
We also offer a Buy Back Guarantee on all 
Loving Joy products and this is a big selling 
point as it means that our trade customers 
can purchase larger quantities of toys with the 
assurance that if they can’t sell them for 

A new brand appears on the 

market, has its time in the 

sun, and then it disappears 

again. Such is the cycle of life 

for most brands in the erotic 

industry. Only few manage 

to persist and have a lasting 

impact. One of them is the 

Loving Joy brand, presented 

by Net1on1 Wholesale, 

which is now celebrating its 

tenth anniversary. Sebastian 

Gonzalez, Sales Manager at 

Net1on1 Wholesale, takes 

EAN on a journey back to 

the beginnings of Loving Joy, 

and he tells us how the brand 

evolved throughout the years in 

an ever-changing marketplace.

It’s a great feeling to have a brand maturing 
into a full decade of trading in the adult industry

10 yea r s  o f  L ov in g  J oy  exclusive

Sebastian Gonzalez, 

Sales Manager of 

Net1on1 Wholesale 
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whatever reason, they can send them back to us for 
a credit note to be used against future orders. This 
proves our complete trust in the brand, and I think 
that trust trickles down to our customers and 
eventually to the consumer too.

T en years ago,  what made you decide to launch your 

own brand and which expectations did you have?

Sebastian: When Loving Joy was launched back in 
2009, our primary goal was to create a cool brand that 
will be associated with good quality and good value for 
money. We set out to make Loving Joy an affordable 
line of sex toys that doesn’t look ‘budget’ but can 
provide an entry point for new users. The brand was a 
lot more supplementary to Net1on1 back then, but it 
quickly took on a life of its own and became a sales 
force to be reckoned with. 
Now, Loving Joy is a globally popular name in the 
adult industry with mainstream media recognition and 
sellers all over the world – while we obviously had high 
expectations upon launching the brand, I don’t think 
any of us expected just how big we will be able to 
grow and how proud we’ll feel about the brand’s 
development throughout the years.

T en years is a long time in which our market has 

changed dramatically.  How has L oving J oy developed 

over this period? 

Sebastian: The market has definitely changed 
dramatically, and I would say that it has changed for 
the better. The industry as a whole is on the forefront 
of fighting for important social changes regards to 
gender equality, LGBTQ-rights, sex- and body-
positivity. Sex toys no longer belong solely to grubby 
back alley shops, they’ve become mainstream, they 
are endorsed and talked about by celebrities and 
featured in popular TV programmes.

Additionally, with smart-technology and the internet 
becoming ubiquitous at every level of society, 
consumers are more empowered to make informed 
purchasing decision, they research a lot more before 
committing to buy so online reviews can make or 
break a product.
It’s crucial for brands to adapt to the quickly changing 
conditions of the market, so while we focused our 
entire product sourcing strategy on chasing the best 
possible margins for our customers, we also spent a 
lot of time and energy updating the image and overall 
feel of the brand. We set out to reduce plastic in all 
Loving Joy packaging and we are on course to 
achieve our targets in relation to this by 2020. We 
updated, modernised and simplified the packaging of 
our classic bestsellers like the Loving Joy Anal Beads 
or the Bound to Please Nipple Clamps and seen sales 
increase exponentially.
We also released some more upmarket toys in the last 
couple of years like the aforementioned DUA or the 
Loving Joy VITA rechargeable wand. These target a more 
affluent consumer who wants high quality and happy to 
invest in their pleasure without splashing out on huge 
price tags that usually come with bigger brands.  
Of course, this doesn’t mean that we are moving away 
from affordable, lower-priced products, they have a 
very important place in the Loving Joy range both for 
consumers looking for simpler items and retailers who 
make their living on bread-and-butter type of sex toys.
Loving Joy continues to develop to reflect changes in 
the industry and society at large, but with keeping our 
customers’ interest at the forefront of every brand-
related decision we make. It’s a winning combination 
that worked for us for the last 10 years and we are 
keen to carry on with this strategy for the next 10 too.

Which trends have had the greatest influence on 

L oving J oy and which ones are currently having the 

greatest impact? 

Sebastian: I don’t think we are alone with this answer, 
but the greatest influence just has to be the Fifty 
Shades of Grey phenomenon. The books and 
especially the movies have fundamentally changed the 
industry, and rocketed bondage into the mainstream 
consciousness of people – people who never 
considered using restraints or impact play toys in the 
bedroom before suddenly were after floggers and cuffs 
and clamps. It opened up the sex toy industry to new 
demographics and shaped consumers’ perception of 
the market.
As a result, we launched numerous bondage ranges in 
the last couple of years which all sold extremely well, 

For a decade now, 

Loving Joy has 

focused on offering 

great quality at 

great prices
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and still do. We now have an 
extensive nubuck leather 
bondage line, Bound, 
and its black version, 
Bound Noir, as well as a 
vegetarian-friendly, silicone 
bondage range within the Bound to 
Please sub-brand. Fetish has become 
one of our bestselling categories and it’s a 
catalogue that we always look to expand 
even further.
Recently, we have seen a jump in demand in 
couples’ toys, so we have been launching 
numerous remote-controlled toys. Our latest big 
release is the Loving Joy TUX Remote Controlled 
Couples’ Cock Ring that will retail at £49.99 (approx. 
€54.99). It’s brilliant value for the consumer, but what’s 
better is that retailers can pick it up for around £13.99 
(approx. €15.30) so they can make a huge margin 
while offering this stylishly packaged, high quality, 
silicone, remote-controlled sex toy.

Where do the ideas for new products come from? And 

how often do you extend the line? 

Sebastian: We are looking at consumer trends, we 
listen to retailer feedback and we continuously review 
our own catalogue for any potential gaps, but nothing 
can 100% guarantee the market’s reaction. We receive 
a lot of samples, so we tend to pick products that our 
entire team is passionate about and we often have a 
clear vision of how the new toy will fit into the larger 
Loving Joy catalogue well before the first unit arrives 
from the factory.
Admission to the Loving Joy brand does not come 
easy, we have very high standards of quality and a 
pretty strict criteria around pricing so products have to 
tick a lot of boxes before we slap our much-loved 
brand name on them. And to be honest, this is exactly 
how we raised the profile of Loving Joy – by not 
compromising and sticking to our guns when it 
matters the most.

Has there been a ‚ timeless‘  product in the last ten years 

that has always been at the top of the sales charts? 

Sebastian: Well, they are classics for a reason, our 
Jessica Rabbits are still going so strong! They were 
among the first toys we launched back in 2009 and 
they still constantly top our best-selling lists even after 
10 years. I think it’s the classic shape, affordable pricing 
and easy to use functions that attract consumers to this 
day, especially new users who don’t necessarily look for 
loads of different settings explained in complicated 

manuals – they want a toy that will get the job done, a 
toy that they can start using right out of the box.
Ease of use is an often-neglected aspect in the sex toy 
industry, so we really hope that Loving Joy can bridge 
this gap with some more straight-forward, easy to use 
products.

T o put it bluntly,  today in the erotic market,  everything 

is called a brand that has a name and a logo,  but it 

takes much more to actually be perceived as a brand.  

D oes L oving J oy get recognised by consumers? What 

do consumers associate with L oving J oy? 

Sebastian: In our experience, brand awareness is still 
in its infancy when it comes to the general public and 
sex toy brands. Apart from a few notable exceptions, 
we don’t think consumers consider brands as a 
priority when deciding about their sex toy purchases, 
they rather go after price, reviews and function and 
Loving Joy does really well in this climate. We have an 
entire catalogue full of well-priced, well-reviewed and 
innovative products so they have a lot to choose from.
From the consumer’s perspective Loving Joy appears 
as an affordable and stylish option whether they are 
browsing on-line or in store and this is the direct result 
of our very conscious and dedicated product sourcing 
and branding strategy. 
We want to continue to develop the brand so it can 
become the go-to choice for anyone walking into a 
sex shop looking for an easy decision – a brand that 
is associated with being reliable, a brand that takes 
all the anxiety and hesitation out of purchasing a sex 
toy. A brand that both new and experienced users 
can be confident in buying without having to consider 
a million things.

Can you give us an overview of the current line? What 

types of products are there? And what target group 

does L oving J oy focus on? 

Sebastian: Currently the Loving Joy line is made up of 
a whole range of different products. This includes our 
previously mentioned bondage sub-brands, Bound, 
Bound Noir and Bound to Please. The latter – apart 
from a line of silicone restraints and impact play toys 
– also features nipple and clit clamps and metal cock 
rings, so it’s a bit of a mixed bag of fetish SKUs. We 
also have Impound, our bestselling male chastity range 
that has been, to our surprise, a top seller since the day 
we launched it.
Our Precious Metals jewelled metal butt plug range is 
accompanied by the Furry Fantasy brand of fluffy tail 
plugs and we recently launched a glass dildo line with 
Spectrum. So that’s six sub-brands, but then we also 
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have the Loving Joy 
Basics, the Silicone 
Selection and the Real 
Feel toys – these are all 
bread-and-butter type of 
products including dildos, 
male masturbators, a 
universal strap on 
harness, anal beads, 
jiggle balls and more. These, with the high-end products 
such as the VITA and the VERSA, together make up 
Loving Joy as a brand on its own.
Because of the versatility of the Loving Joy product 
catalogue we really couldn’t narrow down our target 
group, we aim to cater to everyone from 18 to 99.

I s a success story such as L oving J oy’s success still 

possible today in view of a market flooded with brands 

and products? 

Sebastian: Loving Joy came to the market at the right 
time and managed to penetrate it quickly thanks to 
some great products at a great price. We are now in a 
very competitive market, so although it is still possible to 
create a new brand, you really need something much 
more unique to separate yourself from others. 
Fortunately, Loving Joy has been on the market for a 
long enough time that it has built a name for 
itself and with the unique products that the 
brand offers, it can really stand out against 
the competition. That being said, it’s 
extremely important to stay ahead of the 
curve in this industry, so we aim to 
innovate, and we only launch new 
sub-brands when we spot an actual gap 
in the market. 

Which channels do you use to market 

L oving Joy?  And how do you support 

your trade partners to sell your 

brand successfully? 

Sebastian: Marketing is not easy in the adult 
industry, and while it is outdated and prudish, most 
platforms like YouTube, Facebook and Instagram still 
block content related to sex and pleasure, so it 
requires creativity to be able to navigate these 
restrictions and succeed. SEO is the most powerful 
weapon in a business’ arsenal at the moment, so our 
www.lovingjoy.co.uk website is fully SEO-optimised 
with loads of unique content promoting the brand 
and the benefits of sex toys in general.
We provide banners, high resolution images and 
easily customisable descriptions for our products and 

publish blogs both with bestseller recommendations 
as well as tips on how to sell sex toys the clever way.
But I think the best way to support our customers 
and partners is by offering Loving Joy toys at the best 
possible prices so they can make a killing when 
selling these products. What better way to motivate 
retailers than delivering top-notch margins on 
top-notch items?

Are you looking for further distribution partners for 

L oving Joy?

Sebastian: Yes. We have seen huge growth with 
Loving Joy in the UK and so we are constantly 
looking for distribution partners to work exclusively 
with in the US, Canada as well as other European 
countries. We have created a win-win-win model with 
the Loving Joy Global Expansion Plan where 
distributors and their customers can make great 
margins on Loving Joy products.
If you would like to inquire about distributing Loving 
Joy exclusively in your country with us, please get in 
touch at sales@lovingjoy.co.uk.

What will happen with L oving Joy in  the future? 

Which plans do you have for your brand in the 

next years?

Sebastian: We will continue to launch innovative 
products with extremely high margins and 
competitive end retail prices under the Loving 
Joy brand. Just this next couple of months we will 
release the TUX cock ring, the FLEX and FLUX 
vibrators, a vibrating prostate massager and a mini 
g-spot massager and a beginner’s bondage kit so 
there’ll be plenty for retailers to cherry pick from.
We also hope to have more distribution partners on 
board to make our best-selling toys available for even 
more people around the world. This is an ambitious 
goal for us, but we can’t wait to work with a variety 
of people from all across the globe.
We will continue to monitor and review our plastic 
use in the packaging of Loving Joy products and 
hope to find alternative solutions to things where we 
couldn’t replace plastic so far.
And finally, you can also expect to see more 
Loving Joy in the press and online as we are
 hoping to move towards a more aggressive 
marketing strategy to push the brand to the 
forefront of the adult industry.
We have global ambitions with Loving Joy and the 
enthusiasm and dedication to go with it too, so the 
next ten years of the brand is set to be even more 
eventful, even more bombastic than the previous!
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 „ T here is a fairly large selection of products 

boasting two motors on the market.  As a matter 

of fact,  having two motors in a toy is often 

mentioned as a selling point.  N ow,  strap-on-me 

is presenting a product that has three motors.  

Why did you need a third motor? What added 

value does this additional motor provide?

Anne Meunier: The answer is very simple: We 
added 3 motors to boost 3 erogenous zones 
including the clitoris which is often overlooked 
by existing strap-ons. The majority of the 
strap-ons on the market have one or two 

motors, one at the edge and on the egg/
inserted part. Our revolutionary third motor is 
located in the middle and it’s made to press 
against your clitoris during use for powerful 
clitoral stimulation.

How did the idea for this new product originate?

Anne: We launched the non-vibrating version 
of our Strap-On in 2018 and we received a 
Red Dot Design Award in April 2019. After this 
success, we decided to improve the non-
vibrating version in order to create the most 
pleasurable Strap-On for both partners. And 
we did it, thanks to its three powerful, remote-
controlled motors and anatomy friendly bend-
able neck. The Vibrating Bendable Strap-on is 
extremely pleasurable for both partners.

F itting three motors in one toy seems like a big 

technical challenge.  How hard was it to create 

this product?

Anne: Yes, it was a big challenge, for two 
reasons:
1. Firstly: The space where the motors are 
located are very close to each other.
2. Secondly: The located vibration should be 
strong enough to stimulate the entire clitoris. 

This November, the latest addition to the 

strap-on-me line will see the light of day: 

the Vibrating Bendable Strap-On, a strap-

on that is powered not just by one or two, 

but by three motors. Anne Meunier, Sales 

Manager at Lovely Planet, tells us more 

about the product and the challenging 

development process.

Our goal is to make pleasurable 
and safe objects for everybody
Vibra t in g  B e n da b l e  S t r a p- On  b oa s t s  th r ee  mo to r s exclusive

“WE ADDED 3  MOTORS TO 

BOOST 3  EROGENOUS ZONES 

INCLUDING THE CLITORIS 

WHICH IS  OFTEN OVERLOOKED 

BY EXISTING STRAP ONS.” 
A N N E  M E U N I E R

Anne Meunier, Sales 

Manager of Lovely Planet
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P lease,  give us more details about the motors and 

their role in this toy.  F or instance,  can they be 

controlled individually?

Anne: Absolutely, our Strap-On is remote-controlled. 
We created an easy to use remote control to make the 
Strap-On experience more intuitive. Each button on the 
remote-control is dedicated to one motor, and each 
motor is independently controllable for tailor-made 
pleasure routines. And because we wanted the remote 
control to be super easy to use, LED lights indicate 
which motor is activated and illustrate each 
vibration mode.

I s the new product an additional option for existing 

strap-on-me fans or are you targeting a new audience? 

Anne: Our goal is to make pleasurable and safe 
objects for everybody. You can be a newbie or an 
experienced user, it doesn’t matter as long as you fully 
enjoy your sexuality and most of all, like to have fun! 

Apart from the three motors,  what sets this new toy 

apart from the other products in your range?

Anne: Our Vibrating Bendable Strap-On is the fi rst 
vibrating and remote-controlled toy of our range. 

What can you tell us about the pricing? D o the three 

motors make for a more expensive product?

Anne: The three motors are not the only reason why 
this toy has a premium price tag, it’s also due to 
the new technology developed for the product, not 
to mention the bendable neck and the high-quality 
material we use. All of that makes it a premium toy.

When will the new toy be available for order?

Anne: Mass production has started and Vibrating 
Bendable Strap-On will be available in November of 
this year. Do not hesitate to contact us to know more. 

Are there other proj ects that strap-on-me has lined up 

for the upcoming months?

Anne: Of course, we are always working on new and 
innovative projects. 
               

This image shows how 

the three motors of the 

Vibrating Bendable 

Strap-On are positioned

New in the strap-on-me 

collection: the Vibrating 

Bendable Strap-On
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 „Was it a long journey from architecture to 
sex toys? 
Ryan Fraga: Design school taught me a lot, 
mostly that I’m better at selling an idea than 
creating - I had a studio professor who 
pointed out that my dominant grades in class 
had more to do with my presentation skills 
than being a good designer. She explained 
that my peers were better artists than me, but 
they couldn’t tell a story or create a mental 
picture like I could. At first, I was frustrated by 
this, but quickly navigated my future towards 
something that I could excel at naturally rather 
than struggling at creating the product. Design 
school also taught me how to spot good 
design and the language of design - very 
important when selling product.  

What was your childhood ambition? 
Ryan Frage: I wanted to be a pilot; the speed, 
the freedom and travel fascinated me. I’m 
infatuated by machines and fast vehicles…I’ve 
owned some really fast cars and totalled some 
of these. 

How did you get into the love toy industry? 
Ryan Fraga: I began my sales career selling 
liquor. I learned so much, so fast. It was 
constant face-to-face interaction with 
customers and long hours, but it taught me 
how to look at a business and assess what 
product I have that will make their offering 
better for their customers.  Wholesale was 
great because I love selling quantity of product.

My first step into adult products was ID 
Lubricants (liquor and lube are very similar in 
many ways.)  Then I moved to toys at Oxballs 
through my great friend Stéphane Donaldson 
who passed away suddenly - one of so many 
gifts of knowing him was taking over his 
responsibilities at the company he wanted me 
to be part of. 

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you 
be doing now? 
Ryan Fraga: I would probably be in 
construction. The building of someone else’s 
creation is something I know I’m good at. 

What was the biggest step in your career? 
Ryan Fraga: Moving from the OC to Los 
Angeles to take my path at Oxballs. This 
company moves like a freight train, we have a 
massive catalogue of products that are design 
driven, so it is easy to craft language to talk 
about the product. Customers love to know 
about this product, it’s not a hard sell.  
Creating new directions, new ways of getting 
this product into the hands of stores and the 
customers has been so rewarding. 

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 
Ryan Fraga: I see a bigger office and an even 
bigger warehouse! In all seriousness we just 
added a second building with a bunch of 
offices and an amazing new showroom, and 
we launched a second brand of product 
called hünkyjunk…it‘s been a big year.

In this edition of Monthly Mayhem, we track Ryan Fraga’s career, from architecture 
to liquor to the erotic industry, or, to be more precise, to becoming Director of Sales 
& Operations of Oxballs. We also talk about his love for machines, engines, and fast 
vehicles, and we learn that, if given the choice, this avid diver would have loved to 
switch lives with Stephen Hawking for a day.
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I’m at home with Oxballs. The working relationship 
I have with the Owner/ Designer Stephen Lane is 
uniquely rewarding. We make decisions fast and 
there are no layers to dig through to get things 
done. I can’t imagine a motivation to leave, or one 
that would create more excitement for me than 
continuing to grow this amazing company. 

How do you envision the future of the love toy 
industry? 
Ryan Fraga: We are unique in this industry; we 
focus on men’s toys, so we are already unique.  
Men’s products are a smaller category, so we 
stand out because our design language is bold 
and strong…This industry in many ways is still 
young, there is so much possibility for new 
creative ideas. The future is what has begun 
already: Sex toys are more popular than ever. 
Once considered fringe or trashy, something to 
hide, toys are now cool and bragged about on 
social media.  We create fun, we make things that 
make people happy…that is why this industry can 
only get bigger and bigger.

What is your idea of a perfect working day? 
Ryan Fraga: Selling pallets and pallets of product 
to start!  We keep all products in stock so seeing 
an order that just came in go out the loading docks 
is my idea of achievement.  Also, it’s my team - 
everyone goes beyond what is asked here, it is an 
amazing group.  I love coaching and cheerleading 
when needed. I learn from leading every day and 
my ideal days include those with a lot of collabora-
tion; without a good team it wouldn’t work.

How do you relax after work? 
Ryan Fraga: Crossfit…Lots of it.  I put a pro gym in 
my home too.  Nothing works better for me than 
intense workouts.  Though living in Los Angeles and 
sitting by the pool in the dreamy SoCal weather is 
the best!  I also like really smart foolish adult cartoon 
television, or David Attenborough nature shows…
When there’s more time, I’m an avid diver, it’s a 
beautiful strange world under water. 

Who would you consider your role model and why? 
Ryan Fraga: I get so much out of interactions with 
other business people, our customers, friends, family…
I am bits and pieces of all the people in my circle and I 
crave to know how other people make life work.  

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to 
someone. Who’s the lucky winner? 
Ryan Fraga: That’s hard and impossible to answer. 
My mom, she is my rock.

Which personal success are you proud of? 
Ryan Fraga: It‘s not just the success, I’m proud 
when I learn and grow from mistakes.  Life is difficult 
and amazing.

What do you particularly like about yourself?  
Ryan Fraga: That list is very long.  Even longer is 
what I need to work on.

Which vice could you never forgive? 
Ryan Fraga: I’m not the right person to ask--I’d say 
I’ll forgive any vice, everyone has flaws everyone has 
good in them.
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What song do you sing in the shower? 
Ryan Fraga: Lean On me. Loud.

Who would you never ever like to see naked? 
Ryan Fraga: Family.  LOL.

With whom would you like to go to the cinema and 
what film would you watch? 
Ryan Fraga: Ari Aster, and any 1970s horror movie 
he has been inspired by. 

You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go? 
Ryan Fraga: Tulum – The diving is next level, with so 
many cenotes and world-renowned reefs in Cozumel. 
Plus, the food, the sun, the water…heaven.

Which three things would you take with you to a 
deserted island? 
Ryan Fraga: Assuming food and shelter are taken 
care of… (1) My diving gear, (2) my dog, (3) maybe a 
friend, maybe.

If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, 
who would it be? 
Ryan Fraga: Stephen Hawking – I would like to 
know what it’s like to be that smart. 

Is there anything you would never do again? 
Ryan Fraga: Ride a motorcycle. I love them, I miss 
them, they are sexy fast machines…but I also like 
the way my knees work today, and I live in Los 
Angeles where driving is a contact sport. 

Do you have some good advice you want to share 
with our readers? 
Ryan Fraga: Today matters. You have to plan for 
the future, I’m not suggesting you spend all your 
money and disregard responsibility to make today 
extreme. But time is truly precious - making this 
moment count and being present in today for the 
experiences and connecting to the people around 
us really is living life fully.  

“THE FUTURE IS  WHAT 

HAS BEGUN ALREADY:  SEX 

TOYS ARE MORE POPULAR 

THAN EVER.”
RYA N  F R A G A
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Wasserbasierendes Gleitgel, besonders haut-
freundlich, auch zur Benutzung mit Kondomen,
Gummi und Latex geeignet. Ein geschmacks- 

und geruchsloses Gleitgel mit sanften
Gleiteigenschaften. 

Waterbased lubricant, very skin-friendly, also
suitable for use with condoms, rubber, and
latex. A tasteless and scentless lubricant 

with gentle sliding properties. 
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„men spray“
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Aphrodisierender Spray für Bettwäsche, 

Textilien, Haut & Körper. Aphrodisiac spray 

for bed linen, textiles, skin and body.
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A complete new range of vibrators designed to spice up your foreplay ! 

Are you ready to
TouchMe, Hear Me, Delight Me...? 

Touch Me Hear Me Delight Me

Booth 77 &129 Lovely-planet-distribution.com - contact@lovely-planet.fr - Tel +33 4 86 26 06 40 



Enjoy orgasms with a new kind of external stimulation!

Take a seat at
booth 43!
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